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Introduction i
1

Graeme Park is a baffling house. Regarded for its high

Georgian interiors as an important country seat, it eludesr-s

classification among what we think of as typical Delaware Valley
■i

1.
mansions. The plan is unique among the region's great countryi i

J

houses, and its primitiveness is discordant with the elegant

interiors. Even allowing for apparent colonial remodelling, the
I

spatial arrangement is atypical and awkward. Indeed given the
t-

sophistication of the remodelled interiors, it might have been

supposed that a more sophisticated, or at least more common, plantr

would have been created. Adding to the discordancy is the

f-
contrast of the rustic, asymmetrical exterior and the elegant

interiors. Even the siting seems hard to understand today, both

in orientation and approach.

Paradoxically, Graeme Park has remained so enigmatic despite

being researched as extensively as any house in the Delaware

Va 1 ley. As the only extant house of a colonial governor, it

received historical attention very early, with active research
I
1;.'

beginning in the mid-nineteenth century and lasting to the

present. This early attention helped preserve the house so thatr.

V,.-

it was nearly untouched from the end of the eighteenth century

and has no overt modernization. Despite research, the house is

misunderstood. Problems of dating have mistakenly caused

historians to believe that its interior millwork is extremely
1' •

precocious within the history of American architecture. One
IS'?

historian has improbably.; connected the house with Swedish
r

prototypes. A persistant theory holds that the mansion was not

iv



built as a dwelling at all, but rather a brewery. Finally,

adding to the confusion was an inadequately researched and

documented restoration undertaken in 1958-60 and 1969-70.

Given this historiographical background, it is with

respectful and cautious optimism that we offer the following

report on Graeme Park. We have not solved all mysteries and

there are many points which remain murky. However, we advance a

hypothesis of the mansion's creation and evolution which seems to

accord with several different bodies of evidence: documents;

physical examination of the building (and especially the

framing); stylistic analysis and comparative study of other

Delaware Valley mansions; and paint seriation analysis. All

these types of evidence seem to point in the common direction

explicated below. In turn, this history clearly suggests a

course to be taken in restoration and maintenance.

recommendations for which conclude the report.

This report would not have been possible without the help of

many individuals. For historical research we would like to

thank; Linda Stanley of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania;

Rosemary Philips of the Chester County Historical Society; Ron

Birch of the New York State Museum; and Marylou Birchmore at the

Essex Institute at Salem, Massachusetts. James Blackaby at the

■ Mercer Museum in Doylestown gave us information on firebacks. At

the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission we were given

much assistance by Ira Smith, Kent Steinbrunner, Barry Loveland,

and their staffs; and Brenda Reigle, Graeme Park's acting

historic site manager. Mrs. Welsh Strawbridge (Margaret), who.

V



with her husband, donated the property to the State of

Pennsylvania in 1958, was most gracious and helpful in several

interviews. The Glenmede Trust funded the project through a

strong group of volunteers, the Friends of Graeme Park, many of

whom have been helpful and encouraging to us. Bob Pasquarello,

the Museum Educator at Graeme Park, was most kind and- helpful

during our endless and sometimes inconvenient visits to the site

and has read the manuscript and made useful suggestions. Above

all, credit goes to the former historic site manager of Graeme

Park, Marian Ann J. Matwiejczyk Montgomery, who conceived the

project, generated its funding, oversaw all phases of the work.

and carefully reviewed our manuscript.

y
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Keith Period (1719-1737)

Graeme Park stands on a portion of the large estate given by.S'-

William Penn to Samuel Carpenter. In May 1706 Carpenter, who

built the famous Slate Roof House in Philadelphia, received 5,008

acres from Penn's Commissioners -- Edward Shippen, Griffith Owen,

Thomas Storny, and James Logan. This estate occupied much of

what is now Horsham. Carpenter paid to Penn one shilling per

year for each one hundred acres as a ground rent. Upon

Carpenter's death in April 1714, ownership of the land devolved

to his wife Hannah Carpenter. To supervise its use and sale

trustees were assigned; his wife, his son John, his daughter 

Hannah Carpenter Fishbourn, and her husband William Fishbourn.^

Carpenter had been Treasurer of the Pennsylvania Colony in

the early 1710s, during the period of Queen Anne's War. The

Pennsylvania Assembly appropriated 2000 pounds to mount an

expedition against the French in Canada, money entrusted to

Carpenter. Carpenter failed to sufficiently account for the

funds and most of the appropriation became a charge against his

No attempt was made to collect the debt until Williamestate.

Keith became Governor of the Colony in 1717. The Pennsylvania

Assembly gave Keith permission to prosecute the claim, and

accordingly in February 1719 Andrew Hamilton, Attorney General

for the Province of Pennsylvania, gained the release of 1200

acres of the Horsham land from Hannah Carpenter to offset the

Colony's claim. A month later Keith obtained this same acreage

from the Colony, for a recorded price of L500 (the deed was from

2
Andrew Hamilton, as Attorney General, to William Keith). The

1
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suspicion of impropriety surrounded this transaction, and it is

possible that Keith never paid for this land. As discussed below

(pp. 13-14), later colonial officials claimed that Keith had

purchased it with public money. Keith himself claimed that these

funds offset his personal expenses in outfitting a sloop of war 

and for other public purposes.^

The 1200 acre tract which Keith obtained from the Colony

was bounded by a rectangle 408 perches (= 6732 feet) by 474

perches (= 7821 feet), with the northeast boundary being the

dividing line between Philadelphia (now Montgomery) and Bucks

Counties. (Illustration 1). This is the rectangle bounded at

present by County Line Road, Chestnut Lane, Route 463, and a line

midway between Park Road and Keith Valley Road on the county

1 ine. Keith also obtained another 535 acres from the Carpenter

estate, to the south of these 1200 acres. Deeds were never

recorded for this other transfer, a common laxity in colonial 

times.^ Roughly, the additional acreage extended in length along

the county line southeast to what is now Privet Road and in width

approximately half the distance to Route 463. It was on this

land that the mansion house and present day farm were built.

(Ill. 1)

William Keith of Ludquharn was the most fascinating and 

historically significant person associated with Graeme Park.^

Born in 1669 in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, he was the heir to the

baronetcy of Nova Scotia. Through royal favor he was appointed

in 1714 as Surveyor-General of the Customs for the Southern

Out of experiences in this position heDistricts of America.

2
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later published a History of Virginia. When the Hanoverian Whigs

began their long rule in 1715 Keith, a royalist, was dismissed

from his position and returned to England. His royalist

sympathies (common in Scotland where many remained loyal to the

Stuarts who were deposed in 1688) would dictate the ups and downs

of his career. Keith had met the Penn family representatives in

Pennsylvania. They were impressed with him and sent

correspondence of recommendation to the Penn family in England.

On his return to England Keith courted favor with the Penn

family, naturally royalist since Charles II had given the grant

of Pennsylvania. The Penns were, dissatisfied with the current

Deputy-Governor of Pennsylvania, Charles Gookin, and sent Keith

to replace him. Keith arrived in Philadelphia in May 1717 with

his family: wife Ann, four sons, step-daughter Ann Diggs, and

his distant relative Dr. Thomas Graeme.

At first Keith enjoyed great success as governor, gaining

both public popularity and the respect of the proprietorial

aristocracy. As time went on, however, both his policies and

character caused him to fall from the proprietors' favor.

Politically it was his royalism which got him into trouble.

although now a more abstract royalism with allegiance transferred

to the Georgian administration. He began to consistently

advocate royal rights and prerogatives which would have resulted

in a corresponding decrease in proprietorial power. Such a

position was prophetic, since by the mid-eighteenth century the

London administration had usurped most of the governing functions

from individual colonial proprietors in an effort to systematize

colonial affairs and better exploit the colonies. However, for

3
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Keith this position resulted in the loss of the Penns' support

and ultimately his dismissal.

Keith's character was equally offensive to the proprietors

and their supporters, and less defensible. He could be arrogant.

a trait which increased after he inherited his father's baronetcy

in 1721. James Logan commented that within a year Keith had

changed "as if his very fabric had been changed with his 

appe nation."® His morality was questioned due to his high

living and attendance of risque' shows, and he was accused of 

adultery by James Logan and others.^ As governor he was

automatically a member of the Christ Church vestry, and in 1718

he was elected vestry president. That same year he erected the

8ostentatious Governor's pew. His increasingly overbearing

manner offended many in the church, as did his theology which 

Benjamin Franklin called "free thinking."^

In personal dealings he could be undependable and even

deceitful. The most famous example comes from the Autobiography

of Benjamin Franklin. In 1724 Keith befriended young Franklin

and sent him to England to buy supplies for his new printing

business, promising credit in London. Franklin arrived in London

to find no such credit, leaving him without funds. Frank 1in

later commented:

"But what shall we think of a governor's playing such 
pitiful tricks and imposing so grossly on a poor ignorant 
boy!
everybody; and having little to give, he gave expectations. 
He was otherwise an ingenious, sensible man, a pretty good 
writer, and a good governour for the people, tho' not for 
his constituents, the proprietaries, whose instructions he 
sometimes disregarded.
planning and passed during his administration.

It was a habit he had acquired. He wish'd to please

Several of our best laws were of his
nlO
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Franklin hinted at the dominant element in Keith's character

-- a personal ambition which did not hesitate to employ deceit

for its ends. Keith's many schemes for profit were often

unethical given his public position, and in some cases illegal. 

All were justified or screened by the pretense that they were

done for the public good. The Horsham estate was one instance

where a public debt was turned into a windfall for Keith. Other

examples of Keith's schemes include; real estate speculation;

employment of Negro slaves in fisheries; iron mines and a furnace

on the Christiana River in Delaware; and a copper mine west of

the Susquehanna River. This last venture caused him considerable

embarrassment since the area involved had not been bought from the

Indians, making it illegal under Pennsylvania law to enter.

Keith claimed that he was making a settlement to pacify the

frontier; however, the furor in the Assembly forced him to back

down.

Keith called his Horsham estate Fountain Low, an apparent

reference to the springs and stream which supplied plentiful

water. The word "Low" was perhaps a doub1e entendre; in general

the entire area is low ground (hence its wetness), but the

archaic meaning of "Low" was a mound or hill, and indeed at the

center of Keith's property was an elevated point of land higher

than any spot within three miles. Keith may well have intended

the name to refer to both the springs and the high ground, a

favorable combination for agriculture and the healthiness of the

site. A possible additional meaning is that of Scottish and

British dialects in which "low" means blaze or flame, a possible

reference to Keith's intended use of the property.

5



Keith stated his intentions for the Horsham estate inf

several documents. The earliest was a letter to one of his

closest friends, Cadwallader Golden of New York, dated January 9,

1721. He wrote;

"I'm just now very much Engaged in makeing a small setlement 
or plantation as they call it here about 18 miles from this 
Town, that may serve for a smal Retreat & nourishment to old 
age that comes on a pace, and for diversion as much as a 
litle profit, I am there Erecting a small Distillery & 
Brewery for the good of the Country, so that next spring I 
can promise you a litle present of as good Usquebaugh as 
ever came from Drochedah, also fine Cuttens Genevee persicoe 
& other Curiosities, and my chief workman or Manager Mr. Low 
who is a fine Chirurgeon of great Experience, promises to 
furnish The Common people with good Anyseed waters and 
Common Hollands Genevee as cheap as Rum which I expect will 
answer the present ch>arge of building & seting up Convenient 
work Houses, for I have yet no view to a Dwelling house or 
anything thats ornamental.

Thus the Horsham estate was first to be a small agricultural and

industrial center, and only later a country seat. The only

buildings mentioned are work houses, that is, mills or factories.i

Both beer and distilled beverages were to be produced, among the

latter scotch (Usquebaugh) and gin (Genevee). Interestingly a

surgeon was to supervise manufacturing.
1-

A year later Keith again wrote to Golden;

"I am pleased you approve my Project, I send you a square 
bottle of Usquebahg just for a taste or prooff and desire 
your judgement of its Quality, our stills are not yet set up 
for the hard weather does not suffer our People to work, but 
in March I shall be able to send you such a share as will 
divide better amongst your friends, & my wife designs a 
present to the Governour if he likes it, and so soon as I 
can have any right junniper berries, we will send some 
Cullens Genevee as good as every was drank in Holland I 
Remain Dear Doctor altogether Yrs

W Keith.

i.

I

t

..13if any cloves to be had in York pray send me one pound

Keith evidently had made some whisky, though not apparently in

6



the industrial stills which had not yet been set up. Presumably

small scale experimental distilling was done in Philadelphia with

some household or laboratory apparatus. It is possible that the

cloves mentioned in the postscript were to be used for

distilling, since Usquebagh can refer to spice flavored liquor or

whiskey. r
About the time of this second letter Keith announced his

intentions to the colonial assembly:

"My Mind is so fully bent upon doing this Province some 
effectual Service, that I have lately formed the Design of a 
considerable Settlement amongst you, in order to manufacture 
and consume the Grain, for which there is at this Time, no 
profitable Market Abroad. And although this Project will 
doubtless at first, prove very chargeable and expensive to 
me, yet if it meets with your Approbation, and the Good-will 
of the People, I am well assured it cannot fail of answering 
my Purpose, to do a real Service to the Country; and every
Interest or Concern of mine shall ever be built on that 

II14
Bottom.

Typically, Keith announced the scheme as one likely to cost him

money but be of benefit to the colony. Such a justification was

undoubtedly necessary as there would already have been those who

criticized the method by which he acquired the estate.

Keith's comments to the Assembly must also be seen within

the context of the severe economic depression which began in

Pennsylvania in 1721. The depression started with the bursting

of the South Sea Bubble, a speculative mania in London. The

panic in England caused debts to be called in and coin was

drained from the colonies. The resulting lack of currency

distressed many, especially farmers who could not sell their

Keith's distillery/brewery would have been seen as aproduce.

welcome outlet for grain products, thus enhancing the governor's

The depression also served Keith's larger purpose byreputation.

7



fueling discontent which he tried to direct against the

proprietors, in order to bolster royal prestige and 

prerogatives.^^

The sincerity of Keith's desire to help the farmers is

debatable. He did build a malthouse, and an inventory of his

personal property in 1726 (discussed below at page 13 and

reproduced in Appendix I-C) lists several stills and other

brewing equipment. However, there is no evidence that he ever

produced alcoholic beverages at Horsham. His letter of 1722 to

Golden stated that his stills were not set up. An advertisement

of 1737 (printed on page 21) notes a building designed as a

malthouse but gives no indication that it was equipped or

serviceable for production. A later eighteenth century source

treats Keith's attempt at distilling as futile, an unexplainable

position if Keith had ever successfully operated such a 

manufactory.^® Further, despite Keith's statement to Golden in

1721 that he had in mind no dwelling house, within a few years

Keith must have begun his Fountain Low mansion. At the least.

then, his good intentions were short-lived and inconsistent.

Further, the record of his ventures suggests that he was likely

to hide personal aggrandizement behind apparent public

beneficence. On the other hand, Keith was quite advanced in his

economic thinking and genuinely worked to ease the currency

shortage. It was Keith who proposed and got passed

Pennsylvania's early currency act, which modern historians 

conclude worked well to restore the colony's economy. It is

possible that the Horsham distillery itself failed for want of

8



currency, a factor beyond Keith's control. It is unclear whether

the idea itself, to locate a large brewing/distilling manufactory

in sparsely populated and remote Horsham, was unsound. Certainly

many farms and country houses had facilities for making alcoholic

beverages for the use of their own and perhaps neighboring

households. On the other hand, most large breweries and

distilleries seem to have been located in towns so as to have
1 Q

ready access to labor and transportation.

One final early document is a contract between Keith and 

John Kirk, a mason, reproduced in Appendix Unfortunately

the contract gives no architectural details, refering instead to

a Memorandum of Agreement now lost. The amount of the contract

was 100 pounds; its date was December 12, 1721. If, as seems

likely, the contract was signed prior to the start of

construction, little would have been done before spring 1722,

except for the collection of stone which often filled the winter

months when other building operations were suspended. Such a

chronology accords with Keith's second letter to Golden stating

that the stills were not yet set up. Presumably then, the

contract was for the construction of a distillery/brewery. It is

difficult to know from the amount of the contract how much work

was intended. The masonry work at Stenton (mostly brick)

evidently cost at least 200 pounds, for both labor and

materials.^® Brick was more expensive than stone, although

Horsham's isolation may have increased haulage costs. The great

difference in price is more readily explained by the complexity

and fineness of Stenton, as opposed to the probably more

utilitarian masonry of an industrial building. While tentative.

9



the conclusion can be drawn that Kirk's contract was for this

single, rather large, building.

The date of the building is also confirmed by a weathervane

noted and sketched in early histories of Graeme Park, now missing

but presumed to be in private ownership. Made of wrought iron.

the vein was 38 inches high, 17 inches long and stencilled: "W.

A nineteenth century manuscript states that theK. 1722."

weathervane stood on one of Graeme Park's outbuildings, probably 

the structure originally intended for a disti1lery/brewery.^^

There is no place on the mansion for such a weathervane and it

was uncommon to place them on houses.

The building must have been underway by March 25, 1722 when

Keith stated to the Governor's Council:

"That he had made a considerable advancement in the erecting 
of a. building at Horsham in the County of Philadelphia, in 
order to carry on the manufacture of grain etc 
is necessary for some convenient roads and highways 
through the woods, to and from the said settlement, be laid 
out by order of this board.

"It is therefore, at the Gov's request, ordered that 
Robert Fletcher, Richard Carver, Thomas Iredell, John 
Barnes, & Ellis Davis, or any four of them, do run out and 
make return of a convenient public road and highway from the 
Gov's settlement at Horsham to the Meeting House there, and 
from thence to a small Bridge, commonly called Round Meadow 
Run, where it meets again with the Abington or New York 
road.

and that it• f

And also, that the same persons do run out and make 
return of a road and highway to begin at the intersection of 
the said New York road at the dividing Line between the 
Counties of Philadelphia and Bucks, to be continued upon the 
said Line upwards as far as they shall judge convenient or 
necessary for accommodating that neighborhood; and it is
ordered that the returns of the said roads be made in 30

,.22days after this date.

A month later Nicholas Scull, Surveyor of the colony, reported

back descriptions of these two roads, which are printed in

Appendix I-B.^^ The first was named Governor’s Road, the second

10



County Line Road. (Ill. 2)

Governor's Road began "at the Governor's new building," 

implying that it was the major route from Fountain Low to

Philadelphia. Significantly the road proceeded southwest for 700

feet before turning to run generally southward. Thus Fountain 

Low's buildings were approached from the southwest, that is, from

the direction of Graeme Park's present barn. From Fountain Low

the road ran generally south and somewhat east to connect with

the New York Road somewhere in the area of present day Willow

Grove. A small piece of this road still exists, running adjacent

to the Strawbridge farm next to Graeme Park.

County Line Road is more problematic. Scull reported that

it had been laid out along the boundary of Bucks and Philadelphia

counties from the New York Road, northwest for almost exactly

four miles. Such a distance would have taken it past Keith's

land. However, it is not entirely clear that it was actually

opened for its whole length. In December 1733 the Court of

Quarter Sessions was petitioned to open a road from Robert Davis'

house (apparently at present day Eureka) southward. The first

route projected for this road was objected to by several property

owners, and a new route proposed; southeast along the county

line one and three-quarters miles, then south southeast one

mile to the upper terminus of the Governor's Road near Keith's

barn which is shown on the road's plat. Such a route seems

redundant of County Line road, and indeed would not have been 

described as it was if County Line Road had been fully open. It

is also unclear if this second route was ever opened, although at

some point Governor's Road was extended northward for a short

11



Buck stated, without noting his evidence, that County Lineway.

Road was not opened until 1752. In 1737 petitioners again asked

to open a road south from Robert Davis' house, a request which

apparently resulted in the road which is now Route 152 and Butler

Pike from Eureka to Three Tuns. A last early reference to a road

near Keith's property is a short path to connect a road in Bucks

County with the Governor's Road. Its exact location is unclear

but it presumably ran through Keith's land near its eastern

corner, subsequently following the boundary between Keith and

Jarret who owned land southeast of Keith.

The documents through 1722 do not mention a mansion house at

Fountain Low, but only Keith's proposed distillery. An

advertisement of 1737 (printed at page 21) mentions a large stone

house on the property, as well as the malthouse. That this house

is the present Graeme Park mansion is indicated by the stylistic

and physical evidence presented in Part II - "Architectural 

Analysis," which suggests that the mansion's exterior shell and

some portions of its interiors date from the 1720s or early

1730s. Keith's history gives clues which can refine our dating

of the mansion's construction. To judge by the early documents.

the mansion was not begun before 1723. In 1726 Keith was deposed

[■
as Governor and forced to release his personal property in order

to establish a trust for Lady Keith whose annuities Keith had

consumed. The indenture of release include an inventory of

Keith's personal property, all of which was at Horsham (see below

and Appendix I -C) suggesting that the mansion was habitable by

Keith held a seat in the Pennsylvania Assembly inthat date.

12
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1726 and 1727 but he apparently was near bankruptcy and fled

secretly to England in 1728 to avoid his creditors and attempt to

P Creestablish his political fortune. ^ After Keith's departure.

his wife was forced to sell more and more of the Horsham

property, indicating her financial distress and the unlikelihood

that she made further improvements at Fountain Low. Thus any

major construction done there probably occurred by 1726, and the

mansion can be dated 1723-26.

How much Keith lived at Fountain Low is uncertain. While

Governor he and his family lived in the "Great House" in

Philadelphia, the official governor's residence which had been

built by Edward Shippen in 1693.^® The inventory of 1726

indicates that, after Keith was dismissed as Governor, his

household was moved to Horsham. Keith himself must have

maintained a residence in Philadelphia in order to attend to

Assembly business and promote his restoration to power, neither

of which he could do from isolated Horsham. Keith's family

evidently did live at Horsham, both before and after Keith left

for England. A 1764 letter by one of Keith's sons, Robert (born

c. 1708) notes that he remembered portraits of his father and

mother at Horsham. Robert left the colonies in 1729 so that

his rememberance was probably of the late 1720s. Lady Keith may

have lived at Horsham until the estate was completely sold in

It is known that her last years (she died in 1740) were

2 8spent in Philadelphia in poverty.

1737.

The Keith family's manner of living at Fountain Low is

difficult to reconstruct. The 1726 inventory testifies to the

great opulence of the household while occupying the Governor's

13



House in Philadelphia. There was a great profusion of furniture.

plate, china, linen, pewter, brass, and other household goods.

On the other hand, as we will show in Part II of this report, the

mansion at Fountain Low was only partially completed at this

period. Some spaces were entirely unfinished and none of the

interior woodwork was painted. However, to live in unpainted or

unfinished spaces was not unusual for this period. Two of the

major rooms at James Logan's mansion , Stenton, remained

unpainted for several decades after the house was occupied, and

other rooms may have remained incomplete for shorter periods of

time.^® It was even more common to leave interiors unpainted in

farmhouses. With the family's fortunes declining, it seems very

likely that the Keiths lived in an unfinished house. It also

seems likely that much of the furniture and other household goods

were placed in storage at Fountain Low. A partially completed

house could hardly have held the profusion of furniture listed.

and, having left Philadelphia and the Governor's House, there

would be fewer occasions to use the abundance of china, plate.

and other fine serving utensils. The inventory's method of

listing the goods also supports such a conclusion. Inventories

usually listed items by room; the listing by type here may

indicate the cataloging of items as they were packed for shipment

to Horsham or that many of the items were grouped together in

storage.

In contrast to the profusion of household goods, the amount

of equipment and animals for the Horsham plantation seems small.

Besides coach and saddle horses (which would belong to Keith's
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role as governor and gentleman) there were 9 horses, 29 bovine

(including calves), 31 sheep, and 20 hogs. While this is many

more animals than would be expected on a typical small farm of

the period, it is far less than might be expected on a 1700 acre

plantation. Probably Keith was in the process of builidng his

herds when financial misfortune struck. Fourteen slaves were

listed. although only four were men and six were children, and at

least some of the slaves would have been house servants rather

than farmhands. Further, the amount of farming equipment is

1imited. Although various waggons and ploughs appear, little

else is listed, and no mention is made of seed, standing crops.

or grain in storage.

References to Fountain Low during this period are rare. In

1723 the following advertisement was run in the American Weekly

Mercury;

"Run away the 13th of this Instant from Fountain Low, Sir 
William Keith's plantation in Philadelphia County, in the 
Province of Pennsylvania. Two Negro Slaves, the one a squat 
fellow, he has the scar of a bullet in his left cheek, and 
is pretty much marked with the small Pox. The other of 
Middle Stature, has sharp shins with bumps upon them. They 
are both cloathed in new double Breasted Jackets, white 
stockings, new shoes, and new hat. They took with them a 
Gun and a Fowling piece, two white Horses with Sadies and 
Furniture.

Whoever shall sieze and secure the said two Negroes for
shall be very welltheir Master Sir William Keith, 

Rewarded and all Charges allowed.
Bart.

,.30

This tells us that slaves and horses were present at Fountain

Low, but whether permenantly or only on a visit (such as a

hunting trip) is unclear. The clothes which the runaways wore

probably indicates that they were liverymen, perhaps concerned

with keeping and driving Keith's horses. At some point Keith

requested an Anglican priest to conduct services at his
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plantation, perhaps indicating that a body of workers lived

there, at least temporarily during construction and clearing.

Very possibly construction workers had to be brought and housed

there for long periods as the area was sparsely populated. As

late as 1734 there were only 17 property owners recorded in

Horsham Township, holding an average of 200 acres. Most of the

township was apparently still in the hands of the proprietors or

the original grantees. In 1721 the area would have been even

less populated, and at that time the New York Road was the only 

highway through the area.^^

Other references to Keith's estate during this period are

two letters from Patrick Gordon (who replaced Keith as Governor) 

3 2 The first, from December 1726;to John Penn.

"Sir William brags of the valuable estate he has in the 
country which 'tis well known he has no more right to than I 
have for without any doubt or dispute it belongs to the king 
or at least the 2000 belonging to the Crown with which he 
purchased it.
collector of the kings Customs here he could not hand a suit 
but would be obliged to leave the country."

If there was any authority sent over to the

The second, from almost a year later:

"You have likewise herewith a copy of two of the most 
material paragraphs of the law for raising the 2,000 pounds 
for the service of the crown upon the expedition against 
Canada, a copy of which made under the seal I have sent to 
Mr. Robert Allen solicitor at law (who lives in Norfolk 
Street the lower most house on the left hand and) who will 
join with you and all my friends in requesting a grant from 
his Majesty for the tract of land called Horsham, which Sir 
William possesses and had assigned over to him in part of 
the 2,000 pounds 
Castle upon the subject..."

i

I have written to his Grace of New

These documents tell us few specifics about the estate but do

show the strong antagonism which had developed between Keith and

the proprietorial party. They also suggest a certain value to
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the estate which would have resulted from Keith's improvements.

As mentioned above, after being deposed as Governor, Keith

established a trust to repay a debt to Lady Keith and provide an

income for her and their children. He did this through two

indentures, dated 11 May 1726.^^ The first authorized the sale

of Keith's personal property to Dr. Thomas Graeme who had married

step-daughter Ann Diggs, Keith's, and Thomas Sober for the price

of L500. The second indenture allowed Keith to repurchase his

sold property if, within, seven months, he repaid Lady Keith a

L200 annuity which he earlier had consumed. If Keith failed to

meet these items, which he did, both his personal and real

property (including Fountain Low) would be placed in a trust for

Lady Anne. The effect or import of these indentures is unclear.

Specifically, it is uncertain what, if any, personal property was

sold away from Fountain Low. If much was sold. Lady Keith and

her family must have lived in an even more reduced manner than is

suggested by the unfinished state of the mansion. On the other

hand, if no property was sold, then Lady Keith gained no

immediate benefit from the indentures. Certainly the property

was sold off over the years, since by the time of her death Lady 

Keith owned very little.

In any event the sale of his personal property alone could

not cover Keith's debts, nor provide an adequate income for his

wife. In 1726 Keith stated that he had spent 6000 pounds on

various projects, including 2000 pounds on Fountain Low. This

number seems unusually high, unless, as is probable, Keith

included in it the purchase price (claimed indirectly through

Given the small number of animals andpayments for the sloop).
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the small amount of farm equipment listed, the improvements to

the estate do not seem extensive. An advertisement of 1737

(printed below) indicates that only 87 acres had been cleared.

implying that Keith had spent little on the land. Before he left

for England in 1728 he gave Lady Keith a power of attorney over

the Horsham estate, which was apparently to provide most of her

35support.

Back in England Keith tried to secure other political

positions. He was consulted on minor governmental matters and

may have sat in Parliament for Aberdeen. But his party, the

Tories, were long out of power, and he was never able to gain a

political preference. However, he did write many essays on

political affairs, and in 1740 his collected works were published

in London as A Col lection of Papers and other Tracts Written

Occasionally on Various Subjects. He never returned to America,

was imprisoned for debt for a time, and finally died in 1749.

His surviving sons Robert and James, who remained for awhile with

their mother in Horsham and Philadelphia and served as trustees

of Keith's estate, eventually followed their father to England, 

never to return to the colonies.^®

Keith had intended his wife to live off the proceeds of the

Horsham plantation, probably mostly rents received from tenant

farmers who may have occupied the cleared land and perhaps the

barn. While there are no direct references to the barn before

1733, its presence can be assumed by the animals listed in the

1726 inventory. Rental income was not enough, however, and

portions of the estate were sold off. Although the exact dates

18
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are unclear and the deeds unrecorded, a 100 acre tract in present

day Prospectvi 1 le, just east of the Horsham Road and north of

Park Road was sold to James Nash and the remaining 700 acres of

the estate between Park Road and Chestnut Lane were sold to

Ludowick Christian Sprogel, a Philadelphia merchant and land

speculator. These two sales are known from later deeds on the

3 7same properties.

It is possible that there was some question about the

legality of these sales since, before any more occurred, Keith

formally released his entire interest in the remaining land to an

enlarged group of trustees. Given the 1726 indenture, it is

unclear why another release was needed. The new release, dated

April 23, 1731, stated that Keith was in the Parish of

Westminster. The trustees were his sons Alexander and Henry
*5 Q

Keith, Thomas Graeme, Patrick Graeme, and Thomas Sober. An

accompanying duo of trust stated that the trustees were to sell

and dispose of the estate for the use and benefit of Lady Keith.

The land so conveyed to the trustees was the remaining 935 acres

of Fountain Low, lying between present day Park Road and Privet

Road. Almost immediately the trustees sold 100 acres along Park

Creek near the western corner of the estate to Richard Shoemaker,

3 Q
for a price of 60 pounds plus interest.

Despite Keith's releases of 1726 and 1731 he apparently

fraudulently sold the estate for his own gain after giving

ownership to the trustees. This transaction surfaced years

later, after Lady Keith's death in 1740, in a document entitled

"A short deduction of Lady Keith's right and property in her

The affair began in 1731 when a Williamplantation of Horsham."
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Henderson bargained with Lady Keith to buy the entire Horsham

Lady Keith wanted to sell to him but the trusteesestate.

refused, apparently mistrusting Henderson. Lady Keith obtained

from her husband a recommendation to the trustees that the sale

be made, but still nothing was consumated. In 1733 Henderson

got a deed to the property directly from Sir William Keith. Out

of the purchase price (which is not recorded) Lady Keith was to

get L200, the original amount owed in 1726 but less than one

third of her debts at that time. This latter statement is a good

indication of the perilous state of Lady Keith's finances during

this period and shows the unlikelihood of her having actively

improved Fountain Low's mansion or farm. The document concluded

that Henderson's claim was without merit and speculated upon 

whether Henderson or Sir William Keith were more to blame .

In 1737 Lady Keith again needed money and it was decided to

sell the remainder of the land. Preparation had been made for

this by a survey done the previous year by Jacob Parsons, who

later became surveyor-general of the colony. The survey map has

been discussed by several historians but it has not been seen 

since 1958.'^^ (Ill. 3) It was last reported to be in the

possession of Mr- Welsh Strawbridge, but his widow cannot find

it. Fortunately it was photographed and reproduced in Nancy

Wostroff's thesis on Graeme Park. The survey gives the bounds of

the property and shows Park Creek running through its center.

More interestingly, it depicts a group of four buildings standing

south of the creek. near the site of the present mansion. The

details of the structures are not clear and should not be closely
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relied upon, especially given the small scale of our

reproduction. One, shown to the west, seems clearly to be a

barn; a very small building is drawn closest to the creek; an

apparently three story building is shown on end; and a two story

structure is shown with its long side forward. Most unclear are

the relationship of the buildings and the draftsman's position in

sketching them.

On August 12, 1737 the trustees sold the property

(consisting now of 835 acres) at a Sheriff's Auction at the

Coffee House in Philadelphia. It was bought by merchant Joseph 

Turner for 750 pounds.Soon after, the following advertise

ment appeared in the American Weekly Mercury, (September 15,

1737) :

"To be Let to Farm, In Philadelphia County, twenty miles 
from town, a plantation called Horsham, consisting of five 
hundred acres of land, seventy-five of which are clear'd 
and improved ready and fit for Fall Grain of all sorts; 
besides twelve acres of we 11-improved meadow. Together with 
a large Stone House and a good Barn, all in order for a 
tenant to enter upon.

There is also on the said Plantation, a large stone
house three stories high, sixty feet in length and thirty 
five wide, each story well floor'd and lighted, originally 
design'd for a Malt House, but at present seems better 
calculated for a company of Linen Weavers, having a large 
stream of water passing by the End of the said house, and a 
fine spring running by the back part thereof, whereon is a 
very good bleaching green, which renders the whole extremely 
commodious for a Linen Manufactory.

They may be also accomodated with several parcels of 
land more or less as it may suit their respective demands 
and occasions. For further information enquire of the 
printer hereof, or of Thomas Darrock tenant on another Part 
of the said Plantation."

The advertisement is for only 500 acres; presumably the

other 335 had already been rented to tenants such as Thomas

Darrock, mentioned as a source of information. As mentioned

above, of this 500 only 87 were cleared, an amount which accords
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with later descriptions of the property as extensively wooded.

The buildings described tally with Parson's survey; a large

house, barn, and malt house 60 feet long and 35 wide. We will

refer to this document again when discussing the present

mansion's original purpose.

Turner did not keep the property for long. By a deed dated

1739 the property passed to Thomas Graeme for 760 pounds, only

slightly more than Turner paid for it. (The actual conveyance of

the property occured in late 1737 and was simply not recorded

until two years later.) The boundary descriptions match the

previous deed, that is, 835 acres were transferred.^^ (Ill. 1)

It is probable that Turner acted merely as an intermediary for

Graeme who all along intended to buy the estate. Such a maneuver

would have been necessary since Graeme, as a trustee, could not

have bought the estate directly at auction. Turner would have

received 10 pounds for his trouble. If this speculation is

correct, the advertisement would really have been on behalf of

Graeme whose original intention , therefore, was to rent the

property.

Graeme Period (1737-1772)

Dr. Thomas Graeme had come to America with Keith in 1717 and

for a few years was part of the Keith household. He had been

born at Balgowan in Perthshire, Scotland in 1688 and received his

medical diploma from Rheims. In 1719 Graeme married another

member of the Keith family, Ann Diggs (1700-1765) daughter of

The Graemes hadLady Keith and stepdaughter of the governor.
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nine children, but only four lived to adulthood and only one.

Elizabeth, outlived both parents.

Through Keith, Thomas Graeme was introduced to political

preference, but he avoided the controversy which resulted in the

Governor's downfall. Throughout his life he was highly respected

in Philadelphia as a physician and public official. His obituary
V*'

testifies to this respect;

"On Friday last died suddenly at his seat at Graeme-Park, 
Thomas Graeme, Esq M.D. Naval Officer for the Port of 
Philadelphia. "He was descended from an ancient family in 
Scotland, and possessed all the natural talents of a 
Gentleman, improved by a liberal education. He was blest 
with a clear head, a masculine understanding, and a happy 
sagacity, which justly placed him for near half a century at 
the head of his profession, as a Physician, in this city.
His practice was fair and honorable, distinguished as well 
by his medical abilities and communicative temper, as by 
natural philanthropy, that led him equally to the most 
affectionate and diligent attendance on all his patients, 
and to the charitable relief of the numerous poor who 
applied to him. He likewise long filled an important civil 
office, closely connnected with the trading interests of 
this province; and, hating covetousness, conducted himself 
therin with so much justice and moderation, that he carried 
to the grave with him a character universally beloved for 
integrity in his public trust as well as for the amiable 
virtues of humanity in his private station." He was intered 
yesterday forenoon, in Christ-Church yard, in this city, and

I-

the esteem in which he lived, was testified by the great 
concourse of respectable inhabitants of all denominations 
who attended his funeral. A sermon, suitable to the 
occasion,was preached by the Rev. Dr. Smith, from which we 
have had the favour of extracting the foregoing character of 
the deceased."'*^

Graeme's public service began in 1719 with his appointment

as Naval Officer of the port of Philadelphia, a customs post.

For a short time at the end of Keith's tenure, Graeme served on

the Governor's Council. In 1731 he was appointed a Justice of

the Supreme Court and in 1732 a Justice of Oyer and Terminer and

General Gaol Delivery for Philadelphia, Bucks and Chester

More important than any of these was his role as portCounties.
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physician from 1728 until the late 1740s, a position in which he

helped develop the early quarantine system at a time of massive

German immigration to Pennsylvania. This system helped protect

Philadelphia from contagion and the fear of epidemics. Later in

life he worked with the Pennsylvania Hospital and was president

of the St. Andrew's Society of Philadelphia.

Graeme's surviving correspondence includes many letters to

and from John Penn, the proprietor. The latter asked Graeme's

advice on colony affairs. It was at Graeme's suggestion that

Penn laid out Easton, Pennsylvania, on Penn's land at the

junction of the Delaware and Lehigh rivers, then known as the 

forks of the Delaware.^® Such a settlement helped confirm

Pennsylvania's right to the northeast part of the colony, which

was disputed by Connecticut. It also may have aided Graeme who

speculated on land near Easton. The Graeme's main residence was

in Philadelphia, on Chestnut between Sixth and Seventh Streets.

Graeme died suddenly at Graeme Park in September 1772.

As seen by the 1737 advertisement for rental, Graeme may

well have bought the Horsham estate purely as a speculative or

commercial venture. Throughout his life he maintained a farm on

the property, worked presumably by hired laborers or tenants.

The inventory of the estate at his death (see below) lists many

farm animals and much land in cultivation, indeed far more of

both than in Keith's time. Moreover there are no records that he

or his family lived at Horsham before November 1746, when he

wrote to John Penn that he had been wracked by a cough and would

move to the country in the spring [1747] for a "change of air.
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and to live on Whey and Buttermilk." He added that he doubted he

would continue to practice medicine, which may mark his

. 47termination as Philadelphia's port physician. However, he did

continue private practice in Philadelphia in later years. These

comments to Penn were said as if moving to Horsham marked a major

change in his life and was not part of his yearly routine. That

is, he probably had not been using Fountain Low as a summer home

before this time. References to improvements to the estate only

begin in the 1750's, fifteen years after he bought the property.

From 1755 on many letters to and from the Graeme family record

their presence at Horsham. The most likely scenario, then, is

that Graeme bought the estate as a commercial farm; in the late

1740s he suffered a breakdown in health, consequently deciding to

make Horsham a retreat; and thereafter made improvements to

convert the place into a gentleman's country seat.

In 1754 Thomas Penn wrote to Graeme from England; "I hear

you take frequent journeys to Horsham, which you have made a very

fine place, and which will be of great advantage in point of 

health."^® Due to the slowness of communication across the

Atlantic, Penn's news may have been somewhat old, but his comment

does indicate that Graeme's visits and improvements, being worthy

of comment, were fairly recent and certainly not too well

established.

Graeme wrote to John Penn a year later (1755);

"You are pleased to compliment me about Horsham which as you 
observe, I have Endeavored to make a fine Plantation, in 
regard to fields meadows and Inclosures, not much yet 
regarding the House and Gardens.
Incloses 300 acres of land, this park is managed in a manner 
quite different from any I have seen here or elsewhere, its 
very good soil, and one half of it lys with an easy descent

I have a Park which
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to the South sun, which besides avenues and Vistas thro' it, 
there is now but just done a 150 acres of it quite clear of 
Shrubbs Grubbs and Bushes, nothing but the Tall trees and 
good sapling timber standing, this I harrow sow in it grass 
seed, then Bush and Roll it, I expect it soon capable of 
maintaining a large stock of sheep & Black Cattle, it would 
be one of the finest Parks for Deer that well could be 
imagined, but tho' I have double ditched and double hedged 
it, I'm afraid it is not secure enough against Deers 
escaping. On the other hand if you consider it as a piece 
[?] of Beauty and Ornament to a dwelling, I dare venture to 
say that no nobleman in England but would be proud to have 
it on his seat or by his house. It is true, it has afforded 
me a good deal of pleasure, but at the same time not less 
anxiety, affections of the mind which are seldom separated, 
the charges have been very considerable, and as yet in 
proportion the returns but small, tho I think the prospect 
can't fail answering."^®

This important document evokes the eighteenth century ideal

of the English country seat, combining working agriculture and

the picturesque landscape. One can see the sheep and cows

grazing on the meadow in view of the house, as they still do at

many English country estates. Crops were planted and animals

herded, yet the purely pleasurable element -- deer and vistas

was also present. Indeed the greatest purpose of a park (used

here for the first time in relation to the Horsham estate) was

"as a piece of Beauty and Ornament to a dwelling." Avenues and

vistas through the trees reflected late seventeenth and early

eighteenth century fashion for natural landscape improved by man.

Ditching and hedging, recalling English and colonial "ha-has" to

control animals, was an unobtrusive and relatively natural way to

surround an estate, an attempt to avoid more formal masonry

walls. Charles Harper Smith reported in the 1930s that remains

of Graeme's ditches could be seen on the neighboring Clark 

property, north of Park Creek. Though the land was partially

cleared, important trees were left to give variety to the views
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of the meadows. Significantly, Graeme expressed satisfaction

with the landscaping but deprecated the house and gardens, thus

establishing a probable terminus post quern for the more elegant

improvements to the house and the creation or improvement of the

front gardens which would have been more formally laid out than

the park itself. Graeme's final sentence is interesting for two

First it reflects eighteenth century interest inreasons.

psychology (referred to then as "affections of the mind"), a

subject Graeme would have been aware of as a physician. Secondly

it reitterates his goal to make the estate profitable, perhaps to

give him a secure retirement and provide future support for his

wife and daughters.

A review of some other letters gives glimpses of the

Graeme’s life at Horsham. Almost all of the letters to or from

Horsham were written in the months of July, August, or September.

From 1755 until his death, Graeme, with his family, seems to have

spent most of these months in the country. There are no

references to large parties; rather the summer residents seem to

have been a fairly stable group including the Graemes, their

relatives the Stedmans, and friends such as Richard Peters and

James Young who was to marry Jane Graeme.

In both 1755 and 1766 Graeme wrote to Peters indicating that 

he would see him at Graeme Park.^^ Also in 1755 James Young

wrote to the Graeme family at Horsham, noting that Mrs. Graeme 

was suffering from fever there. In May 1756 Mrs. Graeme wrote

to Mrs. Campbell saying that they would leave for Horsham at the

beginning of June.^^ Mrs. Graeme again wrote to a Mrs. Campbell

in 1760 at Burlington, New Jersey, wishing she would come to
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Graeme Park to help sooth Mrs. Graeme's pain the first time she

returned to "a place where I lost so great a Blessing," probably 

referring to the death of a child there the previous year.^^

This letter may be the first time the estate was referred to as

Graeme Park.

In August 1761 Elizabeth Stedman, who was at Graeme Park,

wrote to Elizabeth Graeme, still in Philadelphia due to her

health. She looked forward to the latter's coming and complained

that she had to play cards every evening despite the warm

weatherj she noted that Doctor Graeme was coming soon and that he 

could spell her at the card table. The next summer also

Elizabeth Graeme was sick in Philadelphia and Elizabeth Stedman

wrote of the fine weather in Horsham, noting that, if she were at

Graeme Park, it might tempt Miss Graeme to walk too much in the 

garden during the evening.^® Perhaps this indicates that the

front formal garden was laid out by this time. Mrs. Campbell had

also been at Graeme Park. Mrs. Graeme wanted to know if her

daughter could spare her maid to come up to Horsham. In 1763

Elizabeth Graeme was sick again, though this time at Graeme Park,

where she was visited by James Young. Young was also trying to

buy a household slave for Mrs. Graeme.

Another letter from 1763 illuminates some activities on the

In September Graeme, in Philadelphia, wrote to Elizabethestate.

at Graeme Park:

"I am glad your Mama stayed till Monday, by which she should 
have a proof of her distemper abating, and the fine weather 
since, with so much change of pure air, will no doubt 
contribute to her recovery. It gives me likewise pleasure 
to hear that your own health seems so thoroughly 
established, yet I desire you not to trust to the change of

i
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weather, but when damp comes to take a glass twice a day of 
the bark and bitters I sent for your use. I hear your 
cider-mill is brought into good order, notwithstanding which 
it will be time enough to begin cider-making the weeks after 
next. We have next our second crop of hay to get made. I 
have pressed Henry White to see that Roberts gets the shed 
ready to put the apples in, which will be a great 
convenience in carrying on your manufacture. It is still 
uncertain whether I shall come the latter end of next week 
or not; it would suit me better one week longer. Pay my 
compliments to your bashful companion, which is all I choose 
to offer.

This letter is further evidence that the Graeme took an active

interest in agricultural activities on their estate, and suggests

that Elizabeth herself may have initiated cider-making.

Apparently at least part of Graeme Park's orchards (mentioned in

later advertisements) produced apples.

Three other letters have more immediate relevance to the

house and grounds. The earliest, from August 1762, was written

by Mrs. Graeme, at Horsham, to her daughter Elizabeth in 

Philadelphia.^® It includes the following passage; "tell

Barbara I can't think of her coming here now. because your sister

[Ann Stedman] is so crowded with people that any addition would

be quite an intrusion, as there are masons and carpenters at work

in her kitchen." [underlining mine] This letter has long been

thought to refer to either the detached or the original interior

kitchen at the Graeme Park mansion; and thus to indicate the date

of some alterations. However, there was another house on the

Graeme Park property which seems to have been used as an adjunct

to the mansion. This building was variously called the long

house or the tenant house, and indeed in later years was rented

As we will see, this was probably the convertedto a tenant.

In 1773 Elizabeth Graeme Ferguson said of it;malt house.
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"John Jinny is not at present to be considered as a coachman 
He and Andrew have been the whole winter employed in keeping 
up the fences which in such a range of Ground is a perpetual 
work. I keep no family at the long house at all: 
got all my people into their quarters over here Yet without 
any of thoses expenses that may be termed indulgences to My 
Self.

I have

And in 1782 Elias Boudinot wrote to Elizabeth:

" I cannot possibly approve of any sale that will separate 
the long House from the Mansion House, unless it should be 
during the time necessary for the Purchaser's building a

II61proper farm House.

The apparent distinction here between the long house and a proper

farm house may well indicate that the former was not proper, that

is, was not made for its purpose. In any event, the long house

was considered somehow a part of the mansion house complex. When

Mrs. Graeme wrote to Elizabeth in 1762 she referred to Ann

Stedman's kitchen. Surely Mrs. Graeme would have been mistress

of the mansion house and would not have indicated that its

kitchen belonged to another woman (unless that woman was a‘

servant which Ann Stedman was not). Since the large Graeme

family and their servants could easily have filled the mansion

house, it is possible that the Stedmans stayed in the long house.

Thus the reference to masons and carpenters may well refer to

work in the kitchen of this latter building.

Another letter from this period gives a glimpse of life in

the mansion house and has been used to assign room functions for

its first floor. Mrs. Graeme, writing from Horsham to Elizabeth

who was on a tour of England, said:

"When you receive this, think of me in the dining room 
writing; Anna sitting by me at her work, desiring me to give 
her duty, John driving a little cart through the entry, 
enjoying himself with high glee, and no anxiety for the 
future; your Papa reading the newspaper in the office."
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Finally, a delightfully picturesque reference to Graeme Park

comes from Elizabeth Stedman, who wrote to Elizabeth Graeme in

Eng land. that her leisure time was spent in "rambles through the

„63Park or the little grove near the milk house.

Soon after this letter was written the Graeme's bucolic

summers, as well as Elizabeth's English tour, were interrupted by

the death of Mrs. Graeme. In later years fewer people seem to

have stayed at Graeme Park in the summer. It has been said that

after his wife's death Doctor Graeme moved permanently to

Horsham, but this seems unsubstantiated. The inventory at his

death lists most of his possessions in his rented Philadelphia

house. Apparently he and Elizabeth continued to spend summers at

Graeme Park until his death. Elizabeth wrote of his dying:

"I sat on the bench at the window, and watched him coming up
the avenue... As he reached the tenant-house, near the gate, 

- „64he fell and died."

Elizabeth was probably in the mansion house when she witnessed

her father's death. Although not entirely certain, the tenant

house is probably the long house discussed above. The gate

spoken of may well be that to the formal garden north of the

house, for, as we will see later, archaeological finds support

this hypothetical arrangement of structures.

When Thomas Graeme died his estate was thoroughly

inventoried. Two lists were drawn up, one of his household

furniture, the other of equipment. livestock, crops, and some

household items at Graeme Park. Both lists are printed in

Appendix I-D.®^ The first was drawn up on September 16, 1772 .in

Philadelphia. The contents and arrangement of rooms described

makes it clear that Graeme lived in a well furnished typical
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three story back-and-front rowhouse. The inventory at Graeme

Park was conducted between September and November 1772.

Curiously only the most meager of furniture appears on this

second list, as if the Graemes lived at the estate in spartan

simplicity. Indeed there is not enough household furniture

listed for the Graemes to have lived at all. However, a more

likely explanation is that much of the furniture was moved back

and forth seasonally, as was common in colonial times. Rather

than stylishly furnish two homes, people often moved their best

pieces from city house to country estate, and back. E1izabeth

probably moved back to Philadelphia for many months following her

father's death, so that she could be with friends and settle his

She would have taken the important pieces of furniture.estate.

as well as the china, plate, and silver, with her, and thus it

shows up in the Philadelphia, not the Horsham, inventory.

The inventory at Graeme Park reveals a quite prosperous, or

at least large, farm. Listed are almost 10,000 bushels of grain.

60 loads of hay, and 130 acres of crops in the ground. Anima1s

included 11 horses, 37 bovines, 57 pigs and 23 sheep. There was

a great amount of farm equipment and other tools, including a

surveyor's level. Two male slaves are the most valuable objects

on the list. Kitchen furniture is noted, as are beds in the farm

house, most probably the long or tenant house. A small number of

items were probably located in the mansion house and included

some silver, two mirrors, a carpet, a couch, four beds and three

s bedsteads, and some old chairs, items which might well have been

left when the good furniture was moved back to Philadelphia.

I
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1772-1801

Elizabeth Graeme Pergusson inherited Graeme Park upon the

death of her father. A romantic figure, her personal history has

66been told many times and need only be summarized here. She was

born in 1739, the youngest of the Graeme's children, and early on

showed a talent for poetry, an art she practiced all her

life. She was apparently quite popular, being known as a

brilliant conversationalist. As noted above, she travelled to

England in 1765 but had to return on her mother's death to be the

mistress of her father's house.

In December 1771 Elizabeth met Henry Hugh Pergusson and fell

in love. Her father disapproved of the match, but the two were

secretly married at Old Swedes' Church in April 1772. Graeme

died four months after the wedding without ever learning of the

marriage. She and Pergusson moved to Graeme Park and apparently

settled down to farming. He took on such public positions as the

board of Hatboro Public Library (1773), a council seat for the

district (1773 and 1774), and a county justice of the peace

(1775). These years seem to have been pleasant ones for

E1izabeth. A letter to her at Graeme Park from John Young in

Philadelphia (dated 22 March 1775) evokes a bucolic atmosphere;

"You have all the advantages that any poet can wish for; for 
the season of poetry is fast approaching, and everything 
about you must contribute to inspire it; so that you have 
nothing to do but to invoke the muses and begin [to] sing.
As for the scene I'm sure Graeme Park may vie with Arcadia; 
for poetry may easily convert Neshaminy into Helicon, the 
Meadows into Tempe, & the N. Park into Parnassus; so that I 
shall certainly expect to see something of the Pastoral 
kind in [your] next magazine.," [meaning her letter to which 
he refers earlier as "Periodical Papers". Neshaminy is a 
Creek in Horsham; present day Park Creek was then called a 
branch of the Neshaminy. Parnassus was a mountain in Greece
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sacred to Apollo and the muses; Tempe a valley in front of 
it, also sacred to Apollo and made famous by Greek poets.

As the Revolution approached, Fergusson remained loyal to

the king and returned to England in 1775. When the British

captured Philadelphia, Fergusson returned with their forces and

served as Commissary of American prisoners in the city. During

the occupation Elizabeth lived at Graeme Park but received passes

from the Americans to see her husband. Through him she became

involved in some questionable political affairs, most notably the

surreptitious peace proposal of Reverend Jacob Duche of

Philadelphia, which Elizabeth carried, to the American forces.

IThese activities, combined with her husband's loyalty to England,

cast suspicion on Elizabeth. When the British left Philadelphia,

Henry Fergusson accompanied them, leaving Elizabeth behind at

Graeme Park.

Even before the war started Elizabeth was beginning to feel

financial pressure. In large part this was due to the terms of

her fathers' will. She had inherited the entire Graeme Park

estate but out of it had to pay Jane Graeme Young's heirs

(husband James and children John and Anna) a total of 1000

pounds. To meet this obligation she tried to sell off most of

Graeme Park.®® In October 1773 the following advertisement

appeared in the Pennsylvania Packet;

To be sold all together or in different tracts, seven 
hundred acres of land, situated in Horsham township, 
Philadelphia county, and a small part in Bucks county, 
between 19 and 20 miles from Philadelphia, containing about 
300 acres of wood, 100 acres of meadow (the greatest part of 
which is excellently watered) 280 of arable land, and 20 
acres in good orchards, filled with a collection of the best 
grafted fruit trees. The above tract is part of the estate 
commonly called Graeme Park, formerly belonging to Thomas 
Graeme, Esq., whose valuable improvements, especially in
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manuring said land, are well known to the inhabitants of 
Horsham, 
watered.

The whole is under good fence, and extremely well

This was followed in 1776 by another:

"Valuable Farms to be Sold. The greater part of that highly 
improved estate, commonly called Graeme Park, situate in the
county of Philadelphia, and about nineteen miles from the 
city, late the property of Doctor Thomas Graeme, deceased, 
(and by him devised to his daughter, Elizabeth Graeme, now 
Elizabeth Fergusson) is to be sold, in farms of any quantity 
from one hundred acres to three hundred acres, as may best 
suit the purchaser: A proportionate quantity of arable 
meadow and timber lands will be allotted to each farm, the 
Proprietor intending only to reserve the mansion-house, 
offices, etc. with a small portion of lands next adjacent. 
The arable lands were originally good, and have been greatly 
improved by manurings and the best culture; the meadows 
produce the best kind of hay in great quantities, and they 
may always be kept in a flourishing state, by being watered 
in the driest seasons; and the timber lands are of the best 
quality. A considerable quantity of excellent orcharding 
can be allotted to one or two of the farms. Each of these
farms from its situation and quality, is calculated both for
the amusement of the man of fortune, and the profit of the 
industrious farmer. They will be sold for a reasonable 
price, and an indisputable title given to the purchaser.
For terms and further information apply to Elizabeth 
Fergusson on the premises, Charles Stedman at Philadelphia, 
or Richard Stockton at Morven, near Princeton, New 
Jersey."'^®

These advertisements had little effect, resulting only in

the sale to Roland Shoemaker of 37 acres. Back in England

Fergusson persuaded John Penn to give a mortgage of 2000 pounds

on 200 acres of the property, money which he received and

Elizabeth never saw. The mortgage and land ended up in the hands

of Isaac Melchior, a Philadelphia merchant, and was ultimately

acquired by Richard Shoemaker as well. Both these parcels were

located between Park Creek and Park Road.^^

During the war Graeme Park played a minor part in military

actions. In 1777 General Anthony Wayne's brigade encamped there.

for which Elizabeth received a kind letter of thanks. She had
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lost some cattle during this stay and General Wayne promised to

capture the thief who must have been among the American

72soldiers. A year later she received payment from the army for

some beef, either the cattle that were stolen or a later sale

from her farm.^^

After the English left Philadelphia, the Supreme Executive

Council of Pennsylvania moved to seize the property of all

loyalists. Since Henry Fergusson was dubbed a traitor, and

Elizabeth’s loyalties were uncertain, Graeme Park and all its

buildings and contents were seized. In September 1778 officials

had an inventory made of the property, which gives a fairly

accurate picture of the use and furnishing of the mansion

74
house. Another surviving document is a list of furniture and

equipment which Elizabeth requested to keep for her accommodation

until the Supreme Court decided the fate of her property. This

document is dated 8 October 1778 and lists items to equip a

parlor, bedroom and kitchen. Her request was granted. A final

list itemizes the sale of the remainder of her moveable property.

held 15 October 1778. It records that Elizabeth herself bought

back some items, which can be added to the list of furniture she

was allowed to keep, to obtain a picture of Graeme Park after

1778. All three documents are printed in Appendix I-E.

Elizabeth stated in 1780 that her moveable property had been

acquired by her father long before she met Henry Fergusson. Thus

many items in the inventory undoubtedly appear as well on the

probate inventory of Graeme's estate. However, it is difficult

to match up the two lists since pieces are often referred to

generically.
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The official 1778 inventory of the whole house listed

furniture by room. (See plans. Ills. 7-9) In the mansion house.

beginning with the third floor:

- The large east room was a bedroom with four beds and a

fireplace which was used both for warmth and to heat water.

- The middle room was also a bedroom, with one bed and a working

fireplace.

- The two west rooms (listed as one) were storage chambers filled

with furniture, china, equipment, and Elizabeth's library. As

Wosstroff suggests, much of this material was probably moved

there when American forces camped at the estate. It was clearly

not in storage permanently since Elizabeth requested many items

from it for her accommodation. The stored material probably

contained items from all other rooms in the house, making their

listing incomplete.

On the second floor:

- The east room was a bedroom with two beds, and no fireplace

equipment.

The center room was a bedroom with one bed, a carpet. and a

fireplace with equipment indicating that it was actively used.

The west room seems to have been left more furnished than the

others. It contained a bed, two desks, a bookcase and books, 95

dollars in cash, four pictures, and some other furniture. Thus

it seems as if this room was extensively used, although curiously

there was no fireplace equipment.

On the first floor:

In the east and west rooms there was a total of three dining
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tables, thirteen chairs, and a settle. There is no mention of

any items in the middle room, nor any fireplace tools on the

entire floor.

Elsewhere on the estate were agricultural implements, crops.

and animals. though far less than at Graeme's death. One of

Doctor Graeme's slaves remained. The kitchen (presumably the

detached kitchen next to the mansion house) contained equipment.

A loft on the east end of the long house contained hay, and there

was other household furniture which could have been in the long

house.

Among the furnishings which Elizabeth requested to keep for

her accommodation was the furniture for a room referred to as the

parlour, presumably the large first floor room. If all the

furniture was to go in one room, this is the only room which

could have held it. It is possible that she could have dividedi

the material among several rooms. The list included: six

chairs, six tables, a book case, four green curtains "for the 4

windows in the parlour," three mirrors and several sets of

medallions and pictures "which usually hung in the Parlour," a

harpsichord (which Francis Hopkinson bought for Elizabeth in

England), a carpet, an eight day clock, and fireplace equipment.

For her bed chamber Elizabeth requested a bed with curtains.

a bed without curtains (probably for her maid, as mentioned in

the inventory), two blue curtains, a desk, six chairs, fireplace

equipment, and other accoutrements. Presumably this furniture

would have gone in the large east room on the second floor.

although this room has four windows while the list only included

two curtains.
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Elizabeth's request also included typical kitchen equipment

and her library. As mentioned above, at the sale of her

remaining property, she also bought several items most

particularly four beds and a chest of drawers. With these she

could have fitted up several ether bedrooms (presumably on the

second floor), to accommodate guests, most notably Eliza Stedman

who seems to have remained with her constantly.

After losing most of her moveable property, Elizabeth worked

hard to retain her land and house. She enlisted the aid of

powerful friends to lobby both the Supreme Court and, when that

I failed, the General Assembly. In June 1780 Captain James

Abercrombie, one of her supporters, wrote that the Court had
h: ■

decided she could keep the furniture mentioned in the request

discussed above; up to this point it had only been granted for

75her use. Assembly had passed a resolution in her favor but

the Court stated that it was not law. However they would not

forcibly remove her for fear of the public outcry. . In the

meantime lobbying on her behalf was proceeding quietly. In 1781

she again petitioned the Assembly, proclaiming her loyalty to

America and reitterating that her property was never conveyed to

Henry Fergusson. She stated that with the land in seizure she

could find no tenants, so that it lay idle and she had to borrow 

money to live.^® This petition finally obtained relief and

Graeme Park's title was restored to her.

Even with her title intact, Elizabeth was under severe

financial pressure. Her taxes were high and she had large

77debts. Throughout the 1780s she tried to sell off the Graeme
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Park estate piecemeal, retaining the mansion house for herself.

In 1782 she advertised two tracts of land, one of 160 acres and

the other of 200 acres, following John Redman's advice to retain

78 Further, as quoted above, Elias200 acres around the mansion.

Boudinot encouraged her to keep the mansion and long house

together. These attempts being unsuccessful, in 1787 she put the

entire estate up for sale. The advertisement read as follows;

To be sold at Private Sale, That valuable and 
highly-improved FARM called GRAEME Park, situate in Horsham 
township, in the late county of Philadelphia, now of 
Montgomery, and adjoining the Bucks county-line, 19 miles 
from Philadelphia, twelve from Newtown, 20 from Bristol, 3 
from Horsham meeting house, 3 from Neshameny meeting-house, 
and 13 from Norristown, or the Swedes Ford on Schuykill 
containing 550 acres of land of an excellent quality, near 
200 acres of which is beautiful timber land, about 40 acres 
of meadow, a considerable part watered by a never failing 
stream, the remainder plough land of a rich and kindly soil, 
producing plenty of pasture, and good crops of all kinds of 
grain; 20 acres thereof have been but one year cleared; the 
whole beautifully situated in a healthy neighborhood, and 
well watered with never failing springs and streams, a 
branch of Neshameny flowing through the premises, whereon a 
grist-mill or other water works might be erected, 
on the premises an elegant strong built and well finished 
mansion house of stone, three stories high; 60 feet front, 
and 2 7 deep, with a good cellar under it, three parlours on 
the first floor, the story near 13 feet high; three bed 
chamers on the second story, and three on the third; one of 
the parlours on the first floor is 23 feet by 22, 
wainscotted to the ceiling and paneled, the bed chamber over 
it of the same size; a fire place in every room in each

There are

story; the chimnies draw smoke remarkably well, and none of 
them corner chimnies. A garden containing two acres, 
adjoining the mansion house, enclosed by a terrace and a 
stone [walls] a large frame barn, covered with cedar 
shingles, with plenty of stabling adjoining it, a stone cow
house, carthouse, smoke house, poultry house, and a great 
number of other necessary outhouses; also a good stone 
kitchen near the mansion house, with convenient rooms 
adjoining it for a housekeeper and servants, a good well of 
water at the kitchen door, with a pump [by] it, remarkable 
fine spring of water in the dairy, which in the severest 
summer drought was never known to fail.
on said premises two large orchards of the best kinds of

i

; \
;

There are like-wise

grafted fruit, and many other conveniences too tedious to 
enumerate. There are no large waters or ferries between 
said farm and the city of Philadelphia, which renders
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traveling to and from the city convenient at almost all 
seasons of the year.
estate may know the terms by applying to Mr. George Meade 
merchant. Dr. Frederick Phile, or William Rawle, Esq. in 
Philadelphia, or Elias Boudenot, Esq 
New Jersey, or of the subscriber, living on the premises. 
Elizabeth Fergusson (Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertisr, 
August 29,1787).

Any person inclining to purchase said

at Elizabeth Town,• 9

Several interesting items appear here. The description of the

mansion house matches the surviving building quite accurately.

although the dimensions are exaggerated slightly. The formal

garden is specifically mentioned; as we will see, archaeology has

found that it lay adjacent to the mansion's north facade and was

surrounded on two sides by stone walls and on the third by a

water course and berm which might well have been described as a

The long or tenant house was not mentionedterrace.

specifically. probably because at this time it was in ruins.

according to a description written the previous year (see below).

Also mentioned were the detached kitchen which had servants'

quarters adjacent to it, whether above, beside, or close nearby

is not specified.

Even this advertisement did not immediately bring buyers.

John Young, Elizabeth's nephew, considered becoming a gentleman 

farmer at Graeme Park, but this promising hope also failed.^®

Finally in 1791 Elizabeth turned the estate over to Dr. William

Smith, her late niece Anna's husband. The transaction paid her

8 0debts and gave her an annual income of $200.

A fascinating glimpse of Graeme Park in the later days of

Elizabeth Fergusson comes from the diary of William Rawle (1759-

1836) :

1786.
to pay Mrs. Ferguson a visit long promised & frequently

Wednesday [August 23d] I set off at 6 in the morning
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projected.
Jenkintown at a breakfast of Cucumbers & Coffee.

Dr. Phile followed me & overtook me at

There was some residue of expence, & amplitude about Graeme 
Park which gave me however no sensations of veneration or 
pity.
his Lady - and when I view numberous stone buildngs, without 
inhabitants, occupying the idle, lonely scene with an 
immense useless bulk, I figure to myself the restless, 
discontented dishonest spirit of Sr. William — 
counteracting the sullen & unsocial genius of his prouder 
helpmate
happily separates her from the ignoble creatures of mean 
existence around her

I have little esteem for Sr. Wm. Keith, and less for

she, never deigning to cross a threshold which

he, always abroad in the plans of 
destroying the peace of a province he was no longer allowed
to govern -- both finally, poor, old, & despised, 
believe died in the Fleet or very soon after quitting it.
She lived after her wealth was gone & her friends, & 
wearied, & secluding herself from all mortal knowledge in 
the back room of a small miserable dwelling in Third Street, 
she struggled thro' several years of a deficiency of all the 
comforts of life, of which the penalty was enhanced by her 
malignant & impatient temper, her consolation consisting in 
some small pieces of plate impressed with the family arms 
which hunger or disease could not prevail on her to part 
with, she at length expired, hating herself & forgotten by 
the world.

Sr. Wm. I

The house & 550 acres of land around it, now preserves the 
ostentatious title of Graeme Park-tho' it never was a park. 
Lady Keith's trustees sold it to Doctor Graeme, who repaired 
and beautified the house which is indeed internally very 
elegant, and neglected the farm, which does not now produce 
Mrs. Ferguson more than L150 Pr. ann.

Two or three farm houses would have rendered it more 
profitable.

The mansion house stands low & ine1egantly-commands no views 
either naturally or artificially beautiful. The front, 
after passing over a ruined garden, is stopped by the large 
stone buildings erected by Sr. W. K. for disti1leries-in the 
wild idea of turning a distillery to profit in a place to 
which there cannot anyway be less than 17 miles land 
carriage-and these buildings being now neither comfortable 
nor venerable-neither in good order nor agreeably ruinous- 
are altogether nuisances to the effect. The back part has 
only what we're all to call a Court yard, with a dirty pump 
on the highest side & consequently a perpetual puddle thro' 
the square. The eye on the left side is entangled with, the 
highway, & on the right, stretched upon a long, lifeless, 
level field -without swells, without clumps, without water, 
without distant hills.

Mrs. Ferguson, a Miss Stedman-one of those over lively
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females who have at least this disagreeable mark of 
character about them that they set every body in company in 
motion to be equal with them-two daughters of Dr. Phile, 
composed the tenants of the mansion, 
the day was over we walked up the avenue-God bless it-to see 
the prospect which was that of a long avenue with trees on 
either side, bounded by trees.

When the business of

So when we had looked at the prospect we returned thro* the 
woods-& half of her land Mrs. F. tells me is covered with 
wood-& took our Coffee, & soon after, (during which interval 
Miss Molly Phile at the request of her papa sang "Old Robin 
Gray"
declared was his favorite) we supped upon what we had not 
eaten at dinner, & went to bed.

"One Fond Kiss" & a duet, which last the Dr.

Thursday--Rose at three in order that the Doctor might be at 
home at office hours.

I had the honor of Miss Betsy Phile's company, & the 
pleasure of a great deal of conversation with her of course. 
We drove to Town without stopping & I delivered my amiable 
companion at her father's back gate in Black Horse Alley-I 
suppose because she did not choose to get out at the front 
door in the presence of all ye public offices.®^

Besides the sarcastic portraits of the Keiths, the most

striking aspect of this statement is the picture of ruin it

paints. Especially interesting is the information that the

ruined distillery building was just beyond the front garden, a

placement which accords with archaeological finds. The statement

indicates that the mansion was never the malthouse. that the two

buildings were distinct. Moreover it suggests an identity

between the malthouse and long house since it implies that the

distillery had been converted to a use for which comfort was a

requirement ("these buildings being now neither comfortable nor

venerable"). The placement of the ruins also accords with

earlier documents which consistently discussed the long house and

mansion as a group, indicating their physical proximity.

Rawle's description also implies that Graeme was responsible

for the mansion's interiors. Graeme's beautification of the
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house and the elegant interiors are clearly linked in the diary's

Such an implication is supported by stylistic andprose.

physical evidence to be discussed later.

Finally Rawle gives us our only early glimpse of the area

just south of the mansion. This area was called a courtyard.

implying that it was at least partially enclosed. To the left

one could see a highway, probably County Line road which had

definitely been laid out by this time. Rawle's insulting

description of the view to the right, which states that there was

no water visible, indicates that the pond had not yet been

constructed.

The new owner, William Smith, rented the property to some

German tenants. From 1798 to 1801 he sold the property in

pieces, ending with the purchase by Samuel Penrose of 205 acres 

containing the mansion house.

During Smith's ownership a Federal Direct Tax was levied on

windows. The tax inventory, dated 1798, gives dimensions, values 

and the windows of four buildings at Graeme Park.®^ These

surveys were not always accurate but they deserve careful

consideration. In the case of Graeme Park, the inventory seems

more accurate than not. The buildings listed were:

1. Rented by George McCall, a stone dwelling 50 feet by 25 feet.

two stories high; with a one story stone kitchen 20 feet by 15

feet. Together these buildings had 24 windows of 18 lights and

15 windows of 12 lights. The buildings stood on one acre of

ground and were valued at $1,000.

2. Rented by George Folkrod, a stone dwelling 30 feet by 60
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feet, two stories high, having 6 windows of 12 lights, 8 windows

with 9 lights, and 1 window with 24 lights. This building was

also on one acre but was only valued at $250.

3. A frame barn, 40 feet by 60 feet, standing on 450 acres (the

bulk of the remaining property) valued at $9,000.

Given this information, the mansion house must be identified

with number 1. The value is much higher than that of dwelling

number 2. The dimensions are nearly correct, and the 24 windows

of 18 lights tally with the windows in the mansion’s stone walls-

ten on the first story, 12 on the second, and two on the gable

ends of the third. At present the upper windows have 21 lights.

but this reflects a later change; in 1798 all windows retained

their original nine-over-nine configuration. The fifteen windows

of 12 lights are more problematical. They cannot all be in the

kitchen, given its small size. The easiest way to account for

them is to assume that some were dormers on the mansion, although

this contradicts the restoration of the dormers done in 1960 when

six-over-six windows were replaced with nine-over-twe1 ve.®^

Before the restoration the mansion had seven dormers, two of

which were removed. If all of these are assumed to be original

(and perhaps one more added, making four on each long front).

then seven or eight windows are left for the kitchen. This is

still too many for a single story small building, but if a roof

with dormers is hypothesized (which would not be counted as a

second story) the total of 15 windows is easily attained. A

second story would also explain the reference in the 1787

advertisement to servants quarters adjoining the kitchen.

Building number 2 is clearly not a proper dwelling. It
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would be extremely odd for a house of that size to have only 15

windows, and of such varied sizes. Further, the low value

assigned to this building eliminates the possibility that it

could be identified with Graeme Park's mansion, with its

elaborate interiors. Rather, dwelling number 2 is probably the

long house or tenant house.

Malthouse or Mansion?

Debate has long raged whether Graeme Park was built as

William Keith's mansion or as a distillery which was later

converted to a house by Thomas Graeme. Most historians have

favored the distillery theory, stressing the documents, which

speak of a large stone malthouse. and pointing out the unusual

features of the present house (such as the relieving arch in the

east wall) which might possibly have an industrial explanation.

The most comprehensive statement of this theory is Nancy

Wosstroff's 1958 Master's Thesis. Wostroff utilizes a chain of

documents and works backwards from the known mansion to Keith's

malthouse, to prove the identity of the two structures.

Architectural historians, on the other hand, have generally felt

that the building was always intended to be a mansion or country

seat, because of the pretension of certain features (notably the

great ceiling height on the first floor and the extremely careful

stonework of the north front) and the conformity of the building

to an irregular, but still recognizable house plan type.®^

Actually, both documents and design suggest that the mansion

at Graeme Park was intended from the beginning to be a residence.
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Keith's distillery was another building on the site, probably the

one identified as the long house or tenant house.

Documentary proof for these assertions lies in the

identification of the two buildings in the 1798 tax survey. As

discussed above, dwelling number 1 (50 feet by 25 feet) must be

the mansion due to its windows and its assigned value. Dwe 11 ing

number 2 (30 feet by 60 feet) was larger but much less valuable

and its windows were abnormal for a residence. It is important

to note here that in the tax survey the dimensions of entrance

fronts are given first. The mansion's entrance is in its long

front; the other dwelling's must have been in its narrow end.

This latter building is very probably the long house, as it was

longer than the mansion.

With this identification in mind, we can review some earlier

documents. The 1787 advertisement describes what is clearly the
:

Graeme Park mansion, stating that it was 60 feet front by 27 feet

deep. The factor of error for the length is the same as in the

the house is actually 55 feet long, so bothtax survey:

documents have an error of five feet. The advertisement

published by Lady Keith in 1737 described the malthouse as three

stories high, 60 feet long and 35 feet wide. The number of

stories must include one under the roof, since both buildings on

the tax inventory were described as two story. Of the two

buildings listed in 1798, dwelling number 2, the long house.

corresponds best to the malthouse described in 1737. The

dimensions are similar. and invariably larger than the mansion's.

Further, as mentioned above, dwelling number 2, had too few and

strangely sized windows for a residence, making it likely that it
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was built for another purpose. Thus dwelling number 2 in 1798

was the long house during the Graeme period, and was originally

built by Keith as a disti 1lery/malthouse.

Such a conclusion accords with other evidence. It explains

how William Rawle could stand in the mansion house and see the

ruined distillery building to the north. As we will discuss

below, his comment accords with archaeological evidence and can

help establish the original layout of the site. That the mansion

was not originally a malthouse also implies that John Kirk, the

mason, did not necessarily build the mansion at Graeme Park, as

his contract was presumably for the malthouse. Thus the initials

on Graeme Park's north front do not have to be explainedM.T.

They may well be the mason's initials. Charles Harperaway.

Smith suggested that they stood for Mathias Tyson, a neighbor of

Kirk; Smith did not say whether Tyson is known to have been a

86mason.

Comparative and typological evidence also supports the
Q 7

theory that Graeme Park was not built as a malthouse. Its fineI

stonework and generally residential character have been

mentioned. By contrast colonial breweries were generally simple

structures, often large, but with no pretension in their

detailing. While views of such structures are rare, thoseI

available depict buildings with unadorned walls and irregularly

spaced windows. While not completely symmetrical, Graeme Park's

facades do have a coherent order. Further, brewhouses needed
!'

vents through the roof or near the tops of the walls, openings
li

which appear in all illustrations of such buildings. Graeme Park
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has no such vents, and no evidence in the walls or framing has

Finally, eighteenthbeen found to suggest that it ever did.

century treatises on brewing, which depict the interior of a

typical brewhouse, invariably show a two story space in at least

Again, Graeme Park has no such space andpart of the structure.

no alterations have been discovered td suggest that one had been

filled in.

Later History

88The Penrose family owned Graeme Park from 1801 until 1920.

Samuel Penrose purchased it from William Smith for $8,170 in

In 1821 he sold it to his son William for $14,000, having1801.

improved the property substantially. William and his wife Hannah

owned it until 1863, although in 1826 it was mortgaged to William

Jarrett for $15,338.75. When Jarrett died in 1828 it was left to

his children, one of whom was Hannah Jarrett Penrose. She and her

husband then bought back the property for $17,500. The property

next passed to William and Hannah's five children in 1865. In

the same year one son, Abel Penrose, purchased his siblings'

shares, again consolidating the holdings. When Abel Penrose died

in 1893, the estate passed to his two sons. One son, Morris,

farmed the property, although the other never gave up his share.

(In 1920 the property was sold to Welsh Strawbridge for $33,999.)

Throughout this period the Penroses operated a working farm on

the 1 and.

Information about the mansion and other buildings during the

Samuel Penrose and his family lived inPenrose period is scarce.

the mansion at least until 1810 (when William built a new house
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to the southwest) and perhaps until he sold the property in 1821.

Some changes were made to the mansion but these can better be

discussed later when discussing the building in detail. After

1821, the mansion was used as a tenant house throughout the

nineteenth century, though probably not continuously. All of the

original outbuildings were demolished, including the kitchen.

long house, barn, and stable. Their stone was undoubtedly used

to build the new farm buildings which include the house (1810

with two additions, the latter dated 1859), the present barn, two

smaller barns or stables, and a combination spring house and

caretaker's house. The exact date of some of these buildings is

unclear, but all were probably constructed during the first half

of the nineteenth century. About 1880 Abel Penrose made repairs

to the mansion, including the installation of a new roof and

cornice.

Two nineteenth century descriptions of Graeme Park deserve

to be printed for the picture they give of the estate during a

relatively unknown period. The first is a record of a visit by

89antiquarian John F. Watson in 1855.

"We left Philadelphia at 9:00 a.m. ... going by the New 
North Pennsylvania Rail Road, 26 miles as far as Gwynedd 
Meetinghouse and hence some 6 to 8 miles by stage to the 
Park place...we arrived at the Park at about noon, 
it now the property of William Penrose, and having about 180 
acres, which with all improvements thereon he is willing to 
sell for 80 dollars per acre - He had made himself a new 
stone house and barn

We found

These are somewhat in front of what 
was the Graeme Mansion - There it still stands as an empty 
disused structure save that one room is used upstairs by a 
lone half-witted woman, who gets her gratis meals at 
Penrose's kitchen.

"The mansion is 60 feet front of two stories high built 
of the red schale stone of the county, has a door and 5 
windows below, 6 windows on the 2nd story and 4 dormer
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windows on its double pitched roof - At about 100 yards from 
this house in front, passes what is called Park Creek and 
over which we walked on an elevated log of 47 feet of

leading into the meadow; then nextlength, as its bridge 
to clover field; and next beyond, to the woods, which is 
understood to be the former place of the Deer Park, and 
having still therein the former road for driving around.

"Close behind the mansion is a regular fish pond of 
100 feet square, walls fenced all around with stone walls 
and several trees

I

Therein are Catfish, eels, and more - 
The water proceeds from a spring close by - and near there 
our whole company made themselves a rustic table and seats 
and spread out their banquet, and made themselves happy and 
merry - descanting at intervals on the probability of things 
as they may have been in former days. It is something to 
think that they were once as gay as us, had all gone down to 
the dust; and still more, that we eventually have to follow!

"One could not look upon the mansion so near us without 
imagining the kinds and qualities of the elevated society 
which may have once visited there - of both male and female 
and considering also the seeming lengthened journeyings and 
rough roads by which they come - to think too of the kinds 
of pasttimes in which they occupied themselves as social 
companions. They had never dreamed of the facilities of 
railroads - of steam (power) - of telegraphic wires - they 
inclined not the mind to inventions they thought not even of 
Revolution to royalty."

This passage confirms the old Penrose family legend of Polly

Corner who lived alone in the house and was given her meals by

It also establishes a terminus ante quern forthe Penrose family.

(Photo 1)the fishpond southwest of the mansion.

The second description was written by Reverend S.F. Hotchkin

90in 1885 and published in the Doylestown Democrat.

"In the beautifully undulating country which abounds in 
eastern Pennsylvania in the Township of Horsham, on the 
county line road, about three miles above Hatboro, lies 
Graeme Park, the ancient residence of Lieutenant governor 
Keith.
friend, on a dull cloudy day, it seemed to be mourning its 
former grandeur, and having been deprived of the 
outbuildings which formerly surrounded it, it naturally 
feels a little lonesome.

As I rode by the antique mansion house with a

Still the property has fallen into 
good hands, and Mr. Abel Penrose, to whom it has descended 
through his father, has placed a new roof on the building 
and kept it in fair repair, so that this historical spirit 
has preserved one of the most interesting relics in this
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section of country.

"We are pleasantly welcomed at the modern farm house 
near by, and Mrs. Penrose kindly and cheerfully displays the 
mementoes of former days. Here is a fine oil painting of 
Mrs. Fergusson...the bunch of keys which guarded the stores 
of the old mansion. . .an old high-backed chair, having 
formerly contained a cushion embroidered by Mrs. Fergusson.
. .the bill of transfer, filled with special items, which 
marks the passage of the property from the hands of Governor 
Keith. . . Governor Keith's coat of arms on a large iron 
plate...

"We now proceed from the farm house to the old mansion, 
with its hipped roof, which is close at hand. The fishpond 
is passed where Lady Fergusson used to feed the finny tribe. 
The fine chimneys of the house are worthy of notice, and 
they have been kept in repair. The long, narrow windows of 
the reddish stone building have an ancient look. Do they 
long after the beautiful faces who gazed out of them in the 
days long ago? The approach at present is to the rear of 
the building. As the remains of one side of the jail wall 
are visible from the house let us hurry in lest we fall into 
danger. As the aged lady who now occupies the mansion 
kindly permits us to wander over it, guided by Mrs. Penrose 
we meet with many wonders. The very high ceilings astonish 
one. The fine parlor is wainscoted with pine to the very 
ceiling, while an ornamental wooden cornice surmounts the 
wainscoting. The carpenters of today might admire this 
woodwork. The parlor floor is the same that was first laid. 
Some ornamental bits of woodwork have been torn away by 
curiosity hunters, who have also carried off the tiles from 
an old chimney place. There are inside paneled shutters of 
wood. There is a noble old fireplace in the parlor, encased 
with marble, and there are fireplaces in the second story. 
The hearths of the fireplaces are composed of surface 
bricks. The balustrades of the stairs are composed of fine 
strong woodwork, and do not seem to feel the hand of time. 
Indeed, the whole building hardly indicates that the 
contract for its construction was given in A.D. 1721. 
Eighteen panes of glass adorn the lower windows, while the 
upper ones boast of twenty-one panes each. The fine chamber 
above the parlor is said to have had tapestry hung on its 
walls in olden time. A bit of broken wall in the attic roof 
discloses thick mortar and laths which were split with an 
axe. Having glanced through the trap-door on the roof, and 
descended to look at the dining room, we step out of the 
front door over the fine old stones which form the steps, 
and observe the quaint bull's eye panes over the door. A 
little grand-daughter of the Penrose family presents some 
daffodils she has kindly plucked, and the historic mansion 
is left."

Several notes on this passage;
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or another old woman still lived in house asApparently the same.

in 1855. Despite Hotchkin's statement. there is no evidence that

the fishpond existed in Elizabeth Ferguson's lifetime. The "jail"

mentioned was a small building located near the present gate to

the barnyard. Remains of this were found during archaeological

excavations, but its purpose or size are unclear.

A final piece of evidence is a painting, currently hung in

Graeme Park's visitor center, of the house and its outbuildings

from the northeast. In 1855 William J. Buck, who researched

Graeme Park extensively in the mid-nineteenth century, had an

(Ill. 4) The date of theengraving made from this painting.
Q 1

Buck thought it about 100 years old. Aoriginal is in doubt.

note taped to the back of the painting indicates that it was an

old treasure of the Penrose family. Since the painting played a

major role in archaeological excavations, discussion of it will

be postponed.

After 1920, when the Strawbridges bought the property.

Graeme Park stood empty, preserved as an historic site. The

Strawbridges performed some needed maintenance on the building

and repaired the fish pond. In 1958 they donated the house.

barn, and 42 acres to the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum

Commission for preservation as an historic house museum. The

state immediately began architectural and archaeological studies

on the site.

Archaeology and Site Plan^^

From 1958, when it acquired the property, until 1967, the

State of Pennsylvania sponsored a series of six archaeological
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digs around Graeme Park's mansion. While some of the evidence

found is unclear or contradictory, these digs have proven invalu

able for understanding and reconstructing the site. (Ill. 5) The

digs were also responsible for stopping an ill-conceived plan for

the restoration of outbuildings and roads which probably never

existed. Since several of the digs included excavations of part

of the mansion's foundations. this section can serve as a bridge

between the documentary history of the site and the architecturalr

The results of each dig will beanalysis of the mansion.

summarized and then a synthesis or master plan of the site

attempted.

; The results of all excavations were plotted on a grid.

established by the rectangle of the mansion, with a datum point

Letters run from west to east, eachM13 at its northeast corner.

The perpendicular axis isletter marking a division of 10 feet.

divided into the same intervals which are designated by numbersI

progressing south to north. To simplify verbiage the front of

tbe house is considered north, even though true north lies

approximately 30 degrees clockwise to the grid. Details of all

excavations are available in reports, which can be seen at the

site and in the PHMC archives in Harrisburg.

1958 Excavations, by Col. J. Duncan Campbell

As could be expected, thi? dig was the most exciting and

found traces of most of the remains on the site. In large part

Its greatest faultlater digs refined and clarified its results.

was the haste with which it was conducted, so that some of the
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conclusions reached later proved to be inaccurate.

Three flagstone paths were found behind the mansion, that is

All three were restored by theadjacent to the south facade.

Two of the paths extended 33 feet from the doors on thatState.

facade. The third, further to the east, began at a point 22 feet '

At its southern endfrom the house and ran 12 feet southward.

the westernmost path intersected an area of cobblestones which

Campbell interpreted as a carriage turn-around; this was

reconstructed (Photo 3), although later archaeologists were

uncertain of this conclusion. This same path also widened

towards the west, indicating a possible path to the kitchen.

Remains of stone walls were found extending from the

mansion's southeast and southwest corners. These too were

Parts of the eastern one remained aboverestored by the State.

ground and extended 12 feet from the house in a straight line.

That to the west was curved at both ends and extended 28 feet

from the house.

On the basis of these remains the State restored the south

courtyard (Photos 5 and 6). The ends of the paths and the west

wall were taken as the garden's southern boundary. The gap

between the east wall and southern boundary was filled with a

shed-roofed "privy," reconstructed on the basis of the old

painting discussed above. Although this building is very

distinct in Buck's print, it is considerably less so in the

Further, no digging was undertaken here so itoriginal painting.

is unclear if a privy occupied this location. No privy pit has

To rationalize the garden thebeen found anywhere on the site.

State added an east-west path just inside the southern edge, to
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line the paths and provide a connection to the "privy." No

remains of this path were found and its existence must remain a

dubious hypothesis. The garden walls were reconstructed to a

height of about three feet above grade, although naturally

archaeology could not establish this. On the Buck print the east

wall, if it appears at all, extends only slightly above grade and

was topped by a fence. Given the relatively good state of

preservation of this wall (seen in photographs of the 1920s) it

is possible that it was not an old feature. Indeed iron hardware

embedded in the stone walls of the mansion at this corner

suggests that a gate through a fence may have been an earlier

feature than the wall. IA detached kitchen was found southwest of the manison.

beyond the garden wall. Its foundation measured 20 by 15 feet.

matching dimensions recorded in the 1798 tax inventory. The

buiding was stone and had a stone floor. A partition divided it

into two smaller rooms, but apparently this was not original as Iit did not extend into the subsoil. No trace of a fireplace was

found but many kitchen artifacts (food remains, kitchen utensils.

china) from both the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were

unearthed. In 1969 a new kitchen was erected on the old

foundations. (Photo 7)

One of the most interesting finds was a water course which

ran under or through the kitchen from southwest to northeast (at

an angle) and then straightened to run parallel to the west wall

of the mansion. (Photos 8 and 9) In 1958 the water course was

only excavated from the southwest corner of the kitchen to a
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point even with the south wall of the mansion. In this area both

its sides and bottom were lined with flat stones. (See below for

I more on this feature.)

130 feet northeast of the mansion, near grid point W23,

Campbell found remains of a building whose stone foundations were

at an angle to the archaeological grid, so that it was oriented

nearly north-south. On the basis of spot trenches Campbell

projected a building 30 by 48 feet and concluded that this was

the tenant or long house mentioned in the documents. He also

concluded that a burned area near one corner was a trash burning

dump used by the Penroses after they demolished the building.

Running parallel to and just west of this building, Campbell

projected a road which would have run north' to the stream where

the remains of an apparent bridge abutment were found. (Photo 11)

Presumably this would have been the avenue described by Elizabeth

Graeme Fergusson as she watched her father die. All of these

speculations proved false, however, for later excavations

revealed that the building was only a small smoke house

(Campbell's "walls" were only randomly placed fieldstones

wishfully read as walls), and no traces were ever found of the

projected road.

Finally, Campbell found remains of stone walls in an area

180 feet north and slightly west of the mansion. He dug here

because there was an extant low stone wall which ran north-south

for approximately 30 feet between points D 32 and D 40.

Excavations revealed a series of perpendicular walls east of the

long wall. Campbell concluded that he had found the original

barn, on the basis of the 1736 Parsons survey, which seems to
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show a barn in approximately this location. Further excavation

was undertaken in this area in 1961 and 1962.

1961 Excavations, by David J. Hally

Excavations in this season concentrated on areas near the

mansion. The water course was traced further to the southwest

and as far north as the barn area. It sloped down from south to

north, indicating the direction of flow. To the southwest it

extended towards the pond, and so was presumably fed by the same

spring which now feeds this pond. For most of its length it was

lined with stone and was one and one half feet wide, although in

the area just north of the mansion it widened into a basin lined

with mortar. South of the kitchen the channel was at or slightly

above the original grade level and supported by low stone

abutments running along the sides.

While not completely certain, the concensus of the

archaeologists seems to be that the water course was -constructed

Ibefore the kitchen. The odd angle at which it runs through the

building suggests this conclusion. Further, as we will see

later, the kitchen was probably not erected until the Graeme

Period as the house originally had an interior kitchen. On the

other hand, the water course was definitely used to supply the

barn (present in Keith's time) and may well have been constructed

by Keith primarily to provide water to the malthouse. This would

explain the statement in the 1737 advertisement that a stream of

water flowed by the end of the malthouse.

Hally also excavated a pipe (part log and part lead) which
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ran from the present pond dam towards the house. Excavations of

this proved inconclusive and its date is also in doubt.

Hally's other significant find was the north garden wall.

located approximately 110 feet from the north front of the

mansion. This location accords with the Buck print. The wall

formed the northern edge of the water channel's basin; to the

north the channel was again lined with stone. The channel

penetrates the wall through a three foot wide gap.

1962 Excavations, by David J. Hally

1962 was one of the most active seasons of excavation, and

at the end a plan of the discovered remains was drawn, which is

the most comprehensive document of the cumulative archaeological

discoveries.

In the barn area evidence was found of several structures.

probably used for various farm functions. The water channel

turned west at point F 35 and entered a watering trough near a

building tentatively identified as a stable. Continuing east.

then snaking north and east again, the channel ran through an

area believed to be the site of the original barn, continuing

west for at least 105 feet. Evidence for the barn itself is

rather sparse, although it was frame and so would have left

little trace. Just to the northeast of the barn site was an

attached building which Hally identified as a carriage yard.

although for unclear reasons.

Hally also found the east garden wall, in the location

indicated on Buck's print; that is, it extended from the

I northeast corner of the mansion, northward until it intersected
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the north wall which Hally had discovered the previous year.

The structure which Campbell called the tenant house was

correctly identified as a smoke house. The building was 9 feet

by 11 feet and had a grated channel in one wall near ground

level, which was used for air and ash disposal. A colonial smoke

house similar to this was found in North Carolina.

Most significantly, Hally found a previously unknown

structure 140 feet north of the mansion. As excavated the

building's remains measure 34 feet square. This area had a

basement under it which was approached by steps from its west

side. A drain left this basement, running generally east, and

partial remains of a "supply" water course were found in the west

half of the basement. Hally did not identify this building. In

her review of the digs, Lucia Esther suggested that this might be

the malthouse, noting that a large building appears in this

location in the Buck print. Esther felt that the south wall may

only have been a partition, thus explaining the disparity between

the structure's size and the known size of the malthouse, which

later became the long house -- 35 feet by 60 feet. Certainly the

width of this structure corresponds to the published width of the

Further, its location accords with Rawle's statmentmalthouse.

that the view from the front of the mansion was stopped by the

ruins of Keith's distillery. It must be admitted that the

building shown in Buck's print does not seem to be as large as

the malthouse. However, two explanations can be given for this

discrepancy. The artist may have purposely reduced the size of

the building so that it did not compete with the mansion.
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Secondly, the 1778 inventory of Graeme Park mentions a loft on

the end of the long house. It is possible that what is seen in

the Buck print is the east end of the long house and a loft

attached as an ell wing; the main block of the building would

thus have run east-west, like the mansion, and been invisible in

the print.

Hally's other important excavation in 1962 occurred in the

cellar of the mansion. He found that the cellar was original to

the building, there being no evidence for underpinning, and that

it once had a mortar floor now covered with eight inches of dirt.

1965 Excavations, by Richard Oeihl and Richard C. Fidler

The excavations of 1965 added little new information about

the site. They can be summarized quickly.

A forked wall was found in the field northeast of the house.

Apparently it served as a retaining wall between the field and

stream.

- A trench dug along line 18 in front of the mansion revealed

again the east garden wall, but found no.evidence for the road

which Campbell had projected from the bridge abutment at Park

Creek, south through the field and along the east wall of the

mansion, and around to the south' side of the mansion, terminating

in the cobblestone drive. However, the southern half of this

road probably did exist, as remains were found as far north as

the center of the east wall of the mansion. As discussed later.

such a road makes sense because the original basement entrance

was located in the center of this wall. Along this wall were

found many artifacts, as well as a mortar ledge on the wall just
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below ground level, perhaps an attempt at waterproofing.

- South of the creek a retaining wall was discovered.

- Excavation in the mansion's crawl space revealed little except

a drain in the southwest corner of the house, probably a drain

for the original kitchen which was the first floor's west room.

1966 Excavations, by Lucia Esther

More excavations were carried out east of the mansion.

confirming the previous year's discoveries. A brick drain.

subsequently lined with terra cotta pipe, was found running from

the cellar towards the east. The disturbance marking the

original basement bulkhead was also found.

South of the creek three retaining walls were excavated

although no purpose or overall pattern was perceived.

1967 Excavations, by Lucia Esther

The primary purpose of this season's dig was to examine the

sites proposed for the buildings to be reconstructed as part of

the State's restoration of the property. The architects who had

developed the plan had used only Campbell's excavations and the

Buck print in developing their design. Esther's exploration

revealed that there was no basis for most of the proposed

buildings, their sites being barren. Because of these findings.

only the mansion, kitchen, privy, and south garden walls were

restored.

1985 Excavations, by Historic Sites Research

Preliminary explorations were undertaken in the north garden

(Photo 10) using more sensitive modern techniques. The results
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are not complete, but at least two and perhaps three paths were

found running perpendicular to the mansion's front wall.

Definite paths occured at the center and east side of the garden.

and a more dubious one to the west. The paths were marked by

brick debris, indicating either brick paths or brick rubble used

as a base for flagstones which were later removed.

Site Plan

The site plan (Ill. 5) is based on the archaeological finds

and their interpretation. The mansion house is the datum around

which the site was reconstructed. The mansion's south yard is

mostly based on the 1958 digs. We have chosen to eliminate the

east wall and the privy (for reasons explained above). The

retaining wall was found during the later dig. (Photo 4)

The kitchen and water channel were found and carefully

excavated during several seasons of digging. The details of the

latter are especially clear. The detached kitchen is problematic

because of its interior partition and the lack of evidence for a

fireplace, but artifacts show that it was definitely a kitchen

and its size and location agree with documentary evidence.

South of the yard we have reconstructed an oval drive

somewhat larger than that proposed by the archaeologist. We

extended it to the known southern ends of the flagstone paths

leading to the house. The drive around to the mansion's east

side was terminated at the former cellar door (see below in Part

II); there was evidence for the drive this far, but no further.

The garden and garden wall north of the mansion appear clearly

in the painting upon which Buck's print was based (Ill. 4).
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Archaeology found evidence exactly matching this graphic

evidence. Recent archaeology has discovered remains for

north-south brick paths in the garden.

The Governor's Road is located on the basis of the records

discussed earlier. It originated at the "Governor's New

Building" which we take to mean the malthouse. We have accepted

Esther's hypothesis that the foundation discovered 140 feet north

of the mansion is the malthouse/long house. As discussed above.

the width of the remains corresponds with the published width of

the malthouse, and the incompleteness of the archaeology can

explain the discrepancy in length. Further, the painting/Buck

print show a large building at this location.

Other farm buildings are more certain. The barn to the

northwest was Keith's frame barn. This site needs more

excavation but its general location and purpose seem clear. The

smokehouse too seems correctly excavated and interpreted by

several teams of archaeologists. The nineteenth century barn

(the present visitor's center) is shown on the plan as a

reference point.

The purpose of the bridge abutments (which are extremely

fragmentory) is unclear. Assuming that they date from the

eighteenth century, they probably carried a wooden bridge leading

into Graeme's deer park which was located north of the Park

Creek.

Restorations

When PHMC acquired Graeme Park in 1958 immediate repair and

restoration was needed to make the mansion weathertight and to
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put it into a condition in which it could be opened to the

public. Two phases of restoration accomplished these two goals.

The first was relatively easy, involving repairs to the exterior.i-'

carried out in 1958-60. The second was greatly delayed by debate

within the PHMC staff about the desired level of restoration and

the interpretation of archaeological finds which reflected on the

restoration of the site. Although plans were completed by 1963

for the full restoration of the mansion's interior and the site, 

actual construction was not done until 1969.®^

In Part II of this report. items of restoration are

mentioned as they arise in discussing the mansion's fabric.

to orient the reader about the mansion's overallHowever,

integrity, summaries of the two phases of restoration are

presented below.

1. 1958-60

Architect Robert L. Raley consulted the PHMC staff on the

restoration work, though actual decisions were made by the 

staff In general, work was confined to the exterior with the

following major work performed:

- Tin and shingle roof replaced with a new roof of handsplit

cedar shingles. RoofRoof framing strengthened where necessary.

cornice replaced to match the one already existing. Dormers

replaced: the four existing six-over-six dormers on the north

front were replaced with six-over-nine windows; two of three

dormers on the south were removed. and the remaining six-over-six

dormer was retained and repaired.

- Deterioration of the roof had caused extensive damage to the
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third floor plaster. Much of the walls and ceilings on this

story were relathed with handsplit lath but apparently

replastering was not completed until the second phase of

restoration.

- Window and door frames, window sash, and exterior doors were

repaired as necessary, with replacement pieces spliced into many

items. Exterior woodwork was painted white.

- Exterior stone walls and chimnies were repointed.

2. 1968-69

The architects were Heyl-Treby Associates of Allentown,
Q C

Pennsylvania. Their drawings were completed by 1963 at which

time they included the interior restoration of the mansion.

repair of the barn and creation of an orientation center in its

lower level (the restrooms, office. and mechanical room had been

divided off earlier), and the reconstruction of the site and its,

outbui1idngs, including kitchen, privy, south garden, "long

house," wood barn, cow shed, poultry shed, the north drive, and a

bridge across Park Creek to Keith Valley Road. This site work

was based on the incomplete archaeology completed to date.

especially that of 1958, and Wosstroff's 1958 Thesis.

About 1963 work stopped on the restoration, although

surviving documents do not explicitly give the reason. What

probably happened was that continued archaeology cast doubt on

earlier conclusions about the site. In addition some further

investigative work was undertaken in the house, although a full

investigation and report was never done. When the project was

actively resumed in 1968 the scope of work had been drastically
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reduced, restoration being confined to the mansion, the

outbuildings and garden south of the mansion,and the

barn/orientation center. Bids were taken and most work performed

in 1969. The following were the major items completed.

Mansion

New posts and their foundations were installed in the basement.

In the crawl space concrete ledges were poured beside all

bearing walls and new floor framing and floors installed under

Rooms 103 and 104.

- Cellar door and frame, bulkhead and window vents were replaced.

- On the first and second floors work followed the same pattern

in all rooms. Plaster was patched where required; flooring.

woodwork, and trim was repaired or replaced where required, most

items being minor; plaster and trim was painted; fireplaces were

re-parged, their hearths reset, and the Delft tile surrounds

restored with reproduction tiles; hardware was installed where it

was missing, which included most locks and knobs; electric

heaters and thermostats were installed in all spaces except the

stair halls.

- On the third floor this same program of work was followed. In

addition much new plastering was done.

South Garden

- Garden walls were rebuilt or repaired.

- Privy was reconstructed.

Kitchen was reconstructed.

Flagstone walks were reconstructed.

Gravel "carriage turnaround" was constructed.
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I
- Retaining wall was reconstructed.

Reconstruction of well.

Barn

Roof structure was braced and stabilized. New rafters.

sheathing, and shingle roof was installed.

- New siding installed on forebay.

- Stone walls repointed. Front piers repaired.

New doors installed

- Orientation center created; new slab and floor installed. New

posts installed. Framing above repaired.

%
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Chapter I: Exterior

North Elevation (Photo 13)

Graeme Park's exterior represents a successful struggle

to achieve pretension and monumenta1ity within an early Georgian

vernacular style. The builder obviously worked within the

vernacular tradition but his use of scale, composition, and

detailing raises the mansion far above most rural vernacular

colonial architecture. The mansion's north facade (111. 10) is

clearly meant to be the entrance front. Although not completely

symmetrical, its composition is balanced, with a high degree of

vertical alignment.- Most importantly, the red sandstone masonry

is exceptionally fine -- very regularly laid and with much

conscious manipulation of coursing. The segmental relieving

arches over the first story windows act as decorative as well as

structural devices. Significantly, the west elevation is the

only other wall on which these occur. The symmetry of the west

wall (especially in its original state when it had two second

story windows) gives a formality which allies it with the north

front and distinguishes these two elevations from the south and

This formality accords with the original location ofeast.

Governor's Road which approached the site from the west and

north. (Photo 12)
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I
IAs on all elevations, a plain water table projects five

Iinches to establish a base for the north front. Above this the

stone courses vary in height depending upon their position in the

1wall. The first story window sill line is marked by two fairly

thin courses. Three thin courses create a band for the relieving

arches, perhaps for visual effect but no doubt also because the

arch voussoirs would have been easier to insert among the smaller

Just above this level a very wide course corresponds tostones.

the second floor joists inside. Two thin courses are used again

to mark the second floor window sill line, a levelling course

upon which to set the wood sills and another aligned with the

sills. Above this the courses are fairly regular. The corners

have distinct quoins, another device with a functional purpose

(to strengthen the corners) but also giving a decorative effect.

The relieving arches have recessed stone tympanums. As

everywhere on the building, the stone was heavily repointed.

using a Portland cement mortar, during the restoration of 1958-

60.

The elevation has six bays. The three to the right are

closely spaced and have windows on both stories. The fourth from

the right, placed near the facade's center, contains the main

entrance door and a window above. The extreme left bay has a

window on the second story and a blind sash on the first. This

last opening is wider than the other windows and the infilled

stonework below it shows that there was originally a door in this

location. The stone infill here is of red sandstone but
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extremely irregular and of poor workmanship compared to the

surrounding walls. The roof is punctuated by four evenly spaced

dormers, three of which line with bays below. The bays' spacing

was dependant upon the internal room arrangement. (Ill. 7) The

plan is divided into irregular thirds, marked by partitions

occurring at the chimney blocks (see Chapter III on original

plans). The windows on the north facade were placed so that two

fell symmetrically into each space. Those in the two end rooms

are comfortably spaced at approximately third points of the

wal Is. In the center the windows are spread to the outer edges

of the space, probably so that the door and window above

completely missed the stair, and the other window fell at the end

rather than the center of the stair run.

A stone stoop and steps lead to the entrance door.

(Photo 14) The steps are pyramidal in design, with risers

averaging 7" and treads 13" plus a large half-round nosing.

Clamp marks on the treads indicate that the present configuration

of stone blocks is not orig>nal. Indeed early twentieth century

photographs show that the stoop (top step) was originally wider.

(Ill. 50) At present the stoop is not even as wide as the door's

masonry opening. The old photographs and an interruption in the

watertable suggest that originally it was approximately twenty

inches wider. To the left of the steps, the wall has been

patched with slate, probably when the steps were altered. The

date of this alteration is unknown; it presumab ly was done by the

Strawbridges, as it occurred after the photographs but before the 

State of Pennsylvania received the property.^
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To the left of the steps are two cellar windows, much

altered over the course of time. That to the left cannot be

original as there were steps and a door in this location. The

stonework between this cellar window and the water table is

somewhat irregular, probably due to disturbance caused by cutting

the opening. (Photo 15) The right cellar window opening may be

original as the water table masonry above it is fairly uniform.

Both openings have stone areaways, parged inside, which are not

bonded to the walls of the house, perhaps indicating that they

are not original. Neither opening lines exactly with the window

above.

The cellar openings themselves were narrowed, probably in

the nineteenth century, when brick was used to fill in around a

window frame placed at the inner edge of the wall, under the

original wood lintel. The narrowing was accomplished by a taper

within the thickness of the wall; that is, the areaways

correspond to the original masonry opening. This suggests that
«>

the areaways pre-date the narrowing. During the restoration of

1969 the windows were replaced by wooden vents having a typically

eighteenth century design. However, in the eighteenth century

such vents were usually placed flush with the outer wall surface.

and their frames acted as lintels for the outer half of the wall.

The interior wood lintels then carried the inner half. The

lintels (visible in Graeme Park's basement--Photo 47) are almost

certainly from the eighteenth century, and may be original at

those cellar openings which are original. The wood areaway
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covers date from the 1960 restoration.

The entrance doorway (Door 101 Exterior) in its present

form dates from the period of Graeme's renovations. (Photo 16)

Paint analysis shows that the first coat of paint on the tall six

panel door and transom sash is a light blue dating from after an

earlier red lead finish which appears on the frame (see Paint

Analysis for details). The frame retains vestiges of the red

paint, indicating that it is original. Here, as elsewhere, the
i-';

exterior woodwork was left unpainted for a time before being

painted red. This unpainted state was due to Keith's abandonment

of the project. The red finish was added at a later date.

perhaps about 1740. The light blue finish represents the later

phase of Graeme's renovations, probably in the 1750s. Marks on

the frame confirm the alteration. The original transom rail's

and cuts in the architrave's bead and the back band (filledpegs.

with Dutchmen), indicate that the original transom bar was

approximately 10" lower than the present one. Thus the original

door was shorter and the transom had two rows of lights being

equal in size to the doors and transoms of the south elevation's

doors. Ghosts on the architrave above the original pegs indicate

that the backhand returned across the original transom bar as

well as the head, a somewhat vernacular attempt at greater

formality on this, the main door to the house. This treatment is

found on the entrances of other Delaware Valley houses of the

early eighteenth century, such as the John Chad House in Chadds

2
Ford, Pennsylvania, built about 1720.
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The door frame itself is constructed of a solid member 5

1/2" wide by 3" deep. set approximately 1 1/4" behind the outer

face of the wall. The lintel rests on the uprights and is pegged

at each upper corner with a 3/4" diameter peg. The frame rests

on a sandstone door sill. The lower ends of the frame were

replaced in the restoration of 1960. Inside, the jamb is boxed

out the full depth of the wall. The backhand is 2 3/8" X 1"

with an ogee and an astragal. like that on the window frames.

(Ill. 13) The architrave is single faced with a 1/2" bead. The

transom bar is made of a piece 3 3/4" by 4 1/2", with beads at

both edges to meet those on the architrave.

The six panel door is unique in the house in being double

leaved so that it can fold back against the west jamb of the

constricted hallway. The door is of double thickness, only the

outer face having moulded panels. The panel mould matches that

on the door to the Parlor (Door 101 102), further indication

that the entrance door and its transom door from Graeme's

renovations. The inner surface of the door consists of a stile-

and-rail frame surrounding a flush beaded panel.

The transom of the entrance has four lights with bottle

glass, three original and one installed by the Strawbridges.

Glass size is 8 3/8" X 12 3/8". The muntin profile is a simple

i- quarter round with fillets, similar to that of the first story

windows.

The blind window, formerly a door, retains its original
f

frame, as indicated by the presence of the original red finish.
s-

!
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(Photo 19) The construction of the frame generally matches that

of the main entrance. An oddity is that the uprights continue to

the top of the masonry opening and the lintel is framed between

them and pegged. Such construction was not normally used for

lintels as it is weaker than resting the lintel on top of the

uprights. However, it was the normal construction for transom

bars. Evidently, when the doorway was closed (presumably another

part of Graeme's renovations) the frame above the transom bar was

cut away and the frame reset in the opening with the transom bar

as the new lintel. A wood sill was slipped in below. This sill

and the lower portions of the architraves were replaced in the
' ?

restoration of 1960. The twelve-over-twelve fixed sash also

dates from this restoration. Behind the sash is a plain.

unfinished board panel, heavily weathered from the many years

during which the opening had no sash.

(See below for windows)

V
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West Elevation (Photo 20)

As noted above, the west elevation (Ill. 12) is nearly as

formal as the north facade. Its symmetry and relieving arches

indicate that it was meant to be seen by the public. That these

arches are as much decorative as structural is shown by the third

story window whose relieving arch carries almost no weight. The

stonework is not as carefully coursed as the north front's.

although it is all neatly laid. Quoining is very prominent.

Coursing is evident along the base where two even courses (the

first moderately sized and the second very large) rest on the

projecting watertable. Above these a very thin row provides a

leveling course for the first story window sills. Uniform joint

lines also run at the lines of both first and second floor

window heads. As on the north elevation the tympanums under the

relieving arches are stone and slightly recessed. This facade

also suffered from repointing in the 1960 restoration.

The only significant change to occur to this elevation was

the blocking up of the left window on the second floor. The

stone used is identical to the original walls in color, although

the individual stones are smaller and the workmanship less

regular. The opening was filled flush with the surface of the

surrounding walls, while the original tympanum is still recessed.

The first story left window has recently been boarded up so that

the sash could be removed for replication.
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South Elevation (Photo 21)

The south elevation (Ill. 11), the rear of the house, has

an irregular composition of five bays, the easternmost bay being

incomplete in having only a second story window. The two

righthand bays align with their counterparts on the north facade.

across the large eastern rooms. Likewise the center bay aligns

with the entrance bay on the north. However, in comparison to

the north front. the south's fourth bay from the right was

shifted eastward, and the next bay west was omitted entirely.

probably because the chimney block is very close to the south

wall. Finally, the lefthand bay in the south aligns with the

center point between the north's two westernmost bays.

The south elevation's stonework is very irregularly laid.

perhaps even more so than in the east wall. There are still

quoins and a projecting water table which marks the first floor

level.

The door and frame to Room 103 (Photo 22), in the center

bay, is original, as shown by paint analysis. Both door and

frame show a possible unpainted state followed by a finish period

in which the frame was red. the door's stiles and rails white.

and its panels green, a highly unusual treatment (see Paint

Analysis Report, Appendix II). This treatment may indicate a

date from the Keith period when this door would have opened to a

center hall, the main living room of the house. (See Chapter

III). It seems unlikely that such a treatment would date either
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I
from a tenant's occupancy of the house or from the Graeme period Iwhen Room 103 became an office. However, before the parlor (Room

I102) was completed. Room 103 may have had a higher function and

so its door received a special treatment. Later both were

Ipainted light blue during the later Graeme period. Its sandstone

stoop, slightly wider than the masonry opening, now sits just Iclear of the wall. Notched corners on both the stoop and a gap

Iin the water table indicate that the stoop was originally

recessed approximately 6" into the wall. The present gap between

Ithe stoop and wall is filled with concrete, probably dating from

before the restoration of the 1960s. IThe door's solid frame is 5 1/2" wide and 4" deep with a

I1/2" bead on the architrave. Unlike the north entrance doorway.

the jamb is not built out to the depth of the wall, but rather

Iconsists only of the frame and two trim boards. There is no

backhand and paint analysis suggests that there never was. The

Iframe is constructed in typical eighteenth century fashion, the

lintel resting on the uprights and the lintel and transom bar I
pegged to the uprights. Replaced during the restoration of 1960

Iwere the wood sill, the lower ends of the jambs, and pieces of

the jambs at the junction with the transom bar. The 3/4"

Idiameter pegs project 1" 1 1/2", atypical for the eighteenth

century and probably an inaccurate restoration detail. The I
transom bar is made of a piece 5 1/2" square, having beads on top

Iand bottom to meet those on the architrave. This bar dates from

the restoration of 1960.

IThe door itself was heavily restored in the 1960

I
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restoration, although it retains much original material. It has

six panels, with a panel mould as shown in Ill. 28b. The door is

double in thickness, the outer door 1 1/4” thick, and the inner

1/2". The inner door consists of four vertical planks nailed to

the outer door's stiles and rails, a common construction for the

eighteenth century. Most of the inner door dates from the

restoration.

The transom also dates from the restoration. It has two

rows of four lights. each 8" X 10". The muntin width is 1 1/8".

Early twentieth century photographs show that before the

restoration a 12 light window sash nailed to the outside of the

frame served as a makeshift transom. (Ill. 51)

The doorway to Room 104 (Photo 23) is nearly identical to

103's although the door and frame retain far more of their

original material. Significant differences include the

following. Paint analysis shows that this door never had the

green panels of 103's. It may have had an unfinished period

followed by a finish period when door and frame were red. The

simpler paint treatment of this door suggest that it may have

been applied when the room was still a kitchen, that is, during

the Keith period. During the Graeme period both door and frame

were light blue. The present sandstone stoop is much narrower.

being scaled to a narrower walk; there is no evidence that the

stoop was recessed into the wall, although the gap in the water

table is filled with a medley of stone and brick. The door is

slightly shorter, the difference being taken up in a reduced lock

rail. The inner door consists of three vertical boards, but with
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1/4" beads to hide irregularities in the joints. Many more nails

are used to attach the inner to the outer door. The nails are

apparently original and closely spaced in two rows on each stile

and rail. Overall, the transom is nearly the same width as

103's, and the glass size is the same; however, the muntins are

only 5/8" wide, the difference being taken up in the stiles.

Paint analysis indicates that this sash dates from the later

Graeme period (c. 1755-60). Around the turn of the century this

door had a shed roof hood, as seen in an old photograph (Ill.

68) .

The south elevation has two openings to the cellar. Under

the rightmost bay is a window with a stone areaway (Photo 24),

similar to those on the north facade. As with those, there is no

definite indication whether or not it was original. As with

other cellar windows, the areaway is not bonded to the wall, and

the opening was narrowed at some point with brick.

The entrance to the cellar is located under the second bay

from the right. (Photos 25 and 26) The opening in the stone

wall is 46" wide and spanned by a brick arch a single brick in

thickness. The arch springs from a point 9" below the water

table (the first floor line). At its crown the soffit of the

arch is just above the floor line. Inside the masonry, the floor

joist nearest the south wall is hewn away into a rough arch to

give more headroom, though the door head itself is just below the

bottom of the joist. The ends of the parlor (Room 102) floor

boards are visible below the masonry arch. The back of the arch

is parged with cement, as are all the stone walls surrounding the
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parlor. The wood door and frame date from the 1969 restoration.

Outside the wall is a bulkhead with stone walls 13" thick

and stone steps. The water table is notched to receive the

bulkhead's walls. The steps are very irregular; eight risers

drop approximately six-and-one-half feet. The inside of the

t bulkhead is parged (several different mortars are visible)

obscuring the jointing between house and bulkhead walls. The

present wood bulkhead cover was made in the 1960 restoration and

reset in that of 1969.

The date of this cellar entrance is in doubt. The cellar

originally had an entrance in the east wall, and it is unlikely

that there would have been two entrances. This reasoning

suggests that the present entrance is not original. Further, it

is difficult to see why the original builders would have used a

stone arch over one entrance and a brick arch over another.

However, the present entrance was presumably opened before the

parlor's (Room 102) panelling was installed, as the back of the

brick arch is parged; this could not have been done after the

panelling went in. Thus the entrance seems to belong to Graeme's

early renovations of the house.

Even less clear is the dating of the cellar windows.

Clearly those on the east and under the false window on the north

cannot date from the original construction. The similarity in

construction of these two non-original openings and their

areaways tempts the conclusion that all of the windows were later

insertions, done perhaps under Graeme, or even later. This

conclusion implies that the original cellar had no windows, or
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perhaps had small vents which disappeared when the windows were

opened. Alternatively, all but the|se two windows were original.

and the two were inserted by Graeme using construction similar to

the others.
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East Elevation (Photo 27)

The east elevation (Ill. 12) is Graeme Park's plainest but

contains some interesting elements. The stonework is fairly

irregular, increasingly so as the wall rises. Quoins again bind

the corners. and a water table projects about 4" near the base of

the wall. Two windows are equally spaced in the first story, and

a single window lights the center of the gable at the third

story.

At the center a relieving arch appears just above the water

table. It is unclear whether its voussoirs merely get smaller at

each side or if the arch continues behind the water table.

Underneath the arch is a cellar window opening. also spanned by a

wood lintel at the outside face of the wall. Inside, the wall

plate (which originally bore the first floor joists) spans the

opening. Inside the basement, vertical masonry joints to each

side of the window extend to the floor, indicating that this

opening was originally a cellar door. (Photo 46) The original

masonry opening was four feet wide.

This opening was changed twice before the restoration of

1969. The first change converted the door to a window and

narrowed it to approximately 40" with stone infill at the north

edge. The stone areaway, not bonded to the wall, dates from this

change, as it corresponds to the reduced width. The second

change appears on the other cellar openings: 4" brick infill to
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each side, further narrowing the opening to 32 1/2". Presumbably

this was done in the nineteenth century to install a window sash.

as in the other openings. A line of nails and nail holes on the

inner face of the wall plate corresponds with this second change.

presumably remaining from the attachment of window trim or frame.

The lintel at the outside face of the wall also has nails and

nai1 holes. The date of this lintel is in doubt as its full

length cannot be seen. If original it may have been used to

attach the original bulkhead for the cellar door.

The presence of an original cellar entrance on the east wall

explains several archaeological finds. Archaeological digs of

1965 and 1966 revealed a large amount of stone building debris in

the area in front of the cellar window. Many cultural artifacts

(not identified in the archaeological reports and apparently

never analyzed) also appeared. The artifacts would quite

logically show up near an entrance to a cellar used for storage.

The building debris is probably the remains of the bulkhead

wal Is. The former entrance also explains the road, traces of

which were found from the south courtyard around to the east end

of the house. Earlier archaeologists had hypothesized that this

road continued north from the house and eventually crossed Park

Creek at the location of a surviving bridge abutment. However,

the archaeologists of the 1965 and 1966 digs concluded that there

was no evidence for a road beyond the center of the east wall of

the mansion. Evidently the road (which may have been more of a

wide flagstone path) merely gave access to the cellar entrance.

(Ill. 5)
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Archaeology also revealed a mortar ledge along the east wall

at a depth of about one foot below the present grade. It is

continuous except where broken by the areaway, resting on the

earth tight against the wall. It is 6" wide and slopes away from

the house. It presumably records the original, or at least an

earlier, grade level, and was installed to direct rain water away

from the wall.

The most interesting element of the east elevation, and

indeed one of the most baffling features of Graeme Park, is the

relieving arch above the first story. (Photo 28) This arch is

wider than any other arch on the building, though it aligns

closely with the one below on the water table. This arch was one

of the features which led some historians to believe that the

mansion was origins 1ly.Keith's malt house. They hypothesized

that it would have arched over a large door used for delivery and

shipment of supplies and products. This theory can be refuted by

several arguments. Such a door would have been of very awkward

shape, much too tall for its width. In the present masonry there

is no evidence for a former center opening. By contrast, other

altered openings on the elevation are clearly legible. Further,

the original cellar entrance below would have prevented access to

a first story door, and there would have been no reason for the

relieving arch above the water table.

Alternatively, it was considered whether the arch could have

been designed to relieve stress from a second floor girder.

originally intended to support the midpoints of the floor joists.

(As built the floor structure has no girder and deflects
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considerably.) However, this is unlikely as the arch rises to a

height within the floor structure itself. Further, the arch

would tend to make the wall structurally unsound since it would

throw weight upon the two window voids below. This objection

could be raised to any explanation for the present configuration.

and can only be obviated by assuming that the windows are not

original. However, this assumption is disproved by paint

analysis which indicates that these windows had the same sequence

of paint finishes as others on the first floor, suggesting that

they are original.

Structurally, a relieving arch with bearing masonry below as

well as above it serves no function once the mortar of a wall has

set; it is useful only to relieve and distribute stresses while a

wall is settling and drying. The arch in the east wall may have

served as a secondary reliever of weight from the large cellar
■,* ■

opening below. Although not entirely certain, the lower arch and

water table appears to have dropped slightly under pressure from

above. If, as is likely, this happened during construction, when

the wall was one story high, a second arch could have been

inserted as a precaution before building the upper stories.

Timber shoring could have been placed in the first floor window

openings as temporary support until the wall had set, after which

the arch was no longer active.
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Windows (Photos 29 and 30)

All windows in the stone walls have frames which appear to

be original to the house. Paint analysis shows that the frames

were probably left unpainted for a time, a condition also

occurring on early woodwork inside, and probably indicative of

the unfinished state in which Keith left the house. The earliest

paint on the frames was red lead, probably corresponding to

finish F-2 inside, dating from the earliest renovations under

Subsequently they were painted light blue in finishGraeme.

period F-4 (c. 1755-65), the later period of Graeme's renovation.

Likewise all window frames are constructed in the same

manner, with only insignificant changes in detail. (Ill. 13)

They are double hung frames, made of solid planks grooved for

sash weights, with an overall dimension of 5 1/2" in width

(including back band) and 3 1/2" in depth. The backhand

moulding is the same as on Door 101 - Exterior. 11 occurs on a 11

window frames, even those of the south elevation, despite the

fact that the doors of this elevation do not have it. 5/8" beads

form the sash stops on both the inside and outside of the frame.

and there is no parting bead. The solid wood sill carries across

the entire masonry opening (= +3'-4"). The jambs rest on and are

pegged to it. On some windows pegs are visible inside and out;

on others only inside; on still others, not visible at all. The

distinction is insignificant as all sills were replaced during
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the 1960 restoration. The lower parts of many jambs were also

replaced in the restoration. The lintels rest on the jambs and

are also pegged; all of these pegs are visible. The grooved

jambs contain weight pockets for the lead sash weights hung on

ropes which slide over wood pulleys. Many or all these elements

were replaced during the restoration. The upper sash are fixed

and probably not hung on weights.

First floor window sash are nine-over-nine light,, with a

pane size of just over 8" by 12". The muntins are 1 1/4" wide

and have a typical colonial profile with quarter rounds and

fillets. In Rooms 102 and 103 the bottom sash were replaced in

the 1969 restoration. Otherwise the first floor sash appear to

be original to Keith's construction (1723-26). The first paint

finish (F-2) was white lead, contrasting with the red frames.

However, it is possible that the sash were installed earlier and

left unfinished for a time.

Three subtly varied sash types occur on the first floor.

Their differences are probably insignificant; all have the same

history of paint finishes. All are 1 1/16" thick. Type A: sash

is 29 1/2" wide and 41" high. Stiles carry from bottom to top

and vertical muntins are continuous between the rails. Pegs

(3/8" diameter) occur only in the corners and at either end of

the vertical muntins. The entire profile of the stiles appears

on the exposed surfaces of the meeting rail. This type occurs as

fo1lows; 101 bottom sash; 104 west wall, south window.

sash is 30" wide and 41" high. Pegs are 1/4"Type B;
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diameter and occur at the corners and juncture points of muntins

with both stiles and rails. The interior fillet of the stile

profile does not extend through the rails; only the outer fillet

and quarter round appear on the meeting rail's exposed surface.

This type occurs as follows: 101 top sash; 103 top sash; 104
>?: ■

both windows on north wall; probably 104 north window on west

wall.

sash is 29 1/2" wide and 41" high. Pegs are 3/8"Type C:

diameter but occur only at the corners. This type occurs at all

top sash in Room 102.

It is very possible that sash have been moved around in the

house. For example, the meeting rail of the bottom sash in Room

lOl's window has marks of a former shutter lock. However, the

stair landing which cuts this window would have prevented it from

having shutters. The shutters could have predated the stairs.

however, this is unlikely since paint and architectural analysis

suggest that the stair and shutters date from the same period of

Graeme's renovations. Further, as we will see, a stairway

probably occurred in this location in the house's earliest plan.

Therefore, it is likely that the present bottom sash was not

originally in this location. When the second floor sash were

replaced about 1800 (see below) it is possible that those in good

condition were reused in first story windows which were

deteriorated.

At the second story. the window frames match those below.

Here all sills were replaced during the 1960 restoration and pegs

are visible on all.
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The sash on this story are nine-over-twelve light, with thin

muntins having a Federal style profile. The window tax survey of

1798 indicates that all the major windows of the house were then

still nine-over-nine; there was no mention of twenty-one light

windows. Probably the new sash were insta11ed by the Penroses

soon after they bought the property in 1801. Paint analysis

dates the first paint on the sash to finish period F-5,

corresponding to other post-Graeme^ alterations inside.

The sash are constructed in typical fashion. Sash opening

widths varied between 29 1/2" and 30 1/4", the difference being

taken up by varying the width of the stiles. In the narrower

examples the stiles' tenons come right to the edge of the sash.

indicating that all sash started out 30" wide and were shaved

down as necessary to fit the pre-existing frames. At the top and

bottom rails, the stiles were double pegged; only one peg was

used where the stiles met the meeting rails. Unlike the first

floor sash. the meeting rails ran across the opening and received

the stiles. Vertical muntins were continuous and pegged to the

rails; horizontal muntins are no± pegged. Glass panes are

8" X 10", and muntins 5/8" wide with a double ogee profile.

The third floor gable windows offer several mysteries.

Their frames are similar in size and construction to the windows

below, but were almost completely rebuilt in the 1960

restoration. Their sash, however, appear to be somewhat older.

Their configuration is nine-over-twelve, with a pane size of

8" X 10", matching the windows of the second story. However,

their muntin profiles are different from any other in the house
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and even differ from each other. In the east gable window the

muntins are 1 1/16" wide with a nineteenth century elliptical

profile and a wide center strip. By contrast, the muntins of the

west gable window are only 7/8" wide with a quarter round

profile. The sash construction also varies: on the east the

stiles continue through the meeting rails so that their whole

profile is visible; on the west only the tenons carry through the

meeting rails. Pegs are absent in both pairs of sash which are

presumbly screwed or nailed together. This method of

construction implies that the sash were made in the late

nineteenth or twentieth century. Paint analysis shows that the

earliest finish was a white lead which probably dated from the

nineteenth century, at the latest. Therefore, the sash were most

likely installed in 1879 as part of Abel Penrose's reconstruction

of the roof. However, it is still unclear why two windows.

presumably installed at the same time, would have a different

muntin profiles and different construction details.
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Roof

Graeme Park's gambrel roof allies it with many other early

eighteenth century houses of the Delaware Valley. Evidence

indicates that there were once more local houses with this roof

form, many of which were destroyed or altered. For example, the

Emlen House in Whitemarsh, not far from Horsham, was a long.

narrow, two-story stone dwelling, similar to Graeme Park, whose

roof was converted from a gambrel to a gable in the early 

twentieth century.^

houses, only a few of which survive.^ 

comparable to Graeme Park in scale and monumentality, include the

Germantown was once full of gambre1-roofed

Extant examples.

Cooper House in Camden, New Jersey and the Downing House in 

Chester County, Pennsylvania.^

The gambrel is a vernacular roof form, one of the elements

which keeps Graeme Park out of the class of Delaware Valley rural

mansions, such as Stenton, Hope Lodge, and Mount Pleasant for

which the more classical hipped roof was favored. However, in

assessing this difference, it must be remembered that Graeme Park

was begun before Stenton, the progenitor of that class.

In part because it is such an atypical roof form for a grand

country house, some observers have been tempted to see Graeme

Park's gambrel as a later alteration, a replacement for an

original gable roof. In support of this theory, the diagonal

courses of projecting brick headers on the chimnies are adduced

as evidence for the original roof. However, these courses refute
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the hypothesis in several ways. Their angle is too steep for a

gable roof sprung from the existing north and south walls. The

recessed panels on the outsides of the chimneys would be cut in

half by such a gable roof, an architecturally awkward condition
i-

and an invitation to leakage. Finally, the diagonal courses

occur at the same height on both the stem and arms of the T-

i- shaped inner chimney faces, whereas a constantly rising gable
ft'-

roof would require those on the stem to be higher. Moreover,

there is no evidence on the house's end walls that a triangular

gable was converted into a gambrel shape. Thus the exterior

would suggest that the gambrel roof was original to the building.

The roof framing also supports this conclusion. (Ills. 17

and 18) Vertically sawn lumber and mortise-and-tenon

construction are similar to the rest of the house's framing.

Each of the rafter sets is constructed as two frames. At the

lower slope, rafters (averaging 31/2" X 6 1/2") have tenons at

their tipper ends which are received by open mortises at each end

of the third floor ceiling joists (which also average 3 1/2" x 6

1/2"). The joint is fastened by two pegs (Photos 31 and 32).

The joint at the lower end of the slope is hidden inside by the

third floor's plaster and outside by the roof cornice. On top of

this frame is constructed the upper slope of the roof. This

consists of two lighter rafters (averaging 3 1/2" X 4 l/2"-5")

which are joined at the ridge by a mortise and tenon with a

single peg. (Photos 33 and 34) At their lower ends these raftersI'i

are seated on a 1" X 12 1/2" plate and spiked to the third floor

ceiling joists. The spikes are hand wrought iron.
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Corresponding carpenter's numerals appear on these upper

rafters. (They may also occur on the lower rafters though these

are not accessible for investigation.) Numerals begin at the

west gable wall and, with a few irregularities, continue to the

eastern chimney, a set which includes numerals I to XVI. The

sequence then resumes at the east wall and. with somewhat more

irregularity, proceeds to the eastern chimney. The highest

numeral recorded is XXVI. The irregularities in sequence are

probably not significant. The numerals were primarily used to

key together both halves of a frame cut on the ground but only

finally joined after each half was lifted to the roof. Since the

joined pairs were all alike, their placement in the sequence was

not important.

In all there are 22 full rafter sets, plus two more

interrupted by chimneys. Spacing is fairly regular, with an

average center-to-center distance of 26". The exceptions are the

four spaces in which dormers occur below; at these spaces the

center-to-center distance averages just over 3 feet. In three of
♦

these spaces no rafters occur but modern scabs (averaging 1 1/2"

X 5") have been inserted between the joists to stiffen the third

floor ceiling lath. In the fourth space (at the eastern edge of

the east chimney) there is no additional ceiling member, but a

modern 1" X 4 3/4" rafter has been scabbed in to receive the roof

sheathing.

At present the roof sheathing hardly touches the upper

rafters. These sagged and bowed, creating an uneven roof

To counter this sag, knee braces (typ. 1 1/4" x 5" +)surface.
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were hailed to the rafters and ceiling joists near their

j uncture, and scab rafters were nailed along the entire length of

the original rafters. These scabs (typ. 1" x 4") are tangent 

with the upper rafter surface at their IqWer ends but rise higher 

than the rafters; the amount: of taper varies from 1" to 2 1/2" +.

Both the knee braces and scab rafters are made of modern lumber.

although some are clearly older than others. They probably date

from both the 1879 and 1960 rebuildings of the roof.

The present roof sheathing is 12" wide flat boards, butt

jointed. It dates from the 1960 restoration. The roof covering

is wood shingles, with an exposure of seven inches on both

slopes. Photographs of the roof taken before the restoration

show that the roof installed by Abel Penrose in 1879 had wood

shingles on the lower slope and sheet metal on the upper.

(Ill. 50) Views of the building in the 1860s before Penrose's

alterations, show both slopes of the main roof, as well as the

dormer roofs, executed in wood shingles. (Ill. 46) Given the

date of construction, the original roof probably had wood

shingles on both slopes.

A principle roof feature, and indeed probably the most

significant architectural elements of Keith's original

construction, are the elaborate brick chimneys. (Photos 37-40)

Their articulation both in plan and elevation is typical of

important colonial houses built before the 1740s, a continuation

of an English brick masonry tradition stretching back into the 

Later colonial houses generally have simpler 

chimneys with regular square or rectangular plans.®

Tudor period.
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The T-shaped plan of Graeme Park's chimneys was a common

form for early eighteenth century chimneys, present on such

well known colonial mansions as Tuckahoe, Rosewell, and one of the

chimneys at Hope Lodge. The plan was both visually pleasing

(through the variety given the skyline) and functionally

articulate as it expressed the individual flues inside. Graeme

Park's chimneys each contain four flues, one in each arm of the

T, one in the stem, and one at the crossing.

Even more unique is the chimneys' ornamentation. Just above

roof level a projecting band rings' the chimneys — as a straight

course on the north and south sides and diagonally sloping

headers on the east and west faces. The long outer faces are

also ornamented by a recessed arched panel. On the west chimney

this panel is faced with several coats of stucco. The top coat.

made with portland cement, may have been installed since the

restoration of 1960. A thin coat of cement mortar was definitely

applied during the restoration, over a much deteriorated older

coat which appears in early twentieth century photographs.

(Ill. 51) On the east chimney the panels' brick is exposed.

revealing what appears to be a.decorative string course at the

arch's impost level. If this feature was decorative, it implies

that the panel was originally meant to be exposed. Terminating

the tops of the chimneys are elaborate corbelled caps which

roughly imitate a classical entablature. The architrave is

implied between the arch and projecting tenia; the frieze then

properly returns to the plane below; a cornice projects yet

further out in a double step; and finally a small recess and cap
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terminate the profile like a parapet. Late nineteenth century

photos reveal that the "frieze" band on both chimnies was

stuccoed (Ill. 47), a decorative treatment sometimes used on

colonial houses (for example, Harriton in Bryn Mawr). A

corbelled block, the chimney's most interesting feature, breaks

across this "entablature," stepping out from the frieze and fully

breaking the cap. Visually it serves several functions; it

gives variety to the chimney's long elevation; it punctuates the

center line of the chimney, roof and house; and it acts as a

rather mannerist keystone for the arch below.

Unlike the chimneys, the roof cornice as it exists now is

out of character with the original exterior. (Photo 41) At the

1960 restoration it was assumed that the existing cornice and

gable end overhangs were original, and so these were restored;

indeed they were completely replaced, as paint analysis shows no

paint from before 1960. The contemporaneity is especially

obvious at the soffit which appears to have been cut from

plywood. The cornice's profile is not typical of colonial

dwellings, but rather has crown and bed mouldings commonly seen

on Delaware Valley farmhouses of the late nineteenth century.

Most probably the design for the present cornice and overhangs

dates from the 1879 roof renovation. Proof of this comes from a

late nineteenth century photograph of the house taken before

the roof alterations. (Ill. 47) It shows a simple colonial

box cornice, with a slighter overhang than at present, and only

plain flush barge boards at the gable rakes. This was

undoubtedly Graeme Park's true colonial roof form.
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The most problematic roof features are the dormers, awkward

in appearance and placement but restored in 1960 to their

supposedly original configuration. When the State received the

property the mansion had four dormers on the north facade and

three on the south front; all had six-over-six double hung

windows. From the evidence discovered during restoration, the

following were concluded: 1. The two flanking dormers on the

south facade were completely constructed of nineteenth century

material and thus were not original; these were removed. 2. The

center dormer on the south front contained both eighteenth and

nineteenth century material and was thus original; it was

restored. (Photo 43) 3. The north facade dormers, as then

existing, were nineteenth century replacements for the original

dormers. Evidence (only vaguely described in a 1960 report)

showed that the originals were longer, being six-over-nine light.

with glass size (8" x 12") matching the original windows on the

first floor. These were restored as six-over-nine dormers (Photo

42), with details like the central south dormer.

It is difficult to evaluate these decisions because most of

the evidence was destroyed by the work itself. The restoration

appears odd because the north dormers are proportionally taller

than typical colonial dormers in the Delaware Valley, although 

they were common elsewhere in colonial architecture.^ Photographs

of the north front taken before the restoration show six-over-six

dormers with metal roofs (like the upper slope of the gambrel)

and vertical wood siding on the sides. (Ill. 50 and 51) These

dormers must have been installed in the 1879 roof renovations, or
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at least been reworkings of earlier dormers. for an E. L. Henry

photograph of the 1860s shows six-over-six dormers with wood

shingle roofs and diagonal siding on the sides. (Ill. 46 and 47)

One piece of evidence does survive to corrobate the restoration

of six-over-nine dormers; the beaded corner boards of the dormer

in Room 301 extend to a level suggesting long dormers, and paint

analysis indicates that these pieces were painted in the Graeme

period. These pieces also show clearly that the dormers were

shortened to six-over-six. Thus in the eighteenth century the

north dormers were probably six-over-nine. Just when they were

shortened is difficult to determine. The Penroses may have

carried out the work as part of their renovations of about 1800.

In the Henry photograph the dormer muntins appear to be thin.

like the Federal period muntins of the second floor windows.

rather than matching the thicker colonial muntins of the original

first story windows.

Complicating the issue is the 1798 window tax survey which

makes no mention of 15 light windows (six-over-nine). As noted

this survey suggests that the house had six-over-sixin Part I,

dormers, and more of them than were restored. However, for the

north dormers, this evidence is not fatal. If the detached

kitchen (included in the survey) and the south dormers had six-

over-six sash, it would have been a simple error for the surveyor

to have included the four north dormers in the twelve light

An alternative hypothesis is that the dormerswindow tabulation.

The paint on 301's dormer cornerwere changed before 1798.

boards may have dated from the early period of Graeme's
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renovations, more than 50 years before the window tax survey. At

some time during that period it may have been desirable or

necessary to rebuild the north dormers.

As mentioned, the window tax survey also suggests that there

were more than one dormer on the south front. Why would the

builders have put only one dormer on this front and why make a

single dormer with a different window configuration? On the

lower two stories the windows are no smaller on the south than

the north front. Relative to 1. above, it might be objected

that, even if the entire dormers were replaced in the late

nineteenth century, there is no reason earlier dormers may not

have existed. The destruction of the evidence during the

restoration makes if difficult to reach a conclusion on this

issue. A minor point of criticism; the cornice moulding on the

dormers is typical of the late nineteenth century and not of the

colonial period when an ogee crown moulding would have been used.
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Chapter II; Floor Framing

First Floor (Ills. 7 and 14)

s"

The floor framing under Room 102 consists of straight-sawn

oak joists running east and west. These are 10" deep and vary

between 4 1/4" and 5 1/2" wide, with an average of 4 3/4". At
f

their eastern end they bear on a +6" wide by 7 1/2" deep timber

plate set into the masonry wall, indicating that both the joists
... 'A

and plate are probably original. However, this plate and the

ends of the joists rotted at some point in the past, so that the

present system of posts and beams in the cellar became necessary.

At their western ends the joists still bear on a 4 3/4" deep by

6" wide plate set on top of the stone wall forming the western

boundary of the cellar. From the crawl space underneath Room

101, the neatly sawn ends of these joists can be seen.

The posts and beams in the cellar are relatively modern

lumber. The 6" by 8" posts were replaced during the restoration

of 1969; the beams, each consisting of two pieces 3" by 10 1/2",

c;: are of an unknown date. There are three beams: one along the

east wall, one at the center, and the third four feet out from

the west wall. Three posts support each beam.

The floor framing under Room 101 also appears to be mostly
&

original material, with joists running east and west over a crawl

They span from the stone wall between the cellar andspace.
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crawl space on the east to the west end of 101 where they bear on

rubble and makeshift shoring installed at the restoration. At

this end most of the joists are rotted. Due to work done during

the restoration of 1969, the original bearing condition is

unclear. The eastern ends of the joists can be seen in the 

cellar, with their ends roughly hewn, 

joists are covered with faded whitewash, perhaps an attempt to

As in the cellar, the

prevent them from rotting and discourage insects. At present

moisture is controlled in the crawl space by vinyl sheets laid

down in the restoration of 1969.

The joists under Room 101 are also straight-sawn oak; their

width varies between 3 1/2" and 5 1/2", and their depth between 9

3/4" and 10 1/2". Where the floor of 101 steps down under the

stair landing, the joists were simply notched at the top, so that

their effective depth was roughly halved. This notching weakened

the joists so that they had to be shored up underneath by a

makeshift arrangement of short posts and plates. The notching

was probably done during Graeme's renovations when the present

stair was installed. (See below Chapters III and IV). Indeed

the crudity of the arrangement is evidence that the stair

configuration is not original, since, if it was, the builders

could have undoubtedly devised a better framing solution . The

notching of the joists seems much more likely to have been an

impromptu adaptation of existing framing to the new stair design.

Under Rooms 103 and 104 the floor framing dates from the

restoration of 1969 and consists of 2" by 12" joists running east

According to investigative reports inand west at 16" on-center.
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Graeme Park's archives, the floor framing removed at the

restoration was not original, but consisted of reused barn

8timbers. At present, little information can be gathered from the

crawl space because all the walls on which the new joists bear

were underpinned and faced with concrete during the restoration.

Between the south wall and the western chimney block a concrete

wall now carries the joists of 103 and 104. It appears this wall

is entirely new and that no wall existed here originally.

Perhaps a wooden header carried the original joists at this

location, though all evidence was destroyed or covered up in the

restoration work.

An oddity in the framing is a small platform supporting the

floor of room 104's closet. (Ill. 20) The closet floor is

approximately 2 1/2" above the present floor level of 104. The

platform appears to be early, being built of straight-sawn oak

like the rest of the early framing in the house. However, its

configuration is extremely odd and probably not entirely

original. The front (west) edge is formed by a 7 1/2" by 3 1/2"

member laid flat and let into the brick at the corner of the

chimney block. The member at the north edge is a 3" by 3" from

which planks 1” by 8 1/2" rise to receive the handsplit lath and

plaster of the alcove wall. The east member (on which stands the

partition between Rooms 101 and 104) is a 3" by 4 1/2", laid flat

and bearing on bricks and earth in the very shallow crawl space

immediately below it. It does not tie into the chimney block.

The joists of Room 101 do not connect to this member but stop

short and as, mentioned above, bear independently on rubble and
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makeshift shoring. The joist under the partition between Rooms

101 and 103 does carry through to the platform but is not

directly attached to it. The closet floor itself is supported by

fragments of two joists, each 4 1/2" by 7 1/2", which are

unattached at both ends and rest on timber plates, installed at

the restoration, which in turn rest directly on the vinyl covered

earth of the shallow crawl space. The southern joist has a

mortise containing a sawed-off tenon near its western end. Most

Iof the members surfaces were whitewashed at one time.

The history of this closet is difficult to understand, but

by anticipating the story somewhat a probable explanation

Evidence in the upper floors' framing indicates thatappears.

there was a winder service stair from the first to the third

floors in this corner of Rooms 104, 204, and 304. During

Graeme's renovations this stair was removed and the present stair

installed. Paint analysis shows that the panelling in Room 104

also dates from Graeme's renovation, meaning that it was

installed after the winder stair was removed. Before that time

the chimney block had a whitewashed plaster finish. Paint

analysis also shows that the unusual six panel door to the closet

dates from before the panelling, as indeed its early eighteenth

century style would suggest. Behind the panelling oyer the

closet door is whitewashed plaster, indicating that the closet

enclosure also existed before the panelling. At that time it

probably was a stair enclosure. As we will see in the next

chapter, a winder stair--beginning just inside the closet door
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and spiraling counterclockwise--fits into this enclosure and

allows above for the stair to the third floor.

If this reasoning is correct, the front (west) member of the

platform must be original to the house. It still receives the

door frame for the closet door whose posts also support the wall

Further, it is the only member let into the 'above the door.

chimney block. The other members, however, must owe their

present configuration to Graeme's renovations. The platform's

width from north to south conforms to the passage and door to

Room 101 under the stair landing. And as mentioned above, the

member forming the rear (east) edge of the platform receives the

studs of the partition between 101 and 104, which, as we will

see, was only installed in this location when Graeme altered the

stairways. Originally the wall would have been approximately six

inches further east. More generally, the makeshift quality of

the platform's framing suggests that most of it was constructed

when these changes were made and not as part of the original

framing.

Second Floor (Ills. 8 and 15)

Under Room 202 the floor framing is consistent and

apparently original. Joists are straight sawn oak which span 22

feet clear from the north to the south walls. Because the joists

are only 9 1/2" deep the floor is very bouncy. The joists vary

in width from 4 3/4" to 6 1/4" with most being 5 1/2". They are

set in pockets in the stone walls and rest on a timber plate
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fully set into the wall. Their spacing is fairly regular.

averaging 18". At the hearth a joist and two light headers form

a box for a brick hearth arch. Near its eastern edge the chimney

block interrupts one joist. However, the joist at its western

edge runs through the block, with its western face flush with the

To this is spiked a scab to receive the floorbrick surface.

boards of Room 203. At its southern half this joist carries the

partition between 202 and 203. Throughout the house it is usual

for north-south partitions to rest directly on, or at least be

aligned with, floor joists.

At the other end of the house, under most of Room 204, the

floor joists also span clear from north to south, again bearing

on plates set in the wall. Here, however, the joists are

massive, averaging 6 1/2" wide and 11" deep, the largest timbers

in the building. There are five such joists; the distance

between their centers averages 24". (Photo 137)

On a line with the north edge of the chimney block there is

a piece of + 4" by + 3" bridging between the second and third

joists from the west wall. (Photo 138) This piece is let into

chamfered notches cut into the corners of the joists. Between

the third and fourth joists the notches appear but without the

bridging. The purpose of this bridging is unclear but it may

have been intended to receive the posts of a door frame in an

original partition dividing Room 204 (see below Chapter III).

The fifth, and last, massive joist from the west wall

receives headers framing the chimney block and hearth. Near the

south wall a 5" by 11" header frames into a 5 1/2" by 11" joist
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which can be seen under the floorboards of 204's closet. The

joint is a pegged mortise-and-tenon marked with a carpenter's

sign "III". (Photo 139) This header receives short joists.

tenoned into it, which run to the south wall. It also receives

two joists running northward; that along the hearth is a member

'of undetermined size with many odd-sized scab pieces nailed to

it; just to the west is a joist 4 5/8" by 9 1/2" scabbed to give

a total depth of 11". As we will see shortly, the header at the

north edge of the chimney block is not original, so that these

odd sized and irregular joists are probably also replacements

installed as part of Graeme's renovations.

In the northeast corner of Room 204 the floorboards and

framing indicate that there was originally a framed opening

through the floor system. (Ill. 19 and Photo 109) A similar
'if'-

opening immediately above in the third floor shows clear evidence

for a winder stairway which evidently connected Rooms 104, 204,

and 304. (Photo 130) At the second floor, the original header

for this stair opening was located 6'-3" (to the center line)

from the north wall. The remains of the sawed-off header survive

I in the fifth massive joist to which it was attached by a pegged

mortise-and-tenon joint. (Photo 140) The header was 6" by 11".

It ran to the joist under the partition between Rooms 201 and 204

where the mortise (still with its broken peg) can be seen. (Photo

141) However, what is visible from the 204 side of this joist is

the back side of an upside down mortise, the first of several

pieces of evidence indicating that this joist was turned upside

down and moved; more will be said of this below. The present
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header at the north edge of the chimney block is only 3" wide and

+ 11" deep; its joint with the massive fifth joist is unclear but 

is definitely not the pegged mortise-and-tenon typical in the

house. At its east end the header merely rests on the chimney

block below and is unattached to the joist under the partition

between 201 and 204. The two joists which now fill the original

stair opening span between this header and the north wall; these

are only 3 1/2" and 4" by 9 1/2". Obviously these joists date

from the Graeme renovations (when the stairways were altered) and

most probably the header does as well, as suggested by its

smaller size and the abnormal way it is installed.

In the center of the house the second floor framing depends

upon a header which spans from the joist at the western edge of

the east chimney block to a point approximately 6 inches short of

the joist under the partition between Rooms 201 and 204. (Ill.

21) This joist retains the empty mortise into which the header's

tenon (which also survives) fit. As with the former stairway

header under Room 204, this mortise is upside down and backwards

(the seat for the header is seen on the 204 side of the joist and

on top instead of on the bottom facing the header, and the peg

hole is down instead of up as it should be—Photo 142), further

proof that this joist was rolled over and moved 6 inches to

westward. The header forms the south side of the present

stairway opening. Under the now exposed tenon of its western end

is a 4 1/2" by 4" post which runs inside the partition between

Rooms 101 and 103. Indeed the header appears to be supported

throughout its length by this partition.
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The joist under the partition between 201 and 204 has

several other anomalies. At its north end it bears on the

exterior wall. Its south end bears on a wood shim set on the

chimney block below. It is unattached to any other piece of

framing. Intermediate support comes from the studs in the

partition between 101 and 104 which bear on the rear (east)

member of Room 104*s closet platform, discussed above. This

makeshift method of supporting the joist after its relocation has

resulted in the settlement of the partition between 201 and 204,

visible at the stair landing ceiling and in the plaster at both

upper corners of the partition.

On the 204 side of this joist there is also visible a sawed-

off header approximately four feet from the north wall. (Photo

143) Since the joist was flipped over, this header would have

originally run into Room 201. It lines precisely with the header

which now forms the south edge of the present stair opening where

it narrows to the width of a single stair run. Evidently in the

original house there was (dr was intended to be) a main stair at

the location of the present stairway, but it was designed to rise

through an opening the width of a single stair run. In the

present stairway there is insufficient headroom at the first to

second story landing for this , but in the next chapter we will

discuss a possible stair configuration which could be

accommodated by such an opening.

If headroom at the original now severed stair header

was tight (as it may well have been) the builders might have

notched the header's bottom where the stair or a landing passed
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under it. much as the present ceiling over the second-to-third

story stair landing is notched. Perhaps significantly, at the

west end of the present main stairway header there is a scabbed-

in joist which has such a notch on its bottom. In size the piece

matches, the remaining severed end of the header, and it has two

mortises in its now western side which could have held small

joists spanning between the two headers. Although it cannot be

proved, this piece may be a remnant of the original north header.

When this original stairway header was cut, support was

needed for the western end of the remaining piece, still in

place. To accomplish this, an outrigger joist was cross lapped

over the present main stairway header (Photo 144), anchored at

its southern end to a piece of bridging between two joists under

Room 103. This outrigger was clearly a later addition as its

joint with the main header appears to be different from the other

joists running from Room 203 and it has no carpenter's mark. as

do all the other joists.

These joists from Room 203 all appear to be original. They

frame into the main header with pegged mortise-and-tenon joints.

and each are marked with carpenter's signs in a consistent series

from "I" to "VIII." (Photo 145) They are all 9 1/2" deep and

from 4 1/2" to 6" wide, with the widest running along the chimney

block to receive the hearth headers. Their spacing averages 20

inches.

The changes evident in the second floor framing must have

been undertaken by Graeme in order to accommodate a more

comfortable main stairway. Even now the stair is fairly steep
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for a fine mid-Georgian house. He must have considered the stair

built, or at least planned, by Keith to be inadequate and

cramped. By moving the joist and partitions between Rooms 101-

104 and 201-204 he gained needed space, and by opening the stair

to a double width he gained headroom. He also gained headroom by

carrying the new stairs all the way tb“ the third floor. For, as

discussed below, the third floor framing and other evidence

indicates that in Keith's original plans the main stair only rose

to the second floor, while the third floor was served only by the

winder stair from Room 204 to 304.

Third Floor (Ills. 9 and 16)

The third floor framing is the most regular in the house.

Except at the central stairway opening, joists span clear from

the north to the south walls where they rest on + 3" by + 9"

wooden plates set on top of the stone walls. They slightly

overhang the walls outside to receive the lower rafters and form

a boxed cornice. Joists vary from 4" to 6 1/4" wide and 10 1/2"

to 11 1/2" deep, with a clear predominance of members being 4

1/2" by 11". Spacing between joists averages 20 inches. As

elsewhere in the house the members are straight-sawn oak.

The eastern chimney stack interrupts two joists, both of

which bear into the masonry. On both sides of the stack, headers

span from the stack to the nearest joist to create support for

the hearths of Rooms 302 and 303. At 303 these hearth headers

are tenoned into the joist. In 302 they appear to be spiked.
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The framing around the west chimney block was more

complicated. In this case there were no hearths and the builders

seem to have wanted to avoid as much as possible bearing on the

stack itself. The joist which lies under the partitions between

Rooms 303 -- 305 and 301 304 did bear on the stack. Headers

were thrown between this joist and those two joist spaces away to

each side. On the west side this joist also formed the opening

for the original winder stair. On both sides the headers then

received the intermediate joists. All this framing was joined by

pegged mortise-and-tenon joints, except for an irregular scab

joist (2 1/4" by 11") along the west side of the stack, which was

spiked to the headers. It should also be noted that the framing

at the northwest corner of the stack was not investigated.

Under Room 301 the joists are received by a header forming

the south side of the present stairway opening. This header is 4

1/2" by 9 1/2". It is not framed like other headers in the

house, one of several pieces of evidence suggesting that

originally there was no stairway here to the third floor. At its

east end the header is seated in a mortise and has a tenon which

runs completely through the joist and is wedged on the opposite

side. However, at the west end neither a mortise seat nor tenon

is visible, implying that there is either a simple short tenon or

that the header and joist are nailed together. Such a condition

was inevitable at one end or the other if the header was inserted

later between two rigidly fixed pre-existing joists. Had the

header been original it would almost assuredly have had .seated

and pegged mortise-and-tenon joints at both ends. If the west
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end is merely nailed it would explain the subsidence of the third

floor visible above the stair landing. Further, the joists which

frame into the header are attached with tenons inserted into

simple mortises without seats, unlike those at the original

header below on the second floor or. indeed anywhere else in the

original framing.

As below, in the northeast corner of Room 304 removal of the

floorboards revealed a former stair opening. (Ill. 19) In this

case the header forming its south edge is still in place.

attached to the joists with pegged mortise-and-tenon joints.

(Photo 146) On the inside of the joist forming the east edge

(the joist lying under the partition between Rooms 301 and 304)

several layers of lime whitewash survive, further indication that

the framing was exposed for a stair opening. The whitewash is

allied with finish F-2 in Rooms 204 and 104 below, suggesting a

date before Graeme's renovations. Over the whitewash have been

nailed the upper ends of studs for the partition between Rooms

201 and 204 below. (Photos 147 and 148) This partition would

have been installed when the winder stair was removed and the

present stair installed. The original partition would have been

under the third floor joist and above the second floor joist

which was subsequently moved (see above). That is, the two

joists would have been aligned and the original partition been

approximately 6 inches further east.

In the southwest corner of the third floor's former stair

opening the ghost of the first winder tread can clearly be read

on the header and adjacent joist. The tread was a board 1" thick
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and it seems to have rested on cleats nailed to the header and

joists. This evidence will allow us to reconstruct the original

second-to-third floor stair configuration.
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Chapter III: Original Floor Plans

The framing analysis suggests that there were significant

differences between the present and original floor plans. In

some cases the evidence from paint analysis (presented below

Chapter IV) confirms these conclusions. However, paint analysis

also shows that most of the house was left unfinished for many

Thus clear.surface evidence for changes is not alwaysyears.

present and we must rely on clues in the framing and other

circumstantial evidence.

First Floor (Ill. 22)

The framing analysis indicates that there was a winder

service stair in the northeast corner of Room 104, which probably

began on the platform inside the room's closet and ascended

counterclockwise. The partition between Rooms 101 and 104 was
% •

approximately six inches further east. It must be admitted that

no direct evidence has been found for the winder stair between

the first and second floors (unlike the second to third floor run

for which clear evidence is available). One would expect to find

notches in the plaster of the north wall and chimney block and on

the north post of the closet in 104. Two alternatives are

possible. The evidence may have disappeared or been covered

over: The walls may have been replastered. The stair may have
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framed into a now missing piece which ran along side of the

closet post; the post has nail holes on the inside, suggesting

that other members were attached to it. In addition, further

investigation might uncover more evidence.

Alternatively, a winder from the first to second floors may

have been originally intended (as shown by the framed opening in

the second fl^oor) but never built. The winder ran only from the

second to third floors, and access to the second floor was gained

by the main stair (all evidence of which was destroyed when the

present stair was installed). The floor framing in Room 201 shows

that this main stairway was at the location of the present stair.

although it rose along the north wall through an opening in the

floor only one stair run wide. The double width opening of the

present stair is necessary to obtain sufficient clearance at the

stair landing. At present the clearance from the landing to the

ceiling would be 6'-l 1/2", too tight, especially for a primary

stair. At present headroom is plentiful because the run from the

second to the third floor opens the space vertically; however, as

discussed below, this upper run was not part of the original

plans. To gain additional headroom, the original builders may

have adopted several devices. They might have increased the

steepness of the stair run from the landing upward, though at

most they probably could have squeezed in only one more riser.

They may have notched the header where it crossed the landing (a

possibility presented above). And/or they may have adopted some

broad winders in place of the landing. An exact reconstruction

can never be made (indeed the stair itself may never have been
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built); our reconstruction presents an alternative which projects

very little into the hall space.

A small projection for the lower stair run was important

because the evidence suggests that originally the house had a

center hall, with no partition between Rooms 101 and 103. A

center hall plan was a common house type, which is examined

be 1 ow. Moreover, the present hallway is very cramped and

awkward. and thus difficult to understand as an original feature.

Circumstantial evidence comes from the fireplace of Room

103. The fireplaces of Graeme Park tend to be sized in

proportion to their rooms. But Room 103's is considerably larger

than is warranted by a room of that scale. It is better sized to

heat the entire center third of the house.

If the hall was originally open, then the partition between

Rooms 101 and 103 is not original, as indeed is suggested by the

evidence. The doorway between 101 and 103 shows no sign that it
iv'

ever existed in another condition. In its present state it

carries the mouldings and paint finish which ally it in date to

Graeme's renovations and not the original house. Further, the

partition supports the present stairway header above. Origina1ly

this header was supported at its west end by the joist under the
*

partition between Rooms 201 and 204 (see above). When this joist

was moved the header had to be supported on a partition below.

The end stud supporting the header could only have been installed

after the joist was moved. Since this stud is part of the

partition under question, either the partition did not exist

before the framing was changed, or the stud had to be scabbed
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into an existing partition. Moreover, the studs of this

partition are notched and nailed to the first floor joist below.

However, the joist does not exactly align with the partition.

making the notches irregular and at one end nearly absent. Had

the partition been intended from the beginning it could have been

made to line with the joist, making the hall slightly irregular.

or the joist could have been moved to run parallel to the outside

wall. If the partition was added later to support the header

above, it had to line with the header and hit the existing floor

joist as it might.

Thus the original plan had three cells. The center hall had

aligning front and back doors. It communicated with the parlor

to the east by only one door, placed near the main entrance; as

discussed below, the evidence indicates that there was never a

door where Room 102's false door is now. The parlor also had its

own door to the front yard.

The (center) hall likewise had only one door to Room 104;

in Graeme's time Room 104 was the dining room but originally it

was the kitchen, as shown by the great size and appointments of

the original fireplace (see below). The door between hall and

kitchen was low; paint analysis indicates that the present

opening (103-104) is original. There was no door under the

stairs into the north half of the hall; paint analysis indicates

that Door 101-104 dates from the period of Graeme's renovations.

The kitchen had its own outside door, giving all three cells

exterior doors.
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The three cell, single pile house pi an■origina1ly present at

Graeme Park was a variation on a vernacular English rural

dwelling type, common from the sixteenth into the nineteenth 

q
century. (Ill. 25) These were used throughout England; were

built in timber, brick, and stone; and varied from humble single

story farmers' dwellings in which the animals shared the house.

to two-and-a-half story manor houses. The variations in plan

detail are a 1most end1ess, but in a common design the parlor, a

central hall, and the kitchen were stacked against one another.

Multiple stairways, many of them tight winders, were common.

and in many cases were placed against chimney blocks. In one of

the most common variants of the three celled type, the hall was

!• ■

approached through a vestibule (which acted as a wind baffle)

placed against the chimney block, as in the classic colonial New

England house type. Graeme Park has no such baffle, probably

because Keith intended it as a country house to be used in warm

weather. That he placed the main entrance on the north front is

evidence enough that he was unconcerned with cold winds.

Graeme Park's departures from typical vernacular plan forms

might also be seen as incipient formalization, a process

occurring in the eighteenth century throughout England and the

colonies as smaller rural homes took on more of the

characteristics of grander, architect-designed country houses.

At Graeme Park the process can be seen in the conscious

alignment of certain doors and windows, in the creation of a true

center hall entered at once as a grand space, and in the;<■

symmetrical placement of fireplaces on the walls of rooms. This
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last is seen especially in the original second floor plan but is

also present in the first floor parlor and the hall where the

chimney block is centrally placed between the south wall and

stairway.

Second Floor (Ill. 23)

The reconstruction of the first floor gives the stair

configuration on the second floor. The main stair rose along the

north wall, and a winder came up in the northeast corner of Room

204. The third floor framing (and other evidence discussed

below) gives us the configuration of the winder as it continues

up, and suggests that the main stair stopped at the second floor.

The original location of the joists under the partition between

Rooms 201 and 204 determines the line separating the stairs.

The original location of the partition between Rooms 203 and

204 (running between the south wall and the west chimney block)

is somewhat in doubt; (see "Room 203" below). Undoubtedly there

was a partition here but it may have been several inches further

west and resting on a joist.

More problematic is the possible presence of a partition

dividing Room 204. This is suggested by the bridging between

three joists under the floor, which might have been needed to

anchor door posts. However, no other evidence has been found.

We have chosen to include this partition in our reconstruction.

Functionally it creates a small stair hall, yielding a small

It also results inchamber in the southwest corner of the house.
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that chamber's fireplace being centered on its east wall. When

Graeme removed the winder stair he had no reason for the small

hall and so could remove the dividing partition. At this point

the walls would have been rather overwhelmed by windows which

could explain why the north window on the west wall was closed.

Also problematic is the original location of the partition

between Rooms 201 and 203. On the first floor the center space

was open, and, as we will see, on the third floor it was

likewise. Thus it is tempting to see the center of the second

floor open as well. This would eliminate a bedroom, though the

space could have been used as a salon as at Stenton. However,

the fireplace in 203 is much too small to heat such a large space

so it is probable that a chamber was divided off. A partition

could have existed in the location of the present one but this

would make the hallway (Room 201) unnecessarily large. Moreover,

neither physical nor paint analysis yields any evidence that the

partition dates from before Graeme's renovations. Structurally

and aesthetically the partition would have been more logically

placed over the existing header. This would have yielded a more

generous chamber whose fireplace was centered on its west wall.

It also eliminated the awkward projection of the east chimney

block into the hall which Graeme later hid by the curving wall.

At the other end the layout of the winder stairs allowed for a

door into the main hallway.
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Third Floor (Ill. 24)

The evidence for the reconstruction of the third floor is

the clearest for any level. There were originally three large

spaces formed by partitions extending north and south from the

chimney blocks. Examination of the door frames for Doors 301-302

and 301-304 reveals that the original, unpainted frames survive

under the present frames. The orignal ones stood in whitewashed

plaster partitions which continued to the floor without

baseboards. At Door 301-304 there was no south post; the opening

header was simply framed into the chimney block. On none of the

frames are there explicit signs of actual doors, so perhaps they

were merely openings between undifferentiated rooms of a garret.

(See sections on third floor rooms for more detail.)

As the floor framing revealed, the present stairs did not

exist. Moreover above the third floor line the present north

wall of Room 301 (continued in the present stair opening from the

inside of the stone wall below) did not exist. Rather the

sloping ceiling ran down to the square of the roof and was met by

the floor, as in all other third floor rooms. This is indicated

by the fact that the plaster on both sides of the partition

between Rooms 301 and 302 continues down to the angle of the

square.

As discussed above, a winder stair in the northeast corner

of Room 304 gave access to the third floor. Ghosts of the first

tread indicate the stair's configuration which can be

extrapolated down to the second floor.
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The partition between Rooms 304 and 305 originally did not«■

exist, as shown by the construction of the enclosure for the roof

access stair. (Photo 135) Inside this enclosure is a newel and

handrail which must originally have stood open. As it is now.

the handrail cannot function and the newel is useless. (Photo

132) The enclosure itself is of beaded vertical boards which

must have been installed before the partition as they come

between the newel post and the end of the partition. These

details will be discussed more fully below; for now it suffices

to note that the original state was an open stair with

newel and handrail. Most likely, such an open rail also

surrounded the opening for the stair to the second floor.

in their original state the third story'sAs mentioned.

north-south partitions had no baseboards but were plastered to

At some point, probably during Graeme's earlythe floor.

renovations, baseboards were installed, but left unpainted at

least for a short time. The partition between Rooms 301 and 303

was installed afterwards because on both ends the baseboards of

the intersecting partitions continue unpainted behind the new

partition (on the west end the base runs around a small

projection in the chimney block—Photo 128). Again, these

details will be discussed more fully below, but they indicate

that in its original state the third floor consisted of three

open, and probably undifferentiated spaces.

Finally, as discussed in the section on "Roof above, the

In order tonumber of dormers in the south face is in doubt.

better accord with the window tax survey of 1798, we have
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Chapter IV; Interiors

General-summary of chronology

The following section summarizes the probable stages in the

Some of the evidence forcompletion of Graeme Park's interior.

the chronology was presented above in Chapters II and IIIj more is

presented below in the sections on individual spaces and in the

paint analysis report in the Appendix.

1. c. 1726. Keith left the house uncompleted due to his

At this time the plans, to thebankruptcy and return to England.

extent they had been carried out, corresponded to those presented

This was finish period F-1, characterizedabove in Chapter III.

The Keiths probablyby unpainted wood throughout the house.

lived in parts of the house, especially the west rooms on floors

one and two, the third floor, and possibly the center hall on the

first floor (now divided into Rooms 101 and 103).

2. c. 1737. Rough finishing of parts of the house for

as suggested by the 1737 advertisement.occupation by a tenant.

(then the kitchenThe only rooms finished at this time were 104

A winder stair connected room204, and some of the third floor.

204 with the third floor and may have continued down to the first

Alternatively, there may have been a main stairfloor as well.
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in the center hall. This was finish period F-2, characterized by

several coats of whitewash on both plaster and woodwork.

3. c. 1747. Graeme's first major campaign of renovations, done

when he decided to move to the country for his health. The

winder stair was removed and the present stair installed. The

first floor center hall was divided, and the second floor

partitions were altered to their present position. Room 104 was

converted to a dining room and its panelling installed;

presumably at this time the outdoor kitchen was built. Finishes

were altered or completed in Rooms 101, 103, 104, 201, and 204

(203?). The partitions between Rooms 301-303 and 304-305 were

added but the third floor was not further completed. At this

point the house was livable but far from elegant, and in a state

that Graeme could say of it in 1755, that he had not yet done

much with the house. This was finish period F-3, characterized

by red and white lead paint.

4. c. 1755-60. Graeme's second campaign of renovations, done

after his 1755 statement. Stylistically the work done belongs to

the late 1750s or very early 1760s. Rooms 102, 202, (203?) were

finished. Room 302 and the rest of the third floor received its

final finish. Room 104 was redecorated. This was finish period

F-4, characterized by white lead, other more costly pigments, and

wallpaper.

At this point the house was essentially complete in its
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present form, although some minor changes were made by the

Penroses during the nineteenth century.

■■f
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IInterior Millwork

IThe design of Graeme Park's interior millwork is guided by

First/ it uses the formal vocabulary of mid-two factors. Ieighteenth century colonial Georgian architecture. This

Ivocabulary originated in seventeenth century England as an

artisan interpretation of Renaissance classicism, late in coming

Ito the British Isles. Beginning in the 1740s, but only peaking

in the 1760s, the colonial vocabulary was greatly influenced by

Ithe purer classicism of English Palladianism, which began in the 

mother country in the 1720s. IGraeme Park, whose construction

and finishing lasted from the 1720s until approximately 1760,

Ireveals this formal evolution.

In the Delaware Valley, this evolution can be strikingly

Iwitnessed in a series of three houses, each influenced by the

one before: Stenton (1723-30); Hope Lodge (1743-48); and ICliveden (1763-67).^^ Stenton's woodwork belongs to the Queen

IAnne, early eighteenth century mode and contains some extremely

naive detailing. Cliveden, at the other end of the progress.

Iembodies fully developed Georgian classicism and contains none of

the solecisms characteristic of the earlier house. Hope Lodge I
represents a transitional phase. Graeme Park's woodwork fits

Iwell into this progression. There are a few pieces of decorative

millwork which date from the construction of the shell (1720s).

IGraeme's first phase of renovations (of the mid-1740s) are

I
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closest in character to Hope Lodge. Finally, the grand parlor —

Room 102 -- is an outstanding example of high Georgian design.

(Photo 56)

Another principle guiding the millwork is architectural

hierarchy. A room's millwork varies in design depending upon the

space's importance. Greater elaboration and costliness of

millwork characterize more important spaces. A public space was

more important than a private one. A parlor was more important

than a dining room. A room on a lower floor was more important

than one higher up. Spaces used by the master or mistress of a

house outranked those used by the children or servants. The

hierarchy of mouldings and millwork design was explicit and quite

uniform in colonial architecture. It was part of a more general

hierarchy expounded by classical and Renaissance theorists from

Vitruvius onward. In turn, this stance reflected a social

hierarchy still very much in place in the eighteenth century.

Bases: (Ill. 26)

Four types of baseboards are used extensively in the house

and clearly demarcate the hierarchy of rooms. In all rooms the

base was painted black and the line was continued across doors

and casings, forming a solid band from which the walls rose. The

simplest base is a plain board with no moulding, a type occurring

only in rooms 103 and 303 and randomly in a few other places on

the third floor. Most of it dates only from the restoration of

1969, though it supposedly matched what existed previously. A
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plain base was not common in the eighteenth century, even in the

humblest of rooms. so that the pre-restoration material may have

been a later replacement.

Next up in the hierarchy is a base having a filletted

quarter-round profile, a very common type for less important

colonial rooms. (Ill. 26A) This occurs in most spaces of the

third floor, and in the less important first and second floor

Rooms 104, 203 and 204. Often this type of base has aspaces

rabbet at the rear edge to receive the plaster. At partitions it

was nailed to studs through shims; at exterior walls it was

nailed to wood blocks set into the stone.

Fancier was the base used in rooms 101, 201, and 202, which

had a profile consisting of a torus topped by a cavetto. (Ill.

26B} This appears often in colonial houses of the region (for

example, Hope Lodge) as well as in other areas (such as 

Williamsburg, Virginia). Graeme Park's profile is unusually

Ishallow because enough depth was retained to accommodate a rabbet

for the plaster.

The most elaborate base occurs only in Room 102, the formal

parlor. (Ill. 26C) This consists of an ogee topped with an

astragal and cavetto; in other words, it is the next fanciest

base set on an ogee. The total depth of the base is 3", a great

projection but appropriate visually as the base forms the

foundation for the powerful dado. The room's elevation is

conceived as a complete classical order set on a pedestal, of

which the base acts as the plinth. This form of base was common

in formal colonial rooms of the 1750s and 1760s, the period of
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The mouldings might be rearranged or multiplied, butRoom 102.

the effect was much the same. ’At Woodford, (in Philadelphia) for

example, the ogee and astragal are reversed; at Mount Pleasant

(also in Philadelphia) another astragal is added. The type was

not common in earlier houses such as Stenton or Hope Lodge.

(Ill. 27)Chair Rails:

Chair rails occur in only two of Graeme Park's rooms — 102

and 104. In 104, the dining room, it was applied over pre

existing plaster by inserting nailing blocks into the exterior

stone walls. It forms an integral part of the panelling in this

room, with which it is contemporary. In Room 102 the chair rail

also forms part of the panelling. In both rooms its top aligns

with the window sills, creating a continuous line around the room.

The difference in the two chair rails reflects the different

periods at which they were installed and the different functions

they play in the wall elevation. Early eighteenth century chair

rails were generally of the bolection type, having a profile

symmetrical around a large astragal or torus. After mid-century

they increasingly took on the profile of a cornice. The chair

rail of Room 104, dating from about 1746 is transitional between

the early and later types; its profile is much like the old

bolection type but it has been cut off just above the large

nosing. forming a hard top edge similiar to the later type. The

later type of which that in 102 is representative, is a more

classical treatment and emphasizes the dado's role as a classical
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pedestal. The chair rail thus becomes what it is visually -- the

"cornice" of the pedestal. an appropriate treatment for a room

treated with a full order. On the other hand, the chair rail in

Room 104 does not serve such an explicit function, but is more a

mere demarcation of the wall.

Panel Mouldings: (Ill. 28)

Graeme Park's panelling has three types of panel moulds.

which are used in a hierarchy much like that of the bases. All

panels are of the hipped raised type. The frames (stiles and

rails) are dadoed and given a quarter-round moulding. The panels

are bevelled to a narrow tongue which is inserted into the dado.

Because of the bevel the panel and frame lie in the same plane.

The hierarchical variation arises from the different treatments

given the inside edge of the bevel, where the bevel steps up to

the panel's face. The fanciest occurs only in Room 102, the

parlor: a filleted quarter-round giving a double step profile.

(Ill. 28A) Next in line is the panel mould of Rooms 202 and 302:

a simple quarter round. (Ill. 28B) Finally, in Rooms 104, 203,

and 204 the panelling has no moulding at all, just a straight

rise. (Ill. 28C) There is minor variation in the widths of the

panel moulds and bevels, but all are close to 2" wide, measured

from flat edge of frame to flat edge of panel. In a 11 pane lied

rooms, the mouldings on the door panels match those on the

panelling.
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These mouldings, and their hierarchical variation, are

The use oftypical of colonial architecture throughout America.

the hipped raised type in the most important rooms (102, 202,

302) accords with a probable finishing date after the middle of

the century. In earlier houses (such as Stenton and Hope Lodge)

bolection mouldings were used to cover the joint between frame

and panel in important rooms. These became less common later.

although they still appear in such advanced examples as the

Stedman-Powe11 House in Philadelphia.

i,:

Door Casings; (Ill. 29)

As was usual in colonial houses, Graeme Park contains two

basic types of door casings, if we except frames with no

mouldings but a corner bead. This latter condition is found at a

few less important doors throughout the house. The two types are

single and double faced, that is, having one or two fascias. The

more important door openings have the double faced casings, which

occur in Rooms 101, 102, 104, 201, 301, and 302. Anomolously the

doors in Room 202 have only single faced casings. However, this

is due to the general design of the panelled wall: the wall is

too crowded to allow the three openings to have double

architraves. Single faced casings occur on most other door

openings, and appear in Rooms 103, 201, 202, 203, 204, 301, 304,

and 305.

The normal double faced casing consists of; an ogee

backhand; a fascia approximately 2" wide; another ogee; a second
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approximately 1 1/2" wide; and a 1/2" bead at the frame's inner

edge. (Ill. 29A) In an isolated instance (Door 301-302) this

profile is varied by the insertion of an astragal at the inner

edge of the backhand. (Ill. 29B) This gave a more complex but a

somewhat old fashioned profile.

The typical single faced casing at Graeme Park consists of:

an ogee backhand; a fascia whos width varies from 2 1/4" to 2

1/2"; and a bead. (Ill. 29C) There is also one exceptional

single faced casing; the inner casing of Room lOl's exterior

door, the mansion's main entrance. (Ill. 29D) There was no room

in the corner for a double fascia, as befitted such an important

opening, so a single was used but with a fancier backhand than

elsewhere in the house. The backhand consists of a heavy

quarter-round with an inner astragal; the fascia is only 1 7/8"

wide. although the bead is quite heavy with a diameter of 3/4".

Fireplace Surrounds; (Ill. 30)

Most of the wooden fireplace surrounds at Graeme Park are

extremely simple; attention was evidently to be concentrated on

the inner surrounds, whether Delft tiles or marble. On the

second floor, the three fireplaces have a backhand moulding which

frames a simple rectangle. The profile consists of a quarter-

round with an inner astragal. (Ill. 30A) On the first floor, the

original surrounds remain in Rooms 102 and 104. In both, a

backhand, consisting only of a quarter-round, frames a rectangle.

(Ill. 30B)
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The surrounds' simplicity is normal for Rooms 104, 203, and

204, spaces not at the top of the architectural hierarchy. Many

houses (such as Woodford, Cedar Grove, and Mount Pleasant) have

such simple surrounds in their less important rooms. However

such surrounds are somewhat unusual in spaces having the

pretension of Rooms 102 and 202. For such spaces it is more

usual for the surrounds to be crossetted and/or have ornamented

mouldings. Another colonial house which has such a simple

surround in a major room is the Cliffs in Philadelphia's 

Fairmount Park.^"*

The only exception to the above in Graeme Park is the

fireplace of Room 302. (Ill. 30) This room was evidently

considered of greater importance than the other third floor

Its closet wall is panelled, its door frame has a doublerooms.

faced casing, its east window has a panelled headboard, and it

had a crown moulding. Its fireplace did not receive Delft tile

(like those in the chambers below) so that some other ornament

It was given a bolection fireplace surround withwas necessary.

a total width of 11". The surround was built up of two pieces:

the lower extended the full width and was a flat board with a

bead on the inner edge and an ogee with astragel around the

outside; on top of this was nailed a piece 5" in width consisting

of a large torus flanked on both sides by an ogee with an

astragal. The lower board used alone was a fairly common form of

fireplace surround; examples occur at Whitby and Hope Lodge.

Full bolection surrounds at this scale are rare in late colonial

architecture, although they occur frequently in early eighteenth
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century houses such as Stenton. The particular profile of Graeme

Park's bolection also appears as a chair rail profile in houses

from the first half of the eighteenth century. At Stenton the

bolection surrounds occur in the most important rooms; at Graeme

Park in a distinctly secondary chamber. As was often the case

as a form ‘becamewith the interaction of fashion and hierarchy;

old fashioned, it moved down the architectural hierarchy rather

than be discarded altogether; new forms were introduced from the

top.

Cornices; (Ills. 31 and 32)

Pour rooms at Graeme Park have full cornices atop their

panelled walls. Two others have partial cornices. Of the first

group. Room 102 is a special instance as its cornice is part of a

full entablature completely circling the room; it is dealt with

in a separate section.

The other three full cornices occur in Rooms 104, 202, and

203. (Ill. 32) All have a similar configuration: crown, fascia.

soffit, and bed moulding. Although no specific order is invoked.

a Roman Doric cornice is the closest model. In Room 104 the

total height and projection are approximately 10", giving a

typically classical rake of 45 degrees. Its height accords with

the standard classical proportions for a room with a ceiling

height of twelve feet; (the cornice should be approximately 3/40

of the total height). Likewise the cornices in Rooms 202 and 203

are proportioned to the lower second story ceiling height; their
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total height is 8 3/8” (ceiling height is 9'-6"). Their total

In 104projection is 8”, again giving a nearly 45 degree rake.

and 203 the cornice runs only above the panelled fireplace wall.i/-

In 202 the full cornice runs only above the fireplace wall, while

the crown and fascia alone continue around the room.

In Rooms 204 and 302 the cornice is represented by the crown

moulding only. In 204 this runs only above the panelled

Because it must act as the whole cornice, thefireplace block.

crown is proportionally larger than it is in 202 or 203 where

there is a full cornice. A crown moulding also existed above the

east and west walls of Room 302.

Cornices such as these were extremely common in colonial

A crown moulding alone was known as' a singlearchitecture.

cornice; the addition of a soffit projection and bed moulding

(that is; a full classical cornice) made it a double cornice.

Examples appeared in the Carpenters Company Rule Book of 1786,

which conservatively reflected eighteenth century practice.

Examples of cornices like Graeme Park's occur universally in

colonial buildings in the Delaware Valley and throughout the

colonies.

Doors:

Graeme Park's doors yield the clearest illustration of

architectural hierarchy. With a few exceptions the doors on the

first floor have six panels, those on the second have four, and

More panels indicated more expense andthose on the third two.
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gave a stronger door because the frame was braced in more places.

The three exceptions to this pattern only prove the rule. Door

103-104 (having two panels) was only installed in the nineteenth

Doors 101-104 and 101-Closet (each with four panels)century.

are too low for six panels and are of secondary importance.

The doors' panel mouldings follow the rules discussed above.

They match the mouldings on the panelling in their rooms. In

rooms without panelling the simplest moulding is used: a plain

step with no quarter-round. Often the two sides of a door have

different panel mouldings. In some cases, particularly on the

third floor and in closets, the panels on the "inferior" side of

a door will not even be raised. Specific examples are discussed

in the sections below on individual rooms.

The construction of the doors is remarkably uniform

throughout the house. The exterior doors are double with six-

panels on the exterior faces and flush inner faces. The two

faces are nailed together, very closely in the case of the two

original exterior doors on the south elevation. Interior doors

are universally constructed with pegged, mortise-and-tenon

frames. Usually joints with the bottom and lock rails, being

wider, receive two pegs, while other joints received only one.

Exceptions and further details are given in the sections below.

Panelling in Rooms 102 and 202:

Of Graeme Park's woodwork, the distinctive character of the

panelling in Rooms 102 and 202 calls for special remarks. The
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formal vocabulary belongs generally to the Georgian colonial

style, with the specific context being the grand houses of the

Delaware Valley. The sources were emulation of previous local

The rooms' features will beexamples and English pattern books.

fully described in the sections below; here we will only discuss

certain features within this context.

Room 102 (Ills. 36, 37, 44, 56, and 57) (Photos 56-59) is

fully panelled, an unusual treatment for its date. Earlier it

was more common for houses to have one or more fully panelled

However, in most later colonial examplesrooms, as at Stenton.

panelling is confined to the fireplace wall. Another unusual

feature is the full entablature which carries completely around

the room (Photo 65), the latter characteristic compelled by the

decision to panel all four walls. More commonly only a cornice

was present, unless there were pilasters or columns, as at the

Stedman-Powe11 House and at Mount Pleasant.^® The full

entablature, even without explicit classical supports, strongly

implies a full order, a visual impression confirmed by the dado

whose details make it very much a pedestal (Photo 60). The

plainness of the dado contributes strongly to this effect.

Wooden dadoes were usually panelled, like the wall above. By

leaving the dado plain and panelling the wall above, the designer

of 102 differentiated the two zones allowing the "order" to be

read. The details of the cornice, the pulvinated frieze, and the

proportion of the entablature to the height above the chair rail

indicate that an Ionic order was the model. The details and
Iv'
A.

proportions are very similar to the Ionic presented in the
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Philadelphia Carpenters Company Rule Book, except that a Wall of 

Troy motif was substituted for the more typical modi11 ions.^^

The decorative vocabulary is common to many Delaware Valley

houses. The crossetted door and window casings (Photos 61-63)

are often found in the region, examples being Hope Lodge,

Woodford, Mount Pleasant, and the Stedman-Powe11 House. Similar

enframements also appear in pattern books by authors such as 

Swan, Langley, and Francis Price. Likewise the pediments over

the doorways can be found in many colonial houses; examples

include Hope Lodge, Belmont, and Mount Pleasant.

The fireplace has a King of Prussia marble surround.

ubiquitous in fine houses in the area. Its crossetted overmantel

(Photo 64) with a broken pediment is a variation on a common type

which appears in the Carpenters' Rule Book, in many pattern

books, and many houses such as the Stedman-Powe11 House, 

Woodford, and the Corbit House in Odessa, Delaware. The last

is close to Graeme Park in its simplicity. Most other

overmantels of this type are more highly ornamented. An oddity

of 102's fireplace treatment is the vertical discontinuity

between elements. Usually the mantle rested visually on the

fireplace surround, and the overmantel on the mantle. At Graeme

Park the elements do not touch one another. The overmantel does

rest on rows of guttae, an unusual use of this element which is

more properly seen below triglyphs in the Doric entablature.

Other colonial examples of guttae used on mantles are: Gadsby's

Tavern of Alexandria, Virginia^® (now in the Metropolitan Museum

of Art) where guttae rest on the fireplace surround and support
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trusses or consols holding the mantel; and Mount Pleasant where

guttae are again placed between the surround and trusses, though

the latter support the cressets of an overmantel.

Room 202's panelling employs a similar vocabulary of form

but is treated less classically. (Ills. 38, 39, 62, and 63)

(Photos 86 and 87) There is only a cornice at the top, and there

is no chair rail or dado, only a line of panels. Only the east

and west walls are panelled, the west wall because it faced the

chimney bloclc and formed the closets, and the east because it was

unbroken by windows and would have been too bare if left plain.

The crossetted overmantle rests on guttae as in the room

below, one of the strongest links between the two rooms given the

rarity of the feature. (Photos 94 and 95) Even rarer is the

beaded cavetto linking the crossets. So far we have found no

other examples Of these.

The arched fanlights, supplying light to the closets, are

another rather unique feature. (Photos 92 and 97) These

presumably were used so that the outer south closet could be used

A transom over this closet'sas a dressing or chamber pot space.

door had to be balanced by one to the right. Circle headed

closet doors flanking a fireplace are quite common in colonial

houses; examples occur at Hope Lodge and Mount Pleasant. Lights

in closet or cupboard doors are also common, although the

authenticity of many examples is doubtful. However, the use of

interior transoms to "borrow" light for one space from another is

rare in colonial architecture, and it is especially rare when

The device became quite common in Federalused for a closet.
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period houses of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries. Woodlands (1788) had a bed alcove flanked by closets.

one of which has a glazed fanlight. Thomas Jefferson used glazed

interior transoms for service areas at Monticello. The Read

House in New Castle, Delaware (c.l800)^^ has a glazed fanlight

over the doorway connecting the parlors, and a partially glazed

door which gives light to the stair hall from the nursery.

Borrowed light occurs occasionally in colonial examples: sma 11

second story chambers flanking the chancel of Christ Church in

Philadelphia are lighted by bulls eye windows opening into the 

balconies; at Independence Hall an interior door from the

second story stair landing is topped by an arched fanlight;^,^ in

the hall at Kenmore in Fredericksburg, Virginia there is an ' 

interior door which has a glazed arched transom;^'^ at Hope Lodge

an opening through a second floor back passage allows light into 

the stairway; and finally at Gunston Hall in Virginia^^ two doors

with glazed fanlights flank the fireplace in one of the parlors.

apparently giving light to bookcases (the date and condition of

these elements are doubtful). With the possible exception of the

last, none of these examples corresponds to Room 202's closets

which, at the least, must be considered a precocious use of a

fairly sophisticated planning device.

Finally, another feature of Room 202 is far from rare. The

projecting, panelled window seats are almost universal in large

Delaware Valley houses, especially those built before 1760.

(Photo 90) They appear at Stenton, Hope Lodge, Woodford, and

Whitby Hall. The seats' projection from the wall is somewhat
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unclassical, so their use becomes rarer during the later coloniall/i,

period.

(Ills. 40, 41, 53-55, 60, and 61) (See Photos for RoomsStairs:

101, 201 and 301)

Graeme Park's hallway contains a fine example of a closed

stringer scissors stair, a somewhat old-fashioned type but well

adapted to the narrow space in which it had to be inserted. It

runs continuously from the first to the third floors without a

structural break. Paint analysis suggests that it was all

constructed at the same time rather than in two phases as has

sometimes been proposed; its detailing indicates the same.

Several minor differences in detailing between the first-to-

second and the second-to-third floor runs are insignificant and

reflect only a slightly greater importance given to the lower.

more public and heavily used run.

From the first floor the stair mounts nine risers to a cross

1anding. A second run of eleven risers completes the ascent to

the second floor. The stairs are borne by three carriages, one

at each edge and one in the center, to which the unfinished

risers and treads are nailed. The carriages bear on the floor

structures and landing which is framed into the outside wall and

the parallel interior partition. At the exposed edge the

stringer decoratively trims the runs and gives a platform for the

balustrade. (Photo 53) The stringer is trimmed by a series of

mouldings consisting of (from top down); a chair rail (nosing.
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ogee, and astragal); fascia; and a lower moulding with cavetto.

fillet, and ogee. On the inside of the stringers the upper

moulding ("chair rail") is repeated at the landing, but only a

nosing occurs at the stair runs. (Photo 51)

The newels extend below the stair structure and are pegged

to the stringers. The lowest newel is 3 3/4" square and extends

into the floor structure where it is nailed to a piece of

bridging between two joists. (Photo 51) At the landing the newel

is doubled a single piece 37/8" by 7 1/2". (Photo 55) The

newel at the second floor is similar. (Photo 84) The latter

extends below the floor structure and is visible below,the first

floor ceiling where its two halves are staggered in height and

both given decorative finials. (Photo 53) On the north half is

an iron hook, probably used to hang a lamp.

The balustrade consists of turned balusters and a handrail.

The handrail has a typical eighteenth century symmetrical profile

— nosings with cavettos below, a fascia, and an astragal at the

bottom; the top surface is moulded into a shallow double ogee.

(Photo 85) The stringer, balusters, and lower part of the

handrail were painted white; the nosing and top of the handrail

were painted brown. These mouldings wrapped around the top of

each newel post. (Photo 84) On the stair runs between the first

and second floors two pegs attach the handrail to the newels.

(Photo 51) On the upper runs only one peg was used. one of the

small differences between the two levels. (Photo 115) Another

difference is the construction of the newels. As mentioned, on

the lower runs the double newels were made of a single block of
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wood; on the second to third floor runs the double newels are

made of two blocks side by side. (Photo 84 and 115) Both these

differences can be explained by the desire to make the lower runs

slightly stronger and of slightly fancier construction. Another

indication of the desire for strength; on the run between the

lower landing and second floor, where the handrail crosses the

second floor structure it is pegged, through a shim block, into

the newel standing at the bottom of the second-to-third floor

stair run. (Photo 52)

The turned balusters are of a very graceful design

consisting of a tall plinth, a short section of turnings, a long

tapering shaft, and a short "capital." (Photo 116) Penelope

Hartshorne Batchelof, of the National Park Service, has analyzed

the baluster designs of major Delaware Valley mansions, an

analysis which clearly indicates that Graeme Park's balusters

belong to the post-1740 period, and not to the 1720s or

earlier. (Ill. 33) In the earlier examples balusters were fatter.

had complex bulbous profiles, no long shaft, and short plinths.

On the other hand, the later group (1740s through 1760s) has

balusters like those at Graeme Park.

On the stair runs from the first to second floors, the pine

treads have nosings with fillets top and bottom; the upper fillet

has mostly been worn away but is visible at the edges. On the

second-to-third floor runs the nosing only has a fillet on the

bottom, another difference between the two levels.

The inside of the stringers were painted black, though the

paint has mostly worn off areas adjacent to the treads and
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risers, presumably because of mopping the stairs. Curiously, on

the second-to-third floor runs, the paint is only worn off above

the treads. Evidently the risers were not mopped on the upper

runs.

One final minor difference between lower and upper stair

on the lower, there are iron eyelets at the junction ofruns:

tread and riser. (Photo 54) These undoubtedly held rods for a

While their exact date is in doubt, hardware ofcarpet runner.

this type is known to have been used in the eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries. (Information from Colonial Williamsburg

Foundation.)

Except for the details mentioned above, the stairs from the

second to the third floors are constructed like those below. A

run of six risers ascends to a landing split into halves by a

single riser, (Photo 80) Eleven risers reach from the upper

landing to the third floor. As below, the risers average 7 1/2"

and the treads 10 1/2."

The details match the stairway below. On the open, south.

side of the stair the wall below the landing and stair run are

panelled; the hip raised panels have no panel mould, just a

simple step. (Photo 83) Single newels mark the beginning and end

of each run. These are 3 7/8" square and do not extend below the

floor as do those in the center. The landing rail is terminated

against a newel mostly embedded in the west wall. As mentioned

above, the double newels at the upper landing and at the third

floor are made of two pieces of wood, each 3 7/8" square, pegged

On the landing the newel to the north is naturallytogether.
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taller as its half of the landing is higher.

The upper half of the landing is open above to the third

floor. To give adequate headroom on the lower half of the

landing the ceiling is raised slightly by trimming the joists.

An arch in the skirting board opens this rise to the upper

landing. (Photo 117) It is this end of the skirting board which
j'

has sunken due to settlement of the second floor header below.

(See Chapter II and Structural Engineer's Report -- Appendix III).

At the top of the stairs, the south half of the double newel

forms one end of a long balustrade guarding the edge of the stair

opening. (Photo 112) Here, as below, the balusters are tenoned

into the handrail above and floor below. Most are not pegged;

however, two have spline blocks dovetailed into the top of the

baluster and pegged into the handrail, giving a rigid connection.

At the west end, this balustrade,terminates against a half-newel

embedded in the wall. The slippage in the structure below has

pulled the balusters and handrail apart at this end.

During the restoration of 1969, many minor repairs were made

to the stairs. In particular, much of the handrail's lower

astragal was replaced, and mahogany inserts placed in the center

of the newel tops.
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Bell Pull Systems (Ills. 34 and 35)

Graeme Park retains vestiges af two distinct bell pull

The fragmentary state of one of these suggests that itsystems.

may have been earlier than the more complete other system. It is

possible that much of the hardware from the first was reused for

the second, accounting for the former's incomplete condition.

Precise dating of the two systems is impossible, though a

reasonable guess as to their ages can be made. Both were

installed after the later period of Graeme's renovations. as

remains of both appear on the panelling of Room 202. (We assume

here that the panelling of Rooms 202 and 102 were installed at

about the same time.) If the panelling was installed about 1760,

this gives a terminus post quern for the earlier system. Since

Graeme died in 1772 and Elizabeth Graeme Ferguson is assumed to

have done little to the house because of her financial

difficulties, then it becomes likely that the later, more

complete system, was installed by the Penroses as part of their

renovations between 1800 and 1810/20.

An alternative dating is possible if we assume that Graeme

renovated rooms piecemeal. The earlier bell pull system seems to

have served only Rooms 202 and 204. It does not appear in Rooms

203 or 102, spaces served by the later system. If 202 and 204

were renovated before the others, and a bell pull system

installed to serve them, then Graeme may have been responsible

for both systems. Since 202's panelling almost certainly was not
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installed until after 1755, this dating would suppose that the

two systems were installed within a relatively short time of one

The greatest question about this hypothesis is whyanother.

Graeme would not have simply added lines to his first system as

rooms were finished. It seems more likely that the new system

was the result of a new owner's desire to thoroughly upgrade the

system and perhaps change the use of some rooms.

The earlier system is most evident in Room 204. A

fragmentary line of staples begins near the center of the west

wall and runs near the ceiling around the west and north walls.

A patched hole at the northeast corner shows that the wire

proceeded into the hall (Room 201). In the hall the line can

again be discerned running south just below the stair landing's

ceiling. Near the landing's south edge is the remains of a

pivot, and then the line turns downward, marked by a line of

staples, disappearing at a hole in the stair landing. (Photos 149

and 150) The line seems to have run inside the partition between

Rooms 101 and 104 and emerged through holes high up in 104's

closet, where it presumably would have terminated. (Photo 151)

The system's connection from Room 202 is less clear. A bare

ghost of a line is discernable just below the cornice of the

north wall, but a very definite hole is present through the bed

moulding at the northwest corner and in 201's wall opposite.

Presumably this line ran from somewhere in 202, along the north

wall of 201, until it met the line from 204. From there it

followed the same route, also arriving in the closet of Room 104.
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This would explain the presence of two holes in the wall of this

closet.

The lines of the later system are much clearer. Beginning

again with Room 204: from a point midway along the west wall

(marked by an eye to guide the wire downward) a line of staples

just below the ceiling can be traced around the west and south

walls to near the southeast corner. (Photo 152) At this point

clear marks of multiple lines run down the wall to patched holes

in the baseboard. (Photo 153) Below, they would have emerged

into Room 104, at its alcove adjacent to 103. It might be noted

that the beginning of the line in 204 corresponds to the logical

position of a bed along the west wall, a natural place for a bell

pull handle.

The line in Room 203 begins at a point on the east wall

(Photo 154); proceeds just below the ceiling around the east and

south walls (Photos 155 and 158); crosses through the closets of

both 203 and 204; and terminates at the same downward line in

204's southeast corner (Photo 156). This entire route is easily

traced by staples in the wall and holes through the closet

panelling. Again the beginning point in 203, in this case also

marked by a quadrant and eye to guide the wire downward, is the

only logical place in the chamber for a bed.

In Room 202 the line’s beginning is clearly marked by a well

preserved quadrant and eye near the center of the east wall

(Photo 157). It is probably not by coincidence that a bed occurs

here in the reconstruction of the room according to Elizabeth

Fergusson's 1778 inventory. A line of staples, approximately 12-
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18 inches apart, carried the wire along the fascia of the east

and south walls, until it disappeared through a hole into the

The wall between the closet and 203 alsocloset (Photo 159).

reveals a patched hole, indicating that the line proceeded into

the middle room and paralleled the course charted earlier for

203's line.

Room 102 was probably the only first floor space served by a

Here the line began with a lobed, brass slide onbell pull line.

the south face of the chimney block. (Photo 160) A brass covered

bell pull run then proceeded vertically to the bottom of the

architrave. (Photo 161) The line proceeded west, then south.

and disappeared into Room 103 through a hole in the panelling.

(Photo 162) The line cannot be traced further because the

wallpaper in 103 hides all traces. However, presumably it

continued across 103's south wall and terminated in 104 at the

same location to which the second floor lines descended. A hoie

high up in the southeast corner of 104 supports this conclusion.

In the southeast corner of Room 104 is a great collection of

bell pull hardware, including quadrants, staples, and other

hardware probably used to fasten bells to the wall. There is

also a quadrant on the plaster jamb of Door 104-Exterior, along

with an adjacent hole in the wood frames, indicating a probable

door bell. (Photo 163)

The placement of the bells in Room 104 suggests that this

space was used as a kind of servants' hall when not in use for

dining. Such a multiple use is understandable given the room's

proximity to the detached kitchen. It was also the only logical
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I
place for the bells if Room 103 was .a library or study for Dr. IGraeme and 102 was the parlor.

IThe hardware of Graeme Park's bell pull system is typical of

2 7such eighteenth and early nineteenth century installations.

IStaples are iron and approximately 1/4 inch wide. Quadrants

functioned as pivots, but instead of acting as a pulley does. Iwires from the two different directions terminated at the

Iquadrant, thus breaking long stretches of wire which could be

difficult to tension. In the parlor a fixed slide was the

Iactivator for the line. In the second floor chambers the lines

were run through iron eyes driven into the wall, and apparently Ihung free below, probably with a cloth pull for easy gripping.

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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Hardware

Most of Graeme Park's hardware dates from the restoration of

1969, the significant exceptions being hinges and the hardware of

the north facade entrance. As with many historic houses, the old

hardware had been stripped by souvenir hunters and the owners

during the nineteenth century. Hardware for the restoration was

selected by antiquarian Robert T. Trump based on indications
O Q

appearing on the doors. The relatively few coats of paint on

the mansion's woodwork allowed the evidence to be clearly read

and helped insure the restoration's accuracy. Most of the

hardware installed in 1969 was made in the eighteenth century.

common exceptions being brass escutcheons which were

reproductions made by Trump himself to correspond to marks on the

doors. The restoration seems to have been quite accurate. As

noted in the schedule below, several restoration locks were

pulled as part of the present study and found to conform to the

evidence on the door.

The hardware confirms the overall hypothesis about the

mansion's history. According to Trump, the vast majority of

hardware present at the restoration, or indicated by evidence on

the doors, dates from the 1750's, the period of Graeme's most

intense work. A very small amount of hardware notably a few

foliated hinges and one or two locks would seem to date from

the 1720s-30s. The small amount of evidence for earlier hardware

reinforces the suggestion of a nearly unfinished state of the

house in its early years. Had the mansion been completed by

SinceKeith, there would have been much more early hardware.
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hardware was imported and expensive, Graeme would probably have

if much hadreused most of Keith's hardware in his renovations.

That such would be the case is suggested by Stentonexisted.

(late 1720s) where a majority of the hardware is original to the

house and was reused even where doors were replaced (as on the

2 9
south entrance door).

The earlier hardware which survives at Graeme Park seems to

be randomly placed, and does not indicate early doors. For

example, the false door in Room 102 has a lock earlier in date

Yet the hinges on this door are plain.than others in the house.

suggesting a later date, and the door is part of the panelling of

a room which represents the latest period of Graeme's

renovations.

Since so little original hardware remains and so few

specific inferences can be made from what does survive, a

schedule is sufficient description. A few general comments might

The frontLocks reflect the importance of the door.be made.

entrance door (101 Exterior) has an eight inch brass rim lock.

Room doors on the first and secondthe heaviest in the house.

floors have seven inch brass locks. On the third floor the

chamber locks are still seven inch but made of iron, an inferior

Where closets have rim locks (as in Rooms 101 and 104)material.

they are smaller. Most closets have closet locks.

Most on the first floor are HL;Hinges are either H or HL.

almost all on the second and third floors are H. HL hinges were

presumed stronger and thus were installed on the more heavily

Jamb leaves were hiddenused doors in the public first floor.

behind the casing moulding on most doors of important spaces.
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especially where there is panelling. Doors having fully exposed

hinges include the exterior doors, relatively hidden doors, and

doors on the third floor. On most of these there are only the

simplest of casing mouldings.

In the schedule, "Original" means present when Trump madeNote:

a survey of the mansion's hardware in 1964, before the

restoration. The schedule represents the current (1986)

state of the hardware, though much information was taken

from Trump's survey. a copy of which is in Grame Park's

archives.

Door Hardware Schedule'

Door: 101 Exterior (Photo 164)

Type and material IntegrityItem Comments

Lock 8" iron rim Original Through
bolted

Knobs Brass; round Original

Keeper iron Original

Hinges Iron; plain; HL outer; 
H inner

Original

Other 2 modern straps for 
2"X4" bar

Restoration

101-102 (Photo 165-167)Door :

Type and material IntegrityItem Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old Signs of 
former 
larger lock, 
which was not 
original. 
unpainted behind 
present lock, 
indicating that

Door
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the original 
lock was the 
size of the 
present one.

Escutcheon Brass Restoration-repro.

Knobs Brass; round Restoration-old

OriginalRosette Brass

Restoration-oldKeeper Brass

Hinges Iron H; plain Original Casing cut to 
expose lower 
hinge. Jamb 
leaf hidden 
on upper.

Door; 101-103 (Photos 168)

Type and material IntegrityItem Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old

Escutcheon Brass cusped Restoration-repro,•

Knobs Brass; round Queen Anne Restoration-old

Brass; cusped Restoration-repro.Rosette

Keeper Brass Restoration-old

Hinges Iron; HL plain; Original Jamb leaf 
hidden

Other Signs of bolt or hasp above lock

Door 101-104 (Photo 169)

Type and materialItem Integrity Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old Lock was once 
on opposite 
side of door

Escutcheon Brass; cusped Restoration-repro. Former
keyhole above 
existing

Restoration-oldBrass; round Queen Anne Former knob
above
existing

Knobs

I
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OriginalRosette Brass

OriginalKeeper Brass

Iron; HL plain; Original Fully exposedHinges

Wood latch removed at restoration.Other

fy
\j

101 to Closet (Photos 170-171)Door:

Type and material IntegrityItem Comments

Lock 5" iron rim Original

Escutcheon Brass; cusped; engraved Original Prom early 
18th century

Hinges Upper: iron; H loose 
pintle foliated’ 

Lower: iron; H plain

Original Fully exposed

Restoration Piece of 
foliation in 
place. Fully 
exposed

j>-'

Other Wood latch 
Signs of hasp above wood latch

Original

102 False (Photo 172)Door :

I tern Type and material Integrity Comments

7" brass rimLock Original From 1720s

Restoration-oldKnob Brass; Queen Anne ball

Keeper OriginalBrass

Hinges Iron; H plain Original Only door leaf

5

Door: 103 Exterior

Type and materialI tern Integrity Comments

Lock 7" iron rim restoration? Signs of 
former larger 
rim or stock 
lock

Escutcheon Oval bras Restoration-repro

Knobs Round brass Restoration-repro
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Rosette Brass Restoration-repro

Keeper Iron Restoration?

Hinges Iron; HL plain Original Fully exposed

Other Signs indicate former thumb latch above lock.

Door; 103-104

I tern Type and material Integrity Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old Former lock 
possibly on 
opposite side

Escutcheon Brass cusped Restoration-repro

Knobs Brass; Queen Anne round Restoration-old

Rosette Brass cusped Restoration-repro

Hinges Iron; HL plain Original Fully exposed

104 Exterior (Photos 173-175)Door:

I tern Type and material Integrity Comments

Lock Wood stock Restoration-old

Escutcheon Iron; cusped Restoration-repro

Keeper Iron ?

Hinges Iron; HL plain Original Fully exposed; 
upper repaired 
at restoration

Other Iron Suffolk latch 
and keeper

Original Originally 
placed 2 1/2" 
below present 
position

Brass S knocker, c. 1740 Restoration-old Intended for 
101 Ext.

Modern cylinder lock

Modern straps for 2"X4" bar
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Door; 104 Closet

Item Type and material Integrity Comments

Lock 6" iron dead lock Restoration-old Signs of 
possible 
former closet 
lock below 
present

*

Escutcheon brass; cusped Restoration-repro

Keeper

Hinges Iron; HL plain Original Jamb leaf 
hidden

Other Wood latch Original

Door: 201-202 (Photo 176)

Type and materialI tern Integrity Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old Area behind 
lock unpainted 
showing that the 
original lock 
was the size of 
the present one.

Escutcheon Brass; cusped Original

Knobs Brass round Queen Anne Restoration-old

Brass; cusped OriginalRosette

Keeper Restoration-oldBrass

Hinges Iron; H plain Original Jamb leaf 
hidden. 
Former lower 
hinge upside 
down HL with 
casing cut.

Other Iron staple hall side.

Signs of hasp and pull knob below present lock.

201-203Door;

Type and materialItem Integrity Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old Area behind 
present lock 
unpainted, 
showing that 
the original
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lock was the 
size of the 
present one.

Escutcheon Brass; cusped Restoration-repro

Knobs Brass; round Queen Anne Restoration-old

Brass; cusped Restoration-reproRosette

Keeper Brass Restoration-old

Hinges Upper iron; H loose 
pintle foliated 
Lower iron; H plain

Original

Restoration Casing cut. 
Original 
foliated 
removed at 
restoration

V

Other Iron staple hall side Original

Signs of earlier hardware below present lock on both sides of

door; several holes plugged. Probably from a former lock but

possibly hasp and latch.

201-204Door:

Item ^pe and material Integrity Comments

Lock 7" brass rim Restoration-old

Escutcheon Brass; cusped Restoration-repro

Knobs Brass; round Queen Anne Restoration-old

Rosette Brass Restoration-repro

Keeper Brass Restoration-old

Hinges Iron; HL plain Original Jamb leaf 
hidden. 
hinges repaired. 
Holes in 
casing at 
lower.

Lower

i

202 North ClosetDoor;

Type and materialItem Integrity Comments

I

i
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Restoration-reproIron closet lockLock

OriginalEscutcheon Brass

Jamb leaf 
hidden.

RestorationIron; H plainHinges

OriginalWood latchOther

202 South Closet (Photos 177-178)Door;

Type and material Integrity CommentsItem

Restoration-repro Signs of
former small 
lock. Door is 
unpainted behind 
present lock, 
showing that it 
is size and type 
of the original.

Iron closet lockLock

OriginalEscutcheon Brass

Iron; H. plain Original Jamb leaf 
hidden. 
Earlier hinge 
evident at 
bottom.
Casing
restored.

Hinges

I-''-
I';

Other Wood latch Original

202 Inner Closet (Photo 179)Door;

IntegrityType and material CommentsI tern

Lock Iron closet lock Restoration-repro Ghost of
different lock

Escutcheon Brass Restoration-repro Ghost of
different
escutcheon

Hinges Iron; HL plain Original Fully exposed

Door; 203 North Closet

Type and material Integrity CommentsItem

Restoration-repro Signs of 2Lock Iron closet lock
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former locks, 
both
different from 
present; one was 
horizontal rim 
lock above 
present lock- 
keyhole visible

Escutcheon
Hinges

Brass
Iron; H plain

Original
Original Jamb leaf 

concealed

Other Wood latch Original

203 South Closet (Photo 180)Door:

Item Type and material Integrity Comments

Lock Iron closet lock Original

Escutcheon Brass Restoration-repro

Hinges Iron; H loose pintle 
foliated

Original Repaired 
(possibly 
replaced) at 
restoration

Wood latchOther Original

204 Closet (Photo 181-182)Door;

Type and materialItem Integrity Comments

Lock Wood dead lock Restoration-old Signs of 
tapered closet 
lock (as on 
203 South 
Closet) belowd 
present lock. 
Behind present 
lock, door 
unpainted, 
showing it to 
be of original 
type.

/

Escutcheon Brass Restoration-repro Former
keyhole above
present.

Hinge Iron; H loose pintle Original Lower repaired 
in restoration.
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Jamb leaf 
hidden. 
Notches on 
door and jamb 
from former 
butt hinges.

Other Wood latch Original

Iron Pull handle Original

Door: 301-302 (Photo 183)

Type and materialI tern Integrity Comments

Lock 7" iron rim Restoration-old

Escutcheon Brass Original

Knobs Brass oval Restoration-old?

Rosette Restoration-reproBrass

Restoration-oldKeeper Iron

Hinges Iron? H plain Fully exposed. 
Ghosts from 
former, 
slightly 
higher hinges.

Restoration-old

Other Two holes above present lock - unclear purpose.

Door: 301-303 (Photo 184)

Type and materialI tern Integrity Comments

Lock 7" iron rim Restoration-old

Escutcheon Brass Restoration-repro

Knobs Brass oval Restoration-old?

Restoration-reproRosette Brass

Keeper Iron Restoration-old

Hinges Iron; H plain Original Fully exposed

Door: 301-304

Type and material IntegrityI tern Comments
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Restoration-old7" iron rimLock

Restoration-reproEscutcheon Brass

Restoration-old? Now missingBrass ovalsKnobs

Restoration-repro
Original

Rosette
Keeper

Brass
Iron

RepairedOriginalHinges Upper; iron; H loose 
pintle foliated 

Lower: iron; H plain Restoration Original was 
foliated as 
shown by 
marks on jamb.

Door; 302 Closet

IntegrityType and material CommentsItem

6" iron rim Restoration-reproLock

Escutcheon Brass; cusped Restoration-repro

Iron; H plain Restoration Fully exposed 
former upper 
hinge slightly 
different 
according to 
signs on jamb.

Hinges

304: Roof Access

IntegrityType and material CommentsItem

Iron; H plain Fully exposedHinges

The window shutter hardware on Graeme Park is original to

the house, apparently dating from the installation of the

shutters by Graeme. (Photo 185) Some of the keys and leather

replaced by Trump in the 1960s. Some of thisthongs were

hardware is nailed to the meeting rail of the lower window sash.

Nailing was undoubtedly thewhile some has been screwed on.

original method. Several slightly different forms of pivot
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occur, though the variations do not seem significant. An

interesting feature of the device is that when fixed both the

shutters and window sash are locked.

ir’"

■■■ -It
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Room 001 - Cellar (Plan - Ill. 6) (Photos 44-48)

A cellar space exists only under Room 102, while an

inaccessible crawl space underlays the rest of the first story.

The cellar is low, there being only about 6 feet of headroom from

the earth floor to the bottom of the joists. The overall

dimensions are 22'-l" north-south and 20'-6” east-west. For the

posts, beams, and joists above, see Chapter 2.

The windows and door have already been discussed in the

sections of Chapter I on particular elevations. On the north

wall are two windows, the wood lintels are old, if not original.

but the frames and vents are modern. One such vent, again with

an old lintel, is located in the center of the east wall, filling

part of the original cellar entrance opening. (Photo 46) On the

south wall is a window and the present entrance, the door and

frame of which date from the restoration. (Photo 44) The stone

foundation for the east chimney block projects from the west

wall, and is hollowed out with an arched recess. (Photo 48) A 7

1/2" high concrete ledge (date unsure but probably early

twentieth century), equal in depth to this projection, runs along

the entire west wall. (Photo 45) All walls in the cellar are

stone covered with deteriorated, patched, and whitewashed

plaster.

The first floor joists are also whitewashed, and whitewashed

horsehair plaster is applied over handsplit lath to the bottom of
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the parlor's floorboards. Such a treatment is common in old

houses although its exact purpose is unclear. It is variously

thought to be for fireproofing, sound deadening, damp proofing.

and cleanliness. At Graeme Park the last two make the most

sense, as there are no apparent reasons for noise or fire in the

basement. On the other hand it was damp and may well have been

used for the storage of food stuffs. There seems to have been an

attempt to make the cellar a completely whitewashed space, lime

whitewash being considered an agent of cleanliness. Severe 1

inches below the present earth floor, archaeologists found

remains of a thin mortar floor which could also have been

whitewashed.^® Perhaps the space was once used as a dairy in

which milk was kept cool in spring water. In the southeast

corner is a brick and tile drain which would have taken water out

of the space, and archaeologists also found remains of a sub

surface pipe (partially wood and partially lead) leading towards
Si

the house from the area of the present pond. This could have

carried water to the cellar. However, it must be admitted that

alternative explanations are available for both these features.

The drain could have carried off the ground water which now

collects on the cellar floor in wet weather. And the pipe could

have served the pump mentioned by William Rawle in 1786. If the

cellar was used as a dairy, it presumably was during the early

Prior to this there was a detached spring housePenrose period.
I.,::,

which was mentioned in a letter of Elizabeth Graeme, and later

the Penroses built the present spring house and overseer's

quarters.
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During the restoration of 1969 vinyl sheets were laid over

the floor, and insulation held by chickenwire was installed

between the joists. Also at this time an electric service was

placed here to supply the mansion's electric heaters and outlets.

Subsequently a fire alarm panel was installed.

:
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Room 101 - Stair Hall (See also Stairs, above) (Plan - Ill. 7 9

Ills. 53-55) (Photos 49-55 )

If the arguments presented in chapters 2 and 3 are correct.

then the west and south walls of Room 101 were not original to

the house. The partition between 101 and 104 would have been

moved westward when the joist above was shifted. The south wa11

was installed when the stairway was altered and enclosed. The

east partition may not have been installed before Keith abandoned

the building, or it may have originally been 3"-4" further west.

so as to align with the west edge of the chimney block (and thus

the east wall of Room 103) and the masonry opening of the north

entrance door (matching the jamb detail at Door 103 Exterior

across the original center hall from the north entrance). The

change would have been made as part of Graeme's renovations.

presumably so that a casing moulding could be installed around

the entrance door aS part of its monumentalization. The new

partition between 101 and 103 could hide the offset at the chimney

block. At present the room is 6'-10 1/2" wide and 15'-7" long.

Paint analysis dates all the woodwork in 101 to finish

period F-3, the earlier phase of major Graeme renovations. The

whitewash on the plastered walls and ceiling is undatable. The

somewhat earlier style of the stair (see above), as compared to

102's panelling, suggests that the work in 101 may have been some
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of the earliest that Graeme undertook when converting the house

to his country residence.

Graeme's color scheme in Room 101 was simple. Plastered

walls were whitewashed. The stairway's balusters, stringers and

newel were white, and its handrail red-brown. The inside of the

stringers was black, while the treads and risers were left

unfinished. Door casings were white. The doors to rooms 102 and

103 were paint grained on the hall side. Other doors were simply

painted white. There was a continuous 5" high black base around

the room, carried across walls, baseboards, door casings, and

doors.

Room lOl's floorboards are random width, tongue-and-groove.

straight-sawn, 10" 14" in width with an average of 12". The

floor would appear to date from Graeme's renovation or earlier.

It is notched for the stairway structure, the frame of Door 101-

102, and the partition between 101 and 103. The floor in the

lowered section could only have been laid in the Graeme period

when the landing and passage under it were installed. The floor

in 101-Closet was replaced during the 1969 restoration.

Baseboards vary widely in the room, a result of its cut up

plan and the awkwardly sunken portion. On the east wall the

house's standard "fancy" base was used, appropriately so, since

this was the entrance to the formal parlor. (Ill. 26B) This base

only occurs elsewhere in rooms 201 and 202, both high in the

house's hierarchy. Along the south wall, in front of the stairs.

runs a 5" high base with a shallow profile on the top, matching

the wall stringer of the stair. Likewise, the base on the south
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wall below the stair run is a reversed version of the lower

stringer moulding above, to which it members at the bottom of the

Opposite, on the north wall, the base is 4 1/2" high with arun.

simple bead at the top of vertical face. Finally, at the lower

floor level, the base is a simple 4" high board with a shallow

bead on the top face. The base inside the closet has a quarter

round with fillets. and was installed in the 1969 restoration.

Like the base. the door casings vary with their position.

Door openings 101-102 and 101-103 have a double fascia with an

ogee back band and a 1/2" bead on the inside. (Ill. 29A) This is

the most elaborate type of casing in the house. At the entrance

door opening the casing has a single fascia and a quarter round

back band with an astragal. (Ill. 29D) This latter moulding

occurs elsewhere in the house only as the surround of the second

floor fireplaces. Door openings under the stair landing have no

casing, but merely 5/8" beads on the inside.

The entrance door has been described above ("North

Elevation"). (Photo 49) Door 101-102 is the finest in the house.

(Photo 50) It measures 37" X 84" X 1 1/2", and has six panels.

All joints are double pegged with pegs 7/16" diameter. The panel

moulding has a double step on both faces; the exposed face of

102's false door is the only other door in the house to have such

a panel moulding which matches the panel mould of 102's

panelling. (Ill. 28A)

The door from 101 to 103 is 36" X 84" X 1 1/4", and also has

six panels. Joints are single pegged except for the bottom and

lock rails which have double pegs where they meet the stiles;
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pegs are 3/8" diameter. On the 101 side the panel mould is a

simple bevel (Ill. 28B); there is no panel mould on the 103 side.

merely a quarter round on the stile.

Less important are the doors to room 104 and the closet.

which occur in the area under the stair landing. (Photo 51) Both

are four panel, the proportions of the closet door being somewhat

strange in that top and bottom panels are of equal height. The

closet door is 37 1/2" X 65" X 1". On the room side it has no

panel mould but only a quarter round on the stile (Ill. 28C) ; on

the closet side neither panel nor stile has a moulding. Door

101-104 has similar details but the stile moulding occurs on the

104 side so that the "plain" side is towards 101.

This area under the stair landing is awkward for several

The floor was lowered to give headroom under thereasons.

landing, while the ceiling plaster was scratched away to give

slightly more height. Ghosts of hardware indicate that there was

once a door between this area and the hall, an arrangement more

visually satisfactory as it hid the low passage. Paint analysis

shows that this door was in place during the late Graeme and

early Penrose periods (Finishes F-4 and F-5 -- c. 1755 - 1800).

The hall side frame of this doorway was originally painted with

red lead, period F-3 (c. 1747) finish which matches that on the

panelling of Room 104 and frame of Door 101-104. This indicates

that this area (and thus the stairway date from F-3. The area

under the landing may not have been painted for a while as its

woodwork shows white lead as the first finish, probably a sign

that it was first painted in F-4. The jambs and sill of the
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window were awkwardly altered to allow for the flanking door

frames, and much of the window frame was rebuilt during the

restoration of 1969. The half shutters also date from the

restoration.

In the hall next to this alcove is a pegboard mounted on the

north wall 68" above the floor. Sixty inches long, the board has

six pairs of peg holes. Within each pair the holes are 3 1/4"

on-center; between adjacent pairs the holes are 6 1/2" on-center.

The holes themselves were 5/16" diameter and have been filled in.

Around each is a ring 3/4" in diameter, indicating the outer

diameter of the pegs. The arrangement of the pegs in pairs may

indicate that they were used to hang implements rather than

coats, perhaps indicating that the board dates to the nineteenth

century when the house was occupied by tenant farmers.

* .u

;
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Room 102 Parlor (Plan Ill. 7; Ills. 36, 37, 44, 56, and 57)

(Photos 56-66)

Room 102 is the grandest room in Graeme Park and indeed one

of the great spaces in colonial architecture. In scale, it is

roughly twenty-one and ai half feet square. As discussed in the

chapter above on "Original Floor Plans," it was probably always

intended to be a parlor, although its exact form and detailing

date from the latest period of Graeme's renovations.

Stylistically the panelling belongs to the late 1750s and 1760s

rather than the 1720s, a judgment confirmed by paint analysis

which dates all the woodwork to finish period F-4 (c. 1755-60).

The only significant changes from its original configuration

were the closing of the exterior door in the north front

(presumably to make the parlor's north and south walls identical)

and perhaps the movement of the wall dividing 102 from 101 (see

"Room 101"). The movement of this wall is also suggested by the

unequal lengths of the sides of the chimney block: 2'-ll" on the

south and 2'-8" on the north. The original state of the false

door south of the chimney block has always been a nagging

question, since a working door in this location would seem to be

useful, although less so in the original plan when the center was

a single open space. Removal of the door (which is unfinished on

its back side) reveals no evidence for a framed door opening.

The vertically sawn studs are regularly spaced from the south
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wall to the chimney block, and continue uninterrupted from the

floor to the ceiling joists. On the Room 103 side of the

partition is handsplit lath and horsehair plaster. On the 102

side rows of nail holes show that the studs held lath prior to

the installation of panelling, but there is no trace of the lime

deposits which would have been left by former plaster.

Although the traces could have worn off, the evidence more likely

indicates the unfinished state of the room before Graeme's

renovations.

The ceiling yields similar evidence. In the northeast

corner of Room 202 a modern electric heater can be removed.

yielding a glimpse of the ceiling construction. The present

>r.
ceiling is horsehair plaster on handsplit lath. The lath is 1m

l/8"-l 3/4" wide and l/4"-3/8" thick. The plaster stops in a

hard line approximately one foot short of the outside walls to

allow for the boxed cornice below, the back side of which can be

The lath continues irregularly for a few inches but mostseen.

pieces stop short of the last joist next to the east wall.

However, along the northern six-and-one-ha1f feet of the east

wall the last joist retains stub ends of lath unconnected with

the present ceiling lath and presumably predating it. This older

lath was apparently never plastered, more evidence for an

unfinished state prior to the installation of the panelling.

The three exterior stone walls of the room are covered with

unwhitewashed horsehair plaster which extends unevenly up to the

bottom of the wood plate on which the second floor joists rest.

or to the bottom of the joists. Thus during the initial
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construction these walls were plastered but never painted. The

)
top edge of the plaster was disturbed when blocking was later

installed to attach the a n elling. The chimney block is not

plastered behind the panelling. The present plaster ceiling is

probably not that installed with the panelling, as it has only

It was probably replaced, or at leasttwo layers of whitewash.

patched and a new finish coat applied sometime in the nineteenth

century.

The floor in Room 102 is made of pine boards 10"-14 1/2"

wide, with a wider average than elsewhere in the house. These

have been waxed but are a lighter brown than other floors in the

building.

The colonial color scheme was very simple and must have been

extremely striking. The floors were unfinished, the ceiling

whitewashed, and most of the panelling pure white. Accents were

provided by a continuous black base around the perimeter, black

door and window shutter hinges, and red-brown chair-rail cap and

Most of the woodwork holds only this one paintwindow sills.

finish (consisting of a primer and finish coats) and represents a

rare and valuable survival of an exposed original colonial

finish.

The room's chief point of interest is the panelling.

Vertically this consists of the following elements; a 6 1/2"

high base, topped with a 3" moulding of ogee, astragal and

cavetto (Ill. 26C); (the base's horizontal projection is an

unusually robust 4"); an 18" high flush dado constructed mostly

of horizontal boards, although with verticals at narrow sections
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and continuing from some stiles above; a 4" high chair-rail whose

profile is a bed mould, fascia, and ogee with a fillet; a main

body reaching 7'-5 1/4" from chair rail cap to bottom of

architrave with panels vertically undivided; stiles and rails 4"

wide; and panel mould of a quarter round and a fillet (two step);

finally, a full entablature which tops the panelling andand.

consists of a double architrave (4" high), a tenia with astragal.

ogee and fillet (2" high), a pulVinated frieze (6 1/4" high). and

a cornice with a bed mould. Wall of Troy moulding, soffit.

fascia, and crown (total height 8"). (Ill. 31)

The north and south walls mirror each other but are

unsymmetrical. (Ill. 44; Photos 57 & 58) From the east their

panelling consists of four 33" wide panels, a window enframement.

and two narrower panels varying slightly in width to account for

the different wall lengths. The east wall has three pairs of +

20" wide panels separated by two window enframements. (Photo 59)

All window openings have a double faced architrave with a bead

and ogee backhand (Ill. 29A), which are crossetted or earred both

at the upper corners and the bottom where they rest on the chair

rail. (Photo 61) The dado runs flush under the window openings.

Each window opening has a pair of three-panel shutters which can

The shutters'be opened back into pockets formed by the casing.

panel mould matches that of the wall panelling and doors in this

room, a more e 1 aborate mou 1 ding than on any other shutters in the

house. (Ill. 28A) The soffit at the head of the window has a

single trapezoidal panel.

The west wall is the most elaborate. (Ill. 36; Photo 56) To
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I
each side is a pedimented doorway flanked by 9" wide panels. IThe casings match those on the windows and rest on(Photo 63)

plinth blocks corresponding to the room's base. (Photo 62) The

pediment rests on only a frieze projecting slightly from the

panelling behind. The pediment's profile is similar to that of

the room's cornice, though without the Wall of Troy moulding and

with a simple cavetto instead of an ogee in the bed moulding.

The right hand door leads to the stair hall; that on the left is

false but Identical in every detail including hinges and brass

lock to complete the symmetry. The centerpiece is the fireplace

and its overmantel. The fireplace has a King of Prussia marble

surround bordered by a filleted quarter round moulding. The

marble had cracked by the late nineteenth century (Ill. 69) (when

an iron lintel was Installed) and was repaired during the 1969

restoration. The marble is beaded on its inner edge, with the

bead stopping 8" above the hearth to pick up the line of the

base, a sophisticated detail. A shallow mantel shelf is

constructed as a small cornice with crown, fascia, soffit and bed

The overmantel is the most elaborate item in the wholemoulding.

parlor. (Photo 64) A rectangle, crossetted at all four corners.

floats freely on the flush ground behind and supports a broken

triangular pediment which breaks the architrave and frieze. The

lower corners are visually supported on rows of guttae, an

The rectangle's profile consists of an astragalunusual detail.

flanked by cavettos, a fascia, and a filleted quarter-round

The pediment's profilesimilar to the fireplace surround below.

is a slightly reduced version of the room's cornice but with
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dentils instead of the Wall of Troy motif. In the pediment's

center rises a small plinth connected to the wings by scalloped

The sides of the chimney block hold a single verticalcurves.

panel.

The fireplace is 4'-0" wide by 3'-9" high, and 2'-0" deep

with splayed sides. The floor is made of 6" X 6" brick tiles.

and the outer hearth alternating one foot square grey and white

marble paving blocks. The firebox is plastered, and an iron

fireback, dated 1758, hangs at its rear. (Photo 66) The

fireback, decoratively curved on top and horded with a beaded

ornamental motif. is labelled "OXFORD" across the bottom. It was

undoubtedly cast at Oxford Furnace in Warren County, New Jersey

where many nearly identical firebacks were made. This furnace

was founded in 1742 and abandoned in 1882. This furnace was

founded in 1742 and abandoned in 1882. Henry Mercer believed

that Room 102's fireback was a replica, 

precisely what he meant nor his reasons.As with other

but he did not indicate

fireplaces in the house, the flue of 102 is lined with remnants

of a charred plaster or cement parging as far up the flue as can

be seen. An iron spike projects from the rear face of the

fireplace's front wall just above and centered on the opening.

This was probably used to hang things over the fire for warming.

Door 101-102 was discussed above ("Room 101"). This door

matches the false door in size, configuration and panel mould.

although the latter has panels only on the exposed face.

Further, the false door has single pegs at most of its joints

(the junction of stiles with the lock and bottom rails are
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exceptions) and the pegs are only 3/8" diameter. Most first

floor interior doors had double pegged joints but this added

strength was not necessary for the false door since it did not

open.

During the restoration of 1969, the following repair work

was done in Room 102: damaged mouldings were repaired and the

missing guttae were replaced; the marble fireplace surround was

removed, cleaned, and repaired; both the brick and marble hearths

were reset; lime slurry was applied to the inside of the

fireplace which early twentieth century photographs show to be

large bricks with remnants of a thin coat of plaster; a section

of panelling at the south side of the east wall had been removed

and was reinstalled on 1" X 3" furring strips and plywood

sheathing; the false door was reset.

In its present form. Room 102 gives few clues as to its use

in colonial times, although inventories (discussed in Part I of

this report and reproduced in Appendix I) indicated possible

furnishings at certain dates. The inventories of 1778 list items

which hung on the panelling, specifically noting three mirrors

and twelve small plaster of Paris medallions with the heads of

the poets. Other items, such as twelve pictures of birds and two

old maps, might also have hung in the room. The panelling is

full of holes from the hanging of such ornaments and probably

also sconces for candles and oil lamps. These holes occur on

almost all vertical panels and many stiles. Far from being

randomly spaced, they evince a symmetrical arrangement of objects

in the room. For example, holes on the chimney block seem to
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indicate a painting or mirror in the overmantel and sconces

flanking the mantle shelf. The great number and possibly

different dates of the holes around the room precludes any

definitive statements about their funtion. But we should

probably envision the space lighted by many sconces around the

walls and hung with mirrors and many other ornaments.

«:
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I
I
IRoom 103 (Plan Ill. 7; Ill. 58) (Photos 67-70)

IIn the unfinished Keith House, Room 103 formed most of the

open central hall. It was divided off from the stair hall as

part of Graeme's renovations. Its dimensions are 14'-4 1/2"

north-south and 14'-9" east-west. On the basis of a 1762 letter

(see Part I), the room is called Graeme's office, probably a

combination of a study and an office from which he could

supervise the farm work. The latter would have been facilitated

by the exterior door through which hired help could come and go.

Such a humble use explains why Graeme would not have opened a

door between this space and the parlor, and why only a low

doorway connects it with Room 104, thought to have been Graeme's

dining room.

Paint analysis assigns the window headboard and sill to the

earliest finish period, F-1 (c. 1723), characterized by surface

dirt on unpainted wood. These elements would have been installed

as part of the original construction of the shell, but were left

unpainted when Keith abandoned work on the house. Other woodwork

and the first paint is from period F-4 (c. 1755-60), Graeme's

renovations. At this time the room had whitewashed plaster walls

and ceiling with white trim. As elsewhere there was a continuous

5" high black base around the room.

The woodwork shows that Graeme probably did not consider

this an important space. The doorway to Room 101 has only a
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simple ogee backhand (Ill. 29C; Photo 68), far plainer than the

101 side of the opening, and the door has no panel mould at all

on this side. The exterior door and door 103-104 have no casings

at all, although nail holes around the latter frame may indicate

a former moulding. (Photos 67 and 69) This frame has a bead

along the head but none at the jambs. Door 103-104 itself is

very odd, being the only two panel door on the first floor and

the only door in the house to have an ogee moulding on the stile.

It was almost certainly a later insertion, as its only finish

prior to the 1969 restoration was a coat of varnish. This entire

door assembly is extremely problematic and should be investigated

further by dismantling the door frame and wall above. The base

is a plain 1" X 5", much of which was replaced during the

restoration.

Unlike many rooms in the house, 103 was redecorated several

times after the Graeme period. The wood consistently shows a

bluish white color from finish period F-5 (probably early

Penrose) and a later light yellow color from period P-6 (before

1850). The present wallpaper was installed in 1976, a

restoration based on several surviving fragments found in the

Based on its early nineteenth century style, the originalhouse.

paper was probably installed by the Penroses soon after they

bought the property.

The room's ceiling is horsehair plaster on hand split lath.

visible from above. The ceiling has been patched many times.

The floor dates from the 1969 restoration, and replaced a floor

installed by the Strawbridges. Floorboards are tongue-and-
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grooved pine. in random widths from 5" to 12" with a greater

randomness than the original floors elsewhere in the house. Also

unlike the original floors, the board lengths are broken and not

continuous across the room. Elsewhere in the house the eighteenth

century builders usually attempted to reach across a space with-

single floorboards, even if they exceeded 20 feet in length.

The fireplace is 56" wide, 48" high, and 24" deep, the

second largest fireplace in the house. (Photo 70) This size

supports the hypothesis of the original open hall. The fireplace

is topped with an arch, 13" above which is a wooden lintel

exposed on the inside and much charred. A smoke chamber rises

along the rear face, a common eighteenth century device to

improve draw. The fireplace was cut down in size and later

closed entirely prior to 1960 when it was reopened. The dates

for the changes are impossible to ascertain. In the nineteenth

century a stove was installed in the space; its 8" diameter

chimney hole can be seen inside the flue at a height of 80" above

the floor. A later stovepipe hole appears in early twentieth

century photographs approximately 30" above the floor. (Ill. 58)

The present hearth and plaster lining date from the 1969

restoration.

The present mantlepiece was installed in 1976 along with the

wallpaper. Although generally colonial in character (and thus

inconsistent with the wallpaper) the mantlepiece is unlike any

other in the house. Further exploration might reveal more about

the original fireplace surround. Until the restoration, an early

nineteenth century mantlepiece stood against the closed chimney

' •>
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block. This mantle appears in an early twentieth century

photograph Ill. 58. 

farmhouse on the site, but just when is unclear.

It was reportedly moved here from the later

The same

photograph shows a beaded corner board at the south edge of the

chimney block, possibly an early feature as these occurred behind

the panelling in 104. The early photo also shows this corner

board and the wall over Door 103-104 covered with a floor

wallpaper unlike that restored in 1976.

In the alcove to the right of the chimney block can be seen

wall cleats, apparently for shelves. In 1960 Raley reported

other, unspecified, evidence that this corner contained a closet

at an earlier date. The modern floor can provide no evidence.

and an examination of the ceiling from above also yielded

nothing. The cleat lines, but no closet, appear in the early

twentieth century photograph.

Due to the modern wallpaper and other changes, the

conclusions reached about this room can only be tentative. More

investigation is needed, especially to determine if this space

ever had panelling along its west wall. The unusual paint

P*treatment of the room's exterior door (see above. and Paint

Analysis Report, Appendix II) strongly suggests that at one time

the space had a greater importance than it now suggests. This

may have been during the Keith period when the room was a center

hall, always a major space in colonial houses.
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Room 104 - Dining Room (former kitchen) (Plan - Ill. 7; Ills. 19,

20, 42 and 59) (Photos 71-79)

Historically, Room 104 has great significance for Graeme

Park, because it provides many of the clues needed to decipher

the riddle of the mansion's interior chronology. Its woodwork

holds more paint layers than any other space in the house, and so

it was used as a datum for the paint analysis. (See Appendix II)

The room's probable original state was described in Chapter

The fireplace opening was originally much larger and itsIII.

fittings show it to have belonged to a kitchen. In what is now a

closet to the left of the fireplace there was probably a winder

stair which rose to the second and third floors. There was a

door to the south part of the open center hall (now Room 103) but

none into what is now the stairhall (101).

The original fireplace opening was just over eight feet

wide and formed entirely of brick, resting on a stone foundation

13 inches below floor level. The wings of the chimney block to

each side of the opening were only 14 inches thick. The opening

was apparently cut down in size twice. From eight feet it was

reduced to just over five feet in width, at which time the face

of the chimney block was plastered for the first time. The

infill was done with stone and there is a uniform coat of

horsehair plaster across the joint between brick and stone; that

is, there is no evidence that the chimney block was plastered
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prior to being reduced in size. At the south edge of the chimney

block the plaster stopped short in a neat vertical line 3 inches

from the edge, indicating that a wood corner board trimmed the

plaster.

The whitewash on this plaster dates it to finish period F-2

(c. 1737), the period when the west end of the building was used

Even in its reduced width the fireplace wasas a tenant house.

still probably used for cooking. Inside is an iron trammel bar.

2 1/4" wide and 1/2" thick, set 5'-9" above the floor. (Photos 78

and 79) The trammel may have been set either in the original

fireplace or when it was reduced. It carries three chains, one

at each end which have mostly been cut away, and one in the

center which still retains its full length and a ring on the end.

(Photo 77) The chains at the end would have been useless when

the fireplace was reduced in width a second time, probably when

the room was converted to a dining room. An unexplained feature

is an approximately 4" square hole six feet above the floor in

the south side of the firebox of the reduced fireplace, through

which can be seen the side of the original brick flue. (Photo

78) This may have held an older trammel although there is no

sign of a corresponding opening on the north side.

As mentioned, the fireplace was reduced a second time, to

3'-3 1/2" in width, its present size. Its height is 3'-5". This

reduction was also done with stone.

Although not completely certain, the most likely scenario

for the fireplace's history is as follows: It was originally

very wide as befitted the kitchen of Keith's mansion. The
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chimney block was unplastered, part of the unfinished state in

which Keith left the house (finish period F-1). When the

building was converted to a tenant house, the fireplace was

reduced, perhaps to improve its draw, even though it was still to

At this point the iron trammel wasbe used for a kitchen.

installed and the chimney block plastered and whitewashed, part

of finish period F-2. The second reduction was accomplished

during Graeme's first campaign of renovations, which, as shown by

the paint analysis, was when the chimney breast was panelled.

Before discussing these changes, we should note several

other details and the general state of the room during finish

periods F-1 (c. 1723) and F-2 (c. 1737). As mentioned in Chapter

II, over the closet door to the left of the fireplace there is

whitewashed plaster behind the panelling, indicating that the

closet space existed prior to Graeme's changes. At that point

the space probably held the winder stair. This plaster is a

continuation of the plaster on the chimney breast, applied after

the first reduction in the fireplace opening. Paint analysis

Further,the same F-2 whitewashdates it to finish period F-2.

appears on the closet door and the door posts which continue on

up to form the structure holding the handsplit lath for the

plaster above. Both the door and its frame were unpainted for

awhile before being whitewashed, probably indicating that they

are original to the house. Indeed this door (104 - Closet)

appears to be the only piece of interior millwork dating from

The door's style confirms this early date.Keith's ownership.

It has six panels, four large sandwiching two smaller ones, an
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early eighteenth century type not used much after the 1720s.

(Photo 74) It has raised panels but no panel moulds on both faces

(Ill. 28C), and is 36 5/8" by 81 1/8" by 1 1/16".

One other element remaining from the room's use as a kitchen

is a hole through the wall, below the floor, in the southwest

Measuring 8" by 8", the hole's bottom is formed by acorner.

slanted stone which seems designed to channel water outward.

Probably this was a drain to let used kitchen water flow into the

water channel which ran along the west end of the house.

Summarizing the results of the paint analysis; During

finish period P-1 (c. 1723) the room was unfinished. The

exterior plaster walls were plastered but unwhitewashed. The

yindows, with their sills and headboards, were in place but

unpainted. At the right end of the south window's headboard and

the left end of the north window's headboard are symmetrical

chiselled notches. Paint analysis shows that these were present

at finish period P-1, though their purpose is unclear. At the

same locations are "ghost" lines probably indicating a block of

wood nailed to the bottom of the headboard. Paint analysis

indicates that the area covered by this board is missing paint

finishes P-5 through P-7, indicating that the board was installed

in the early nineteenth century and removed at or just before the

restoration. Again, the purpose of these blocks is unclear. The

exterior door was also in place in finish period P-1. The

chimney block, with its large fireplace, was unplastered. To the

left the door frame and door to the winder stairs was in place

but unpainted. The door frame to what would become Room 103 was
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in place. although the presence of the door itself is unclear.

At period F-2 (presumably about 1737 when the house was

fitted up for a tenant) all these surfaces were whitewashed. The

only structural change was the first reduction in the fireplace

width, although the trammel bar shows that it was still used for

a kitchen.

During the next finish period (F-3) (c. 1747) Graeme made

several significant changes in the room. All of the woodwork

mentioned above was painted red. In addition, several items

appeared including the panelling over the chimney block and the

doorway to Room 101 under the stairs. The latter suggests that

it was at this time that the present stair was installed and the

winder stair removed. Concomitantly the wall between 101 and 104

was moved approximately six inches to the west and the present

closet formed (see Chapter II). The chair rail (an integral part

of the panelling) was installed around the room, aligning with

the window sills. With the installation of the panelling, the

fireplace was reduced again. It was probably at this time that

the space became a dining room and the exterior kitchen was

erected. Thus structurally the room was put into its present

form.

Paint analysis indicates that the brown stripes on the west

wall also date from this period. (Photo 73) These formed a stack

of five boxes -- the lower four 12 inches high and the top one 28

inches high — between the two windows and above the chair rail.

These were evidently decorative features, corresponding in a

crude way to the panelling on the opposite wall.
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which also dates to this period. is a 1" byThe room's base.

5" with a filletted quarter-round profile. (Ill. 26A) The chair

rail consists of a nosing, a cavetto with astragal, and a beaded

Its total height is 4 1/2". (Ill. 27) The single doorfascia.

casing in the space occurs around the closet door; it has a

double faced architrave. (Ill. 29A)

The panelling has a simple and somewhat awkward design.

(Ill. 42) Above the fireplace are a short and then a high panel.

To each side are equal bays of panelling consisting of a nearly

square panel in the dado under the chair rail, and a very tall

panel from the chair rail to the cornice. Stiles and rails are 3

1/2" to 4" wide. Each edge of the panelled face has a beaded

Above the closet door, another panel fills out the spacecorner.

below the cornice. The cornice, which runs across the chimney

and returns on both ends, consists of a crown, fascia, soffit.

and bed moulding with a total height of 11". (Ill. 32) The

fireplace surround is a filletted quarter-round with an astragal.

(Ill. 30A)

During Graeme's second period of renovations (F-4; 1755-60),'

104 was redecorated. Apparently Graeme did not think the red

panelling and crudely decorated wall were elegant enough to be

compatible with the new spaces on the east end of the house. The

woodwork was painted white and the plastered walls were covered

with verdigris green wallpaper (see Paint Analysis Report for

details). Also at this time the window shutters were installed.

as shown by their first coat of paint being the white lead.

The Paint Analysis Report outlines later periods in Room
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104's history. Three different finishes occurred between the

later Graeme period and the restoration of 1969, suggesting that

the room was one of the most heavily used in the nineteenth

The presence of a stove during this time is shown bycentury.

the remains of a stove pipe hole in the inside of the chimney.

eight feet above the floor. The hole survives in an early

twentieth century photograph (Ill. 59).

During the restoration of 1969 the following work was done

in 104: the stovepipe hole in the panelling was patched; the

hearth was relaid; the floor was replaced (as in Room 103); the

plaster of walls and ceiling was patched; and the woodwork was

repaired in various minor ways.

!
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Room 201 Stair Hall (See also "Stairs") (Plan Ill. 8; Ills.

40, 41, 60 and 61) (Photos 80-85)

Room 201 currently measures lO'-l" by 15'-6 1/2" (along the

south wall). Changes at the west end (discussed in the section

on "Framing") indicate that the west partition (201-204) was

originally located approximately 5" further east. As presented

in the chapter on "Original Floor Plans," the south wall (201-

203) either was, or was intended to be, approximately three feet

north of its present position, aligning it with the north edge of

the eastern chimney block and with a major header in the second

floor framing. However, these changes remain hypothetical

because the space was never finished until it had reached its

present configuration, at the time of Graeme's renovations.

The curve in the east wall probably also dates from Graeme's

renovation. (Photo 81) The original floor plan had no need for

the curve, as the south partition lined with the chimney corner

producing no awkward break. Investigation from above reveals

that the partitions and chimney inside the cavity produced by the

curved wall are not plastered and never have been. The curve is

formed of 1 1/4" thick boards placed end to end, nailed to cleats

at the floor and ceiling. Over these boards handsplit lath is

bent to form the smooth curve which is finished with horsehair

plaster. The north edge of the curve is finished with a beaded

corner board 3 1/2" wide on each face. This board turns the
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corner into the alcove formed by Room 202's north closet.

As mentioned, there is no evidence for finishes prior to

Graeme's renovations. Paint analysis indicates that the window

sill, which would have been installed when the mansion's shell

was constructed, remained unpainted for a time before its first

coat of paint. After the renovations (1746-60), the color scheme

whitewashed plaster ceiling and walls; white wood doorwas:

casings with paint grained doors to Rooms 202 and 203; red window

sill, and a black base. The staircase was painted as below:

white on balusters, newels and carriage; red-brown on the

handrail, and black on the inside of the stringers.

The floorboards are tongue-and-grooved pine, varying in

width from 9" to 13". The area in front of door 201-203 shows

signs of replacement. The north wall is plaster applied directly 

to the stone; other walls and the ceiling are horsehair plaster

on handsplit wood lath. All plaster has been much patched.

The baseboard is uniform around the room. 6" high with an

elaborate moulding consisting of a shallow torus and a cavetto.

(Ill. 26B) Room 202 and the east wall of 101 are the only other

places in the house where this base occurs. The casings of the

doors to Rooms 202 and 203 rise from plinths which continue the

line of the base.

The casings of these doors have double faced architraves

with an inside bead and an ogee backhand. (Ill. 29A; Photo 82)

The opening to 203 has a wooden threshold, a unique feature among

the mansion's interior doors. The doorway to Room 204 has a much

simpler casing: a single beaded fascia and ogee backhand. (Ill.
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290 The casing is incomplete since the opening is squeezed

between a wall and the stairway.

The doors in the space have four panels, typical for the

second f1oor. The door to Room 202 is 34'' X 79” X 1 1/4". (Photo

82) On both sides it has a single step quarter-round panel

It has pegged mortise-and-tenonmoulding. (Ill. 28B)

construction with pegs 7/16" in diameter. Door 201-203 is 35" X

79 1/2" X 1 1/4". On the hallway side the panel mould matches the

door to 202, a quarter-round. On the 203 side there is no panel

mould, only the typical quarter round on the stile. The door to

room 204 dates from the restoration of 1969. In appearance it

matches the doors just described. Like them, it is 1 1/4" thick,

but its frame was made for a door only 1" thick, the standard

thickness of less important doors throughout the house. The

extra thickness is accommodated by indenting the door's face.

The door's pegs are 1/2" diameter. characteristic of restoration

work but wider than any pegs in the original millwork.
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Room 202 Great Chamber (Plan Ill. 8; Ills. 38, 39, 62 and 63)

(Photo 86-99)

Like the parlor below. Room 202 belongs to the final, and

finest, period of Graeme's renovations. Only the parlor's

woodwork is more elaborate. The space was presumably the most

important bed chamber in the mansion, and also used, in

eighteenth century fashion, for the reception of visitors. The

inventory of goods seized in 1778 from Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson

indicates that at the time the room was a rather sparsely

furnished bedroom. By contrast, the smaller west chamber (Room

204) contained more furniture and other clear evidence of current

occupation. Presumably the latter was Elizabeth's bed chamber.

Why she would not have used the larger room can only be guessed.

Perhaps she sentimentally preserved it because it had been her

father's bedroom or the chamber used by Hugh Fergusson and

herself. After her husband's departure, she may also have

preferred Room 204 for its more intimate scale. Perhaps she

moved around from room to room, depending upon the season. The

west room (actually southwest) would have been warmer and easier

to heat than the great chamber which was exposed to northwest

winds.

Another inventory of 1778 lists furniture for a bed chamber.

requested by Elizabeth for use until her case was decided. The

list is extensive and, in combination with those items Elizabeth
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bought at the estate sale soon after, was probably meant to

moderately furnish more than one chamber. However, for the

authorities to grant her petition, her request had to be 

reasonable, so that the list might reasonably be used to furnish

a large bedroom, as indeed has been done in recent years.

Little can be told abbut the arrangement of furnishings in

Room 202. A not unreasonable arrangement of furniture was worked

out with the items on Elizabeth's list, although such a layout is

hypothetical and, as mentioned, items may have been scattered

among several chambers. Only the bed can be surely placed; It

must have been near the center of the east wall, adjacent to the

bell pull drop marked by a quadrant and eye (see "Bell Pull

System").

A unique feature of the room is the system of closets. The

north closet has shelves for clothes storage. The south closet

is a small room off of which opens an inner closet with shelves.

The outer space could have used as a chamber pot or dressing

room, especially as the glass transom admitted light into the

In fact, the rather unusual fanlights were undoubtedlyspace.

designed for such a function.

Paint analysis indicates that the space was unfinished

before Graeme's renovation. The plastered north and south walls

were never whitewashed before Graeme installed wallpaper, the

first finish. Likewise the plaster ceiling, installed to meet

the cornice of the panelled east and west walls, seems to be the

first and only ceiling ever installed.
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The ceiling is horsehair plaster on handsplit lath. At the

center is a large iron hook, probably used to hang a lamp. The

north and south walls are horsehair plaster applied directly to

the stone. This was patched during the restoration. The floor

is made of tongue-and-grooved pine boards ranging in width from 6 

1/2" to 12", with most between 9" and 11". The floor has been

heavily waxed, both during the restoration of 1969 and before.

In the eighteenth century the boards would have been unfinished.

During Graeme's ownership the room would have been

strikingly beautiful. The plaster ceiling was whitewashed, while

wallpaper covered exposed north and south plaster walls. The

wallpaper was a plain, intense Prussian blue which probably had a

plain white border 3/4" wide. Panelling, doors, and other trim

were painted light blue, a favorite color with the Graemes as it

appears also in Rooms 203 and 302 and on the exterior trim. Red

window seats and a continuous black base provided accents.

The room is surrounded by a base matching that in Room 201:

6" high with a moulding consisting of a shallow torus and a

cavetto. {Ill. 26B) There is no true wainscot, though one is

suggested by a wide rail at lock rail height on the doors and

panelling and the window seats on the north and south walls.

The window seats are constructed as pedestals projecting

almost 2" from the wall. (Ill. 39; Photo 90) The base forms the

bottom; the side corners are beaded; and the top consists of the

window sill's nosing, below which is a cavetto and astragal. The

last is a fancier sill nosing than elsewhere in the house where

the astragal is absent. The pedestal's center is filled with a
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recessed panel which has no panel mould, only the typical

quarter-round stile profile. The window casing rises from the

sill and returns at the top below the room's cornice. (Photo 88)

The casing consists of a beaded single fascia with an ogee

backhand. (Ill. 29C) As in the parlor below, the casing forms

pockets for the window shutters which open against splayed jambs.

These have three panels with a single step quarter-round panel

moulding. (Ill. 28B) Because the casing extends out over the

sill, it projects further than the pedestal below, a somewhat

awkward detail but one which makes the window enframements more

conspicuous objects within the wall's field. The window soffit

has two trapezoidal panels having mouldings to match the

shutters. (Photo 89)

The east wall is very simply panelled. (Photo 87) Vertically

it is divided into two sets of panels, the lower 2'-l" high, the

upper S'-?" tall. A 9" rail divides them. Only the crOwn of the

room's cornice tops the wall; the panelling's top rail aligns

with the fascia on the other walls. Horizontally the division is

awkward. There are 10 panels; 9 have a width of 21 1/4", while

that to the far right is 27 1/2" wide. A more skillful division

would have been to place the wider panel in the center, or split

the difference in widths between the two end panels. The stiles

are 4" wide. This panelling was repaired in the restoration of

1969. Early twentieth century photographs reveal that it was

much damaged. (Ill. 63) Sections of panelling removed for the

restoration were reinstalled over plywood sheathing and 1" X 3"

furring strips.
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The west wall is more elaborately treated (Photo 85),

though it is not so formal as the parlor wall below, a clear

indication of the relative architectural and functional

importance of the major public space and the principal bedroom.

Vertically the wall is divided like the east wall, with the

division appearing on both doors and panelling. (Ill. 35) The

wall is not symmetrical. Left of the slightly projecting

fireplace break is a unit consisting of a closet door topped with

an arched fanlight, and flanked by two units of paneling. The

chimney block contains a fireplace surrounded by Delft tiles and

a moulding, above which is a crossetted overmantle. To the right

is a unit of panelling, another fanlighted closet door, and the

chamber door. Above the last is a horizontal panel to fill out

the space.

The panel moulds on this wall are identical to those on the

east wall and window shutters. Door casings are like those

around the windows: a single beaded fascia with an ogee

backhand. At the top of the closet doors this returns its own

width, in order to form an impost for the fanlight arch. (Photo

93) The same moulding continues around the arch, broken at the

top by an elegant keystone. (Photo 92) The fireplace surround is

a filleted quarter-round with an astragal. (Ill. 30A) The

backhand around the overmantle is similar though slightly

smaller. Within is a 4" wide fascia and an inner moulding

consisting of a filleted astragal and cavetto. (Ill. 38) Like

102's overmantle, this one also rests on guttae below the lower

Unlike the parlor, the areas between the crossettes arecorners.
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filled with a beaded cavetto, a somewhat unusual detail. (Photo

95) Across the entire west wall stretches a full boxed cornice

consisting of a crown, fascia, soffit, and bed moulding. (Ill.

32) Only the crown and fascia return to run along the north and

south walls.

The panelling's construction is typical for the eighteenth

century. Stiles and rails are 1 1/4" thick. Stiles continue

vertically from floor to ceiling and are fastened to the joists

above. Stiles and rails are pegged together using 5/16" pegs.

Flush boards fill the area above the closet doors, and these too

are pegged to the stiles.

The chamber's three doors have four panels, like most doors

on the second floor. That to Room 201 has already been

described. The closet doors are 30 1/2" by 77" X 1 1/16". (Photo

91) On the chamber face they have a panel mould matching that on

the panelling. (Ill. 28B) Inside the closets they have recessed

panels with no moulding on either panels or stiles.

The north closet is 19" deep and approximately 37" wide.

(Photo 99) It has five unfinished wooden shelves which run the

full width of the closet and are let into the plaster at both

sides and the back. The front edge of each shelf is ornamented

with an astragal, filletted top and bottom. From bottom up, the

shelves are as follows: the lowest is 9 1/2" deep and set with

its top 16" above the floor; the next is 35" above the floor and

the full depth of the closet; the third - 48" from the floor and

12 1/2" deep; the upper two are both 11" deep and set 60 1/2" and
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73" above the floor. The top shelf has a cleat, running the

width of the shelf, set 2 1/2" out from the rear wall.

The closet is treated more simply than the chamber outside.

The inside of the door was painted white, rather than light blue

like the chamber's woodwork. The rest of the woodwork inside the

closet was left unpainted; the inside of the door had to be

painted as it was seen when the door was opened.

The outer south closet measures 32 1/2" deep by 61 1/2"

wide. (Photo 97) The south and west walls are whitewashed

plaster and have two peg boards set at 4'-ll 1/2" and 6'-7 1/2"

above the floor (to the top of the boards). The peg boards

return on the east wall as far as the door stop. The pegs, which

project 3" and have a maximum diameter of 1 3/8", are placed 9"

on-center on the east and west wall, and 10" on-center on the

south wall. The peg boards are 4 1/4" by 1", with filletted

quarter-rounds on both edges. They are unpainted, as is the rest

of the wood in the closet except the doors which were white. The

door to the inner closet is 22 1/4" by 85 1/2" by 1 1/16" and is

held in a panelled wall. Above it is a panel, and across the top

of the wall runs a crown moulding matching that of 202's cornice.

This moulding appears nowhere else in the closets, but this

elevation was the only one which could be seen with the outer

door open. Like the doors, this panelling is painted. The outer

face of the door and panel have a raised panel with no moulding

and a simple quarter-round on the stile. The inner face has no

mouldings.
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The inner south closet is 23 1/2" deep (north-south) by 30

1/2" wide. (Photo 98) Like the north closet it has five shelves.

15" high and 8 1/2" deep; 33 3/4" highThese are respectively:

and as deep as the closet; 50 1/4" high and 15" deep; 64 1/2"

high and 13 1/2" deep; and 77 1/2" high and 11" deep. The nosing

of the second shelf (which extends the closet's full depth) has a

bead on its lower half. The other shelves have an astragal with

fillets above and below. As in the north closet, the shelves are

unpainted.

Room 202's fireplace now measures 3'-5 1/4" wide by 3'-2

1/2" high. It has one column of 5" square Delft tiles (dating

from the restoration) to each side and two rows across the top of

the opening. (Photo 94) Drawings in Wallace's Co 1onia1 Houses

(1931) show ghosts of three rows of tiles above the opening, and

photographs in the same source indicate four. (Ill. 38 and 65 )

The photographs also indicate misalignment in the vertical joints

between the upper two and lower two rows. Evidently the

fireplace opening was lowered in height at some point after

Graeme first installed tiles, but early enough that two lower

rows of tiles were installed. As we will see, the fireplace in

Room 203 was also cut down, though in this case all four rows of

tiles appear to have been installed at the same time. During the

restoration of 1969 the opening was enlarged to its original

height. The hearth too was rebuilt during the restoration but

not to its early form. Early twentieth century photographs show

oblong bricks for the inner hearth and 6" square brick tiles for

Oblong bricks were used for both inthe outer hearth. (Ill. 62)

f
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the restoration. Also restored was the thin plaster cbating on

the inside of the fireplace.

On the wooden surround to the left of the fireplace opening

is an iron eye located approximately two-and-a-half fe^t above 

the floor. (Photo 96) A hole for a corresponding piec^ of

hardware survives on the right surround. The exact purpose of

these is unclear: they may have been fasteners for a screen

across the opening; or they may have been hangers for fireplace

implements.

I-
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Room 203 (Plan - Ill. 8; Ill. 43) (Photos 100-103)

According to our hypothesis of the plan's evolution. Room

203 was originally larger, with its north wall pushed out into

the present hall approximately two-and-a-ha1f feet. This change

would have made the west wall symmetrical and centered on the

fireplace. Unfortunately, the theory cannot be proved because no

finishing occurred until the room had its present form. Paint

analysis revealed a uniform number of whitewash layers on all

walls and ceiling. The earliest paint on woodwork dated from

finish period F-3/4 (Graeme renovations), suggesting that no

finishing occurred until this time. As elsewhere, the window

sills and headboards (which would have been installed as part of

the exterior shell) remained unfinished for a long time after

their installation.

Another small detail also shows that the space was

unfinished and suggests that the original plan differed from the

At the south edge of the partition betweenpresent arrangment.

the closets of 203 and 204, the plaster on the south wall is

smoothly finished but unwhitewashed where it runs behind the

stud. Thus the plaster was fully installed before this

partition, suggesting that the partition might have originally

been in another location. The partition stands upon floorboards

which continue under it from one closet to another. By contrast,

the partition forming the east wall of Room 203 rises directly
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from tbe joist under it, while the floorboards on bothl sides stop

just short of the studs. This latter condition is the usual one

for north-south partitions at Graeme Park.

After Graeme's renovations the room was undoubtedly used as

a bed chamber for someone in the family. It was quite nicely

Mbstfinished with panelling and other decorative details.

importantly, it had a bell pull so that anyone who slept here

could call a servant. The surviving bell pull hardware (quadrant

and eye) on the east wall indicates the location of the bed (See

"Bell Pull System"). Inventories show that in 1778 the space

was a nicely furnished bedroom with a canopied bed, a carpet, a

table, and three chairs.

The flooring is pine boards in widths from 7" to jLl", with

10" being the most common. Almost all are butt jointed# having

no tongue-and-grooving, a condition unique among the mansion's

The flooring shows much evidence of being patched. Arooms.

smal1, loose floorboard near the center of the room is purported

to be a hiding place for valuables, though the truth of this is

unclear.

The walls and ceiling are horsehair plaster. On the south

wall it has been applied directly to the stone. On the interior

partitions and ceiling it is applied over handsplit wood lath.

All plaster is covered with sixteen coats of whitewash. Unclear

ghosts appear in the plaster of the east wall, but no d^efinite

pattern or explanation for them has been discovered.

Paint analysis reveals the following finish scheme during

the Graeme period: All plaster surfaces were whitewashed; the
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I
floors were unfinished; panelling and other wood trim was lightI
blue; a continuous base and the window sills were painted with

I lamp black.

The windows are simply trimmed like those in most rooms of

I the house. (Photo 101) The sills have a plain nosing with a

filletted cavetto below. The headboard has a nosing with aI fillet below. As mentioned, these were installed when the shell

I of the house was built and remained unpainted for a long time.

The window shutters, on the other hand, date only from Graeme's

I renovation; their first finish was a white lead primer topped by

the light blue trim paint. The shutters have three panels, whichI have a plain step for a moulding; the stile has a simple quarter-
f

I round. (Ill. 28C) The panels of the room's west wall also have

these mouldings, so that shutters and panelling correspond, as

I they do in all spaces in the house. It should be noted that the

nine-over-twelve window sash date from the early nineteenthI century and consequently were not painted the light blue used by

I the Graemes. Rather their first coat of paint was white lead.

The room's base is 5" high and has a filletted quarter-round

I profile. (Ill. 26A) This is the usual base for the mansion's

less important spaces. Door casings are also simple on allI openings; a beaded fascia with an ogee backhand, again the

I most common casing in the house. (Ill. 29C)

The panelling of the west wall is unpretentious. (Ill. 43;

I Photo 100) The fireplace has a surround moulding consisting of a

quarter-round with an astragal inside. (Ill. 30A) Above are two

I pane 1s, the lower 10" high and the upper 38 1/4" high. As is

I
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A beadusual throughout the house, stiles and rails are 4" wide.

moulding trims the edges of the chimney block. The spaces to

either side of the this block are completely occupied by closet

doors, over which are panels 14" high. As mentioned above.

panels have a simple raised step profile; the stiles have a

The door panels have the same mouldings on theirquarter round.

chamber faces. However, on the closet side the panels are not

raised and the stile has no moulding at all. The door to the

south closet has four panels; that on the north side has only

two, causing it to read as half a door. The cornice, which

stretches across the entire wall, is complete, with crown.

fascia, soffit, and bed moulding. (Ill. 32) Its profile is

nearly identical to that in Room 202. Unlike that room, no part

of it continues around the walls of Room 203. During the

restoration of 1969 a stove pipe hole in the large central panel

was patched.

The south closet, which measures approximately 21" deep and

54" wide, was for hanging clothes. (Photo 102) It had two

pegboards around its south, west, and north walls. The lower was

set at 5'-5", the upper at 6'11" above the floor (to the top of

the board). Pegs, identical to those in 202's closet, were set

However, the 4 1/2" wide pegboard itself was10" on-center.

different, having beads instead of chamfers at its edges. The

board was recessed into the plaster, apparently having]been

attached to the lath.

The north closet occupied a tiny slot of space between the

chimney block (which extends 6" further north than it appears on
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the face of the panelling) and the partition dividing Room 203

from 201. (Photo 103) It is 26” deep and 16" wide. It contains

four shelves, all of which are let into the plaster at the sides

and back. The tops of all shelves are unfinished. The bottoms

of the top three shelves show evidence of paint or paper; the

bottom of the lowest shelf is whitewashed. The shelves are

stacked as follows from the lowest upward; 36 1/2" high and as

deep as the closet; 52 1/4" high and 16 1/4" deep; 64" high and

16 1/2" deep; 77" high and 15" deep. The nosing of the bottom

shelf is a small bead at the lower edge. The other three shelves

have nosings with fillets. The top has the fillet on the bottom;

the others have the fillet at the top edge, but the reason for

this irregularity is unknown.

Room 203's fireplace measures 2'-8" wide, 2'6" high, and 1'-

6" deep. (Photo 100) Above the opening are four rows of 5"

square Delft tiles installed during the restoration; to each side

is a single column on the face and another column on the

chamfered jamb. The head of the fireplace was lowered by 9" at

some point. The original head had a plaster soffit below a jack

arch. Above the arch is a charred wood lintel visible from

inside the fireplace. Later a second jack arch was inserted

below the plaster soffit. It is impossible to tell when this

change was made, especially since the original tile is gone.

Unlike Room 202's fireplace, the vertical tile joints show no

sign of misalignment between the upper and lower rows. However,

this does not imply that all were installed at the same time.

Nor does the plaster soffit indicate a definite date. It may
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have been plastered when the room was finished by Graeme. On the

other hand, this, like all fireplaces in the house, is parged

with plaster which extends as far up in the flue as can be seen.

This plaster must have been installed while the chimney block was

being built, so that the soffit may date from the original

construction. A stovepipe hole, visible from inside the

fireplace, indicates that a stove heated the room in the

nineteenth century. The fireplace was repaired and relined with

plaster during the restoration of 1969.

The hearth is brick and was also repaired during fhe

restoration. At present the outer brick hearth is held on a

board supported by scabs nailed to adjacent joists and the

original hearth headers. This construction probably dates from

the restoration. The joist next to the fireplace has three empty

mortises, indicating that the original hearth framing was

different. The exact nature of the original construction is

unclear since evidence is missing or not visible.

I
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Room 204 (Plan - Ill. 8; Ill. 43) (Photos 104-109)

Chapter III discussed this space's original configuration.

The partition between 204 and 201 was originally 5" further east.

and a winder staircase running up and probably also down was

In addition, the space may havelocated in the northeast corner.

been divided into two chambers by a partition running east-west

tangent with the north edge of the chimney block. This

arrangement would have made 204's east wall symmetrical and

As discussed in the section on "Roomcentered on the fireplace.

203," the partition between the closets of 203 and 204 was

probably not in its present location.

Paint analysis revealed traces of lime whitewash on the

baseboard and window trim, which corresponds to finish period F-2

in Room 104. The plastered walls also show a heavier build-up of

whitewash layers than most other spaces in the building. This

earliest finish is found only in Rooms 104 and 204, most probably

indicating that these spaces were finished at a time when the

rest of the house was still a shell. The dating of period F-2 is

difficult. It was not original, since paint analysis shows that

the window trim in both spaces (as well as elsewhere in the

house) was left unpainted for a time before the whitewash was

Most probably the whitewash of F-2 was applied as aapplied.

quick and cheap finish in order to make a portion of the house

These two spaces, along withhabitable for a tenant farmer.
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perhaps part of the roughly finished garret above, would have

created a tenant house of typical size for the period. Neither

the documentary nor physical evidence allows us to say certainly

whether this finishing was done by Keith's trustees or by Graeme

early in his ownership. This distinction is not very important

since Graeme was one of the trustees and. as discussed in Part I,

the sale to Graeme may have been pre-arranged. The advertisement

for rental of the property in 1737 (just before Graeme bought it)

mentions a large house and barn "all in order for a tenant to

enter upon." This statement perhaps indicates that some work had

been done recently to put the property in order. Had it been

neglected or unused for a long time, the statement could not have

been made.

When Graeme decided to convert the house to his country

seat. Room 204 was changed considerably. The dividing partition.

if one existed, was removed. The winder stair was removed and the

partition between 204 and 201 moved slightly westward. The

closet wall was constructed at its present location, and

panelling was installed over the chimney block. Finally the wood

work was painted, the only finish it received before the

restoration of 1969 (except for the baseboard and window sill

which were whitewashed during the nineteenth century). The paint

scheme after Graeme's renovations was: whitewashed walls and

ceiling; white lead on the panelling, doors, and most trim; red

window seats, and a black base.

As elsewhere in the house, the flooring is tongue-and-

grooved yellow pine; board width varies from 7 1/2" to 14", with
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an average of The wood's darkness is due to a build-up

of dirt and wax. The latter was first applied in the restoration

of 1969; underneath the electric heater grilles the unfinished

wood appears, somewhat dirty but unwaxed. In the room's

northeast corner the flooring over the former stairway opening is

also pine, but probably of a different species. (Photo 109) It

is also tongue-and-grooved and of random width, but with a

somewhat lower average width. There is also a small patched area

of flooring in front of the hearth.

Walls and ceilings are covered with horsehair plaster.

except for those areas patched during the restoration of 1969.

On the exterior walls the plaster is applied directly to the

Elsewhere it is applied to hand split wood lath.stone. An iron

hook, probably for a lamp, hangs from the ceiling -- centered

east-west and in front of the chamber door. The walls, and

especially the west wall, are littered with iron hardware, mostly

large nails or spikes. Most are old, though their exact age is

difficult to determine. Paint analysis reveals that the hardware

was primed black before being inserted and whitewashed with the

wall. The hardware seems to form two lines, one just over six

feet above the floor, the other a foot below the ceiling. The

hardware's purpose is obscure its arrangement too disorderly and

intrusive to have been installed by the Graemes, when the house

was fairly elegant. The inventory of 1778, which suggests that

this room was an inhabited bedroom, lists a looking glass and

four paintings hanging on the walls, but these hardly explain the

present profusion or size of spikes. Possibly, the room was used
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for storage at some time during the nineteenth century and the

hardware installed at that time.

The windows are treated as in Room 203. (Photo 105) The

headboards project slightly from the plaster and have a filletted

nosing. The sill has a nosing with cavetto below. As mentioned

above. these elements were installed with the shell of the house.

The shutters, on the other hand, were installed as part of

Graeme's renovations, exhibiting only the white lead paint layer

which allies them to the panelling. The window sash is even

later, as it dates from the early Penrose period.

The base in Room 204 is one of the simpler in the house and

matches that in 203. (Ill. 26A) It is 6" high and has a filleted

quarter-round profile. At the panelling and doors the base is

simply a black painted stripe. The plastered north end of the

chimney block has a different base: 5" tall with a bead at the

The bead is mitered into the corner board of the panelling.top. IDoor casings are also like Room 203. Both have a beaded

fascia and an ogee backhand. (Ill 29C) The doors both have four

panels. The chamber door is a restoration and was dealt with in

"Room 201." The closet door measures 27 3/4" by 80 1/4" by 1".

(Photo 104) On the chamber side the panel is raised but with no

moulding (Ill. 28C), while the stile has the usual quarter round.

There are no mouldings on the closet side, only a simple recess

from stile to panel. The door is constructed in typical

eighteenth century fashion, and has 3/8" diameter pegs.
!

The room's panelling has a simple design which merely 

corresponds to the exigencies of pla,h. (Ill. 43j Photo 104) To
I

I
I
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the right is the closet door, above which is a rectangular panel

to fill out the space. The fireplace occupies the center; its

surround nearly matches that in Room 203 (a quarter-round with a

bead inside but this time with no fillet). Above are two panels,

the lower 10" and the upper 38" high. The left third of the

chimney wall is filled by two bays of panelling, each 17" wide.

Each has a wainscot panel 25 1/4" high and a main panel 67 1/2"

high. As usual, stiles and most rails are 4" wide; the rail

above the wainscot panel (corresponding to the doors' lock rail)

is 7 3/4" wide. Panel moulds match those on the room's shutters

and doors. The panelling wraps around the left corner with a

board beaded on both edges. The top rail, beaded along its

bottom edge, also returns across the north end of the chimney

block. The cornice, too, wraps around both sides of the chimney.

but unlike rooms 202 or 203, it consists only of a crown

moulding.

The closet measures 26" deep and approximately 44" wide.

(Photo 107) Its walls are whitewashed plaster. On the north and

south sides the four shelves are let in the full thickness of the

plaster; on the east wall the shelf penetrates only as far as the

finish coat. The shelves are as follows (from bottom upwards):

36" high and 26" deep (the full depth); 52 1/4" high and 17"

deep; 68" high and 13 1/2" deep; 80" high and 11 1/2" deep. All

shelves are unpainted, as is the back side of the panelling above

and beside the closet door.

Room 204's fireplace measures 32" wide. 30" high, and 17"

deep. The opening is surrounded by 5" square Delft tiles
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(installed at the restoration of 1969), 2 rows on top, one column

on the face and one column on each splayed jamb. The interior is

plastered as far up the flue as can be seen. The visible part of

the firebox was replastered in the restoration. One foot above

the top of the opening is a charred wood lintel visible from

inside. During the nineteenth century a stovepipe was inserted

into the flue, at a height six feet above the floor. The

panelling outside was patched during the restoration, but the

hole is still visible inside the chimney. The hearth is made of

brick tiles and, like all the hearths in the house, was reset

during the restoration.

One of the most significant features of the room is the iron

fireback. (Photo 108) This appears in early twentieth century

photographs of the space, although there is no evidence as to

3 2
when it was placed there. It is decorated with garlands of

leaves and fruit and dated 1728. It is nearly identical in

design to an undated fire back at Stenton, which is believed to

be from Durham Furnace, Pennsylvania. Other firebacks at Stenton

are dated 1728, in commemoration of the first successful blast

and pour made at that facility, which wa*. owned by James liogan,

the builder of Stenton. The date does not indicate the year

the fireback was cast. It is probable that Graeme Park's

fireback also came from that furnace, although when it came to

the house is unknown.
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Room 301 Stair Hall (Plan Ill. 9) (Photos 110-117)

As discussed in Chapter III, this room was originally

continuous with Room 303, and the main stair did not rise to the

third floor. The absence of the partition between 301 and 303 is

shown by the conditions at its ends. At the east end, the

partition abuts the chimney block, which is plastered and

whitewashed to the floor. Over this was later nailed a baseboard

which runs through the partition. At the west end a wooden box.

created at the baseboard line, also runs behind the partition.

Paint analysis shows that the baseboards were not original, which

is also shown by the fact that they were fastened over

whitewashed plaster.

More evidence of the original state of the space is revealed

by the structural members buried in the present frames of Doors

These members are 3" by 3 1/4'* and had a301-302 and 301-304.

5/8" bead on their west faces. Unlike any later members of -the

door frame, these posts run through notches in the floorboards

and are fastened to the joist below. At Door 301-302 these

beaded pieces occurred on both sides of the opening, and a

similar piece formed the head. They were whitewashed to the

floor. At the north jamb the post received the plaster from the

partition which was neatly terminated in a finished bevel against

the post. There is no evidence on these posts that there was

ever a door hung in the opening, which would have been
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approximately 36 inches wide, unusually wide for an interior door

in a subsidiary space. The condition at Door 301-304 is similar

except that the south jamb has no such post (indeed there is no

room for any), and the beaded head piece runs into the chimney

block. Thus again there was no door in the original state.

Paint analysis reveals that, besides whitewash, there was no

paint in the space until the period of Graeme's renovations. An

oddity is that the frame of Door 301-303 (which would have been

installed when the partition went in -- presumably after the

present stair was installed) was left unpainted for a time before

being painted Spanish Brown. An explanation is given by the

treatment of Door 301-302 which is grained and has the elaborate

door casing as in Rooms 102 and 202 below. These elaborations

.ally this door and frame to the later period of Graeme's

renovations, after 1755. A likely hypothesis is that Graeme

installed the stair and the partition during his first campaign

of renovations, but left the beaded frame exposed and the space

otherwise unfinished until he completed his later renovations.

After the final renovations the woodwork in the room was

painted with white lead except for the door to 302 which could

be seen from the stairs and so was grained -- and the base which

was black. The stair's balustrade was white with a brown hand

rail cap, as below. The walls and ceiling in the space were

whitewashed plaster over handsplit wood lath. During the

restoration of 1969 approximately 60 percent of the ceiling and
t'.

30 percent of the wall plaster was replaced with hard modern

The floor boards are 9" to 12" wide tongue-and-groovedplaster.
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pine which remained unfinished until being waxed in the

restoration.

Along the east wallThe base in the room varies somewhat.

and around the jogs in the chimney blocks a simple 1" by 5" was

Along the south wall the base is 5” high with a fillettedused.

quarter-round profile. (Ill. 26A)

Door 301-302 has the mostThe door casings also vary.

elaborate--a double faced architrave with an ogee backhand with

an extra astragal and fillet; its total width is 5". (Ill. 29B;

Photo 111) Doors 301-303 and 301-304 have single fascias with

ogee backhands. (Ill. 29Cj The frame of 301-304 retains an iron

eye, probably installed for a hasp so that the room could be

locked. The frame of 301-303 is much scarred in the same

location as 301-304's hasp, indicating that it too may have had a

pad lock at one time.
'■/

V

The doors themselves all have two panels. (Photo 110 and 111)

Door 301-302 is 32" by 7l" by 1" and is pegged together with 3/8"

diameter pegs. It has a straight rise but no moulding at the

panels, and a quarter-round on the stiles. (Ill. 28B) On the 302

side there are no mouldings on either, just a recessed panel.

Door 301-303 is similar. It is 33" by 71" by 1 1/16" and has

profiles like 301-302. Curiously it shows no finishes before a

nineteenth century whitewash layer, indicating that it may have

been a later replacement. Door 301-304 is 31 3/8" by 71 5/8" by

1 1/16" and has the same profile as the other two doors in the

hall. It was a replacement door installed in the 1969

restoration.
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Room 302 (Plan Ill. 45) (Photos 118-123)

Paint analysis indicates that this space was finished with

plain whitewash before Graeme's final renovations. Two layers of

lime whitewash were discovered below the fireplace surround. The

character of the woodwork and the first color found by paint

analysis indicate that this room was only finished as part of

Graeme's later (post-1755) renovations. At that time the walls

and ceiling were whitewashed, and the wood trim (including doors.

window frames and shutters) were painted light blue, as in Rooms

202 and 203 below. This indicates that the room was of some

importance in the Graeme household. The inventory of 1778

indicates that it was a well-furnished bed chamber.

The floorboards are 9" to 12" tongue-and-grooved pine which
i

remained unfinished until they were waxed in the 1969

The walls and ceiling were horsehair plaster onrestoration.

handsplit wood lath, although much of them was replastered during

the restoration of 1969. Where lath was replaced during this

restoration, handsplit wood was used.

The base is 6 3/4" high with a filletted quarter round

The door casing on Door 301-(111. 26A), and was painted black.

302 is the same as on the 301 side of the opening. (Ill. 29B)

To the left of the fireplace is a small panelled wall

This panelling is simply nailed toforming a closet. (Photo 118)

Inside the closet.a wood strip fastened to the floorboards.
[
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above the door, a modern 1" by 8" has been installed to stiffen

The panels of both the doors and the surroundingthe panelling.

panelling have a simple quarter-round profile on both the panels

and stiles. (Ill. 28B) The doors themselves — double leaf, each

16" by 81 1/4" by 1 1/16" date from the restoration. Above

the panelling there originally ran a crown moulding which

continued across the entire west wall of the room (Photo 122);

this appears on the measured drawings made of the house when the

State of Pennsylvania took possession. This was removed during

the restoration but never restored. A ghost line above the east

wall indicates that the crown probably ran across this end of the

room as well.

The heavy bolection fireplace surround (unique in the house)

has been described above in the section on "Interior Millwork".

(Ill. 30; Photo 123) The fireplace itself is 36" wide. 36" high.

and 17" deep. It has an arched head. The interior surfaces of

its flue are plastered up to the level of the roof top, an

indication that this plaster was probably a fireproofing measure.

The visible interior of the fireplace was replastered during the

The hearth is paved in brick; this wasrestoration of 1969.

reset during the restoration.

The window on the east wall has a pair of shutters

apparently installed as part of Graeme's later renovations, since

they were painted the same light blue as the rest of the

However, unlike other shutters in thewoodwork. (Photo 121)

house, these have only one lock-pin hole, set at a height

The first floorcorresponding to a nine-over-twe1ve window sash.
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shutters have a single hole, but one corresponding to the meeting

rail of the original nine-over-nine sash. All second floor

shutters have two holes, one for the original sash's meeting rail

and one for the later nine-over-twelve sash. The sash on both

gable windows are anomalies in the house; they have a nine-over

twelve configuration but a muntin profile like the original first

floor sash. Their date is uncertain, though they are clearly not

from the eighteenth century or the restoration. Perhaps they

were installed as part of the roof repairs of 1879. The single

lock-pin hole in 302's shutters could possibly indicate that the

original gable windows were nine-over-twelve. But more likely it

suggests that there was originally no locking hardware on this

window. The shutters are also odd in that they are hung

backwards with their panels exposed when the shutters are closed.

Indeed the entire window assembly is strange; the head has a

trapezoidal panel but it too is set backwards, with the narrow

side facing the room. No explanation other than sloppy

workmanship has been discovered for both these oddities.
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Room 303 (Plan Ill. 9) (Photos 124-128)

The evidence has been presented to show that Room 303 was

only divided off from 301 during Graeme's renovations. It was

hypothesized that while making his first major changes (including

the installation of the present stairway) Graeme erected the

partition between 301 and 303 but did not finish off any of the

spaces, leaving that until his later renovations. This

hypothesis is suggested by the frame of Door 301-303. The frame

consists of solid posts to which is nailed an ogee backhand.

Paint analysis shows that the post was left unpainted for a time

and then painted Spanish Brown, probably in finish period F-4

(Graeme's later renovations). ^The backhand, on the other hand.

was painted Spanish Brown when it was installed, also in period

F-4.

This door frame is the only trim in the room, except for the

The base is a plain 1" by 6", muchbase which was painted black.

The walls andof which was installed during the restoration.

ceilings are horsehair plaster over handsplit wood lath. Some

patching of plaster was done during the restoration. Paint

analysis discovered only five layers of whitewash on the

surviving original plaster, fewer than elsewhere on the third

suggesting that the room was used relatively little.floor.

The floorboards are random width, tongue-and-grooved pine.

Until the restoration theyvarying from 10" to 12" in width.
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remained unfinished. Just to the south of the fireplace there is

a 1" diameter iron eye fastened into the floor; its use is

unknown. In the southwest corner, the floorboards stop against a

6 1/4" wide floorboard running north-south, perpendicular to the

main floor. (Photo 127) This board rests on a joist and would

have been the logical location for the partition dividing Rooms

303 and 304. Indeed the measured drawings made when the State

received the property show the partition at this location. This

partition was reconstructed during the restoration, at which time

it was apparently moved to its present position 18" further west.

The restoration records do not indicate why it was moved.

Room 303's fireplace is 35" wide, 35" high, and 16 1/2"

deep. (Photo 124) Its head is arched in brick. Inside the

flue, above the arch, are several old spikes. Like the other

fireplaces in the house, the inner fireplace and flue surfaces

are covered with plaster. Where visible this plaster was renewed

during the restoration. The brick hearth was also reset during

the restoration.
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Rooms 304-305 (Plan > Ill. 9) (Photos 129-136)

These rooms can be dealt with together since they were

originally one space and share major features. Chapters II and

III have presented the evidence for the original configuration;

an undivided space with a winder stair going down, and an open

access stair to the roof.

The access stair must have originally been open as it has a

newel and handrail which are useless in its present enclosed

condition. (Photos 131-133) The newel is 2 3/4" wide by 2 1/4"

deep and has a pyramidal top. The handrail is 2 7/8" by 1 5/16".

Originally both the handrail and the west stair carriage were

tenoned, and pegged into the newel, though the pegs are now

missing and the upper part of the newel has rotted due to insect

infestation. On the east side the stair carriage rests against

the chimney block which was plastered before the stair was

erected. The stair risers and treads are plain, unfinished pine

boards.

To enclose the stair, beaded vertical tongue-and-grooved

siding was attached to the west carriage and the handrail, and

was notched around the newel. The partition between 304 and 305

was then installed against the siding. This change was

presumably made during Graeme's first campaign of renovation.

because, like the frame of Door 301-303, that of 304-305 remained

unfinished for awhile before being painted Spanish Brown.
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However, unlike Door 301-303, the ogee backhand was installed

with the post and also left unpainted for a time. The outside of

the stair carriage and the vertical siding were also painted

Spanish Brown, presumably during finish period F-4, Graeme's

later changes. Thus Spanish Brown was the finish for all the

lesser third floor spaces 303, 304, and 305.

However, there are some irregularities in the finishing.

The access stair door itself and the wood panel above were never

painted until the restoration of 1969; and the window sill of the

west window in 305 was painted blue, perhaps as early as finish

period F-4. This sill was treated with a certain degree of

elaboration, having a filletted cavetto below its nosing. On the

other hand. the access door was treated in a very utilitarian

fashion, being made of three beaded tongue-and-grooved boards

joined at the back by chamfered battens with clinched nails.

(Photos 129 and 131) At one time the door was strengthened with

a rod and turnbuckle, and it also once had a ring and leather

thong for a pull, but both are now gone. The door's size is 22

5/8" by 78 1/4" by 7/8".

The floorboards in the two rooms are tongue-and grooved

pine. in widths of either 11", 12", or 15 1/2". They were

unfinished until being waxed during the restoration. The walls

and ceilings are horsehair plaster over hand split wood lath; the

ceiling and much of the walls were replaced or patched during the

restoration.

In Room 304 the base is 5" high with a filletted quarter-

round profile (Ill. 26A), except around the chimney block and
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under the north roof slope where there is a plain board. In Room

305 the filletted quarter-round base survives only under the

Elsewhere a plain board 5 5/8" high rings the walls.window.

although much of it was installed at the restoration.

Next to the window in 305 is a 12 1/2" by 1 1/2" wood 

upright against which shelves are built. (Photo 134) The shelves

date from the restoration, but the upright is old, retaining the

remnants of rosehead nails and several layers of whitewash. Its

date is unclear but it may have played a role in the room's

capacity as a storage chamber, recorded as early as the 1778

inventories.

The rows of iron eyes in the ceiling of 305 probably also

had a storage function. There are two rows of three eyes, placed

seven feet apart, with the eyes in each row approximately four

feet apart. The eyes average 2" by 1 1/2". (Photo 136)
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Chapter V; Restoration Recommendations

Introduction

The Keith House at Graeme Park owes its remarkable state of

preservation to transient occupation during the nineteenth

century and the foresight of the last private owners, Mr. and

Mrs. Welsh Strawbridge, who kept the historic house as an

architectural museum while living elsewhere on the site. The

restoration work by the State of Pennsylvania, while often

inaccurate, was well-intentioned and largely retarded further

deterioration of the building's historic fabric. Unfortunately,

the lack of thorough restoration notes on the State's work, the

use of "historic" fabric for concealed work (such as hand-split

lath and "cut" nails), and disposal, without documentation, of

removed materials, has greatly complicated the task of

unravelling the house's history. To simplify the tasks of future

researchers, all restoration work undertaken in response to the

following recommendations must be thoroughly documented.

It is recommended that the Keith House and its immediate environs

be consistently restored to the later period of Thomas Graeme's

renovations and the time of greatest prosperity during his

occupancy, circa 1755-60. This period encompasses all

significant interior architectural improvements to the house such

as the stairs, wall panelling, decorative woodwork, and added

partitions. Most alterations to exterior masonry openings had

the changing of the northeast doorbeen executed by this time:
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to a false window; the closing of the northern window in Room 204

(presumably when the original third floor access stair was

removed); the relocation of the cellar entrance (which predates

the panelling in 102); and, probably, the opening of the existing

cellar windows. Restoration of missing or altered fabric dating

to this period has been recommended; alterations post-dating the

Graeme occupancy have been slated for removal.Such fabric, when

removed, should be inventoried and stored for potential future

study.

This period for restoration corresponds to paint finish period

F-4. The historic paint, wallpaper, and whitewash finishes

should be consistently replicated throughout the house where they

have been removed or obsured by later paint layers. The Historic

Paint and Finishes Report, which is reproduced in Appendix II,

details the finishes of this period, and paint colors during the

Graeme occupancy have been itemized in the room descriptions of

the proceeding chapters. The historic F-4 paint layer is exposed

on the panelling of Rooms 102 and 202, and in the stairway; these

eighteenth century finishes should not be covered. During the

restoration of 1969, the historic paint layers were covered with

a polyvinyl acetate resin which has oxidized, and should be

removed by an expert painting conservator such as Mr. Alan M.

Farancz of New York (see pp. 102-103, Appendix II, below.) The

original graining of panels on the hall doors is extant below a

coat of modern paint which should be careful,ly removed by a

qualified conservator to expose and protect the grained surfaces.
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In addition, the late nineteenth century stain and early

twentieth century wax should be carefully removed from the

flooring throughout the house to restore the original eighteenth

century appearance. Finally, the Graeme period interpretation of

the architectural fabric would be incomplete without the

reconstruction of the bell pull system after furthe study of

prototypical systems (see pages 148-152, above).
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EXTERIOR

Although fully restored in 1969, the exterior of the Keith House

now exhibits the deleterious effects of deferred maintenance.

age, and poor preservation practices. The following restoration

recommendations were developed after thorough inspection of bhe

physical fabric of the roof and facades.

1. The wood shingle roof is now over twenty-five years old and

deteriorating rapidly. The upper slopes of the gambrel, which

have a 3-in-12 pitch, have already developed leaks, as evidenced

by exposed and water-stained sheathing. Historic photographic

documentation suggests that the present application of sawn wood

shingles on both upper and lower slopes is appropriate. The

existing roof surface should be removed prior to reshingling.

Replacement of the roof should be coordinated with items number

2, 3, 8, and 9 below.

2. The chimneys are in extremely poor condition and must be

rebuilt above the roof line. The high Portland cement repointing

of the chimney, executed in 1960 and patched as recently as 1980,

was an extremely misguided preservation effort. The hardness of

the repointing mortar has caused massive spalling and cracking of

the original soft bricks. Now structurally unsound, the chimneys

are dropping brick dust, brick fragments, and, in some cases.

half and whole bricks into the flues below. It is unlikely, due

to the level of deterioration, that many original bricks can be

salvaged to rebuild the chimneys. Therefore, great care must be

taken not only in documenting the brick coursing and detailing.
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but also in matching the handmade full-range bricks for accurate

Ordering of the brick should be coordinated withreconstruction.

paragraph 3 of item number 2, site, below.

3. Flashing repairs are required. The existing flashing at the

base of the chimneys has begun to rust, allowing water to

penetrate at the open top edge. Efflourescing of the west

chimney block below this deteriorated flashing is due to such

water infiltration. When rebuilt, the chimneys should have new

concealed flashing.

4. There are gaps between the inner and outer sills of the

dormers through which water is entering, damaging interior

plaster and rotting the lath. These joints should be temporarily

caulked until a thin strip of flashing can be installed. This

flashing should be painted to match the woodwork so as to be

invisible from the ground.

5. There exists moderate insect infestation on the third floor

of bees which are entering through gaps above the crown mouldings

of the center dormers on the north elevation, and between the

cornice and bottom shingle courses above the eastern second floor

windows on the south elevation. These insects should be

removed and the gaps filled to prevent future infestation.

Insecticides should not be used due to the potentially corrosive

effect of the chemical residues on the historic building fabric.

6. The existing crown molding on the dormers, installed in 1969,

is stylistically incorrect and should be replaced with an

historically appropriate cyma recta crown molding.

Replace existing roof hatch, which is in poor condition, with7.
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new wood hatch based on the remains of an earlier hatch.

presently located in the attic.

8. Reconstruct missing dormers on south roof slope after

confirming physical evidence when roof surface is removed for

reshingling. Based on the 1798 window tax survey, there were

probably originally at least three, and possibly four, dormers on

the south roof slope. If a fourth dormer existed it would have

aligned with the added third floor closet to the south of the

east chimney block, and would have potentially been blanked out

on the interior similar to the first floor east window on the

north facade as part of Graeme's alterations.

9. The existing box cornices and barge boards were installed in

1969, replicating the previous woodwork which dated to 1879.

Based on restoration to the late Graeme period, these elements

are historically inappropriate and should be replaced with

reconstructions of the original cornices and barge boards based

on pre-1879 historic photographic evidence. This work should be

undertaken prior to or at the time of the reroofing.

10. Remove Portland cement repointing mortar from stonework and

repoint correctly with high-lime mortar, matching color and

jointwork of original. If deferred due to financial

considerations, this work can be phased by cutting out

deteriorated sections and properly tuck-pointing with high-lime

Water infiltration, such as above the first floor windowmortar.

on the east facade, is often a sign of deteriorating mortar

joints and should be addressed immediately. Other deteriorated

areas of repointing include the watertable at the east cellar
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window. north facade, and east of the east door. south facade.

11. Remove nine-over-twelve second floor windows, which date to

the Penrose period, and replace with nine-over-nine sash

replicating the original configuration and detailing. (This work

has already been approved by PHMC.)

12. Restore nine-over-nine sash to the third floor e'nd elevations

(based on 1798 window tax survey), replacing existing nine-over

twelve windows which date to the late nineteenth- or early

twentieth century (based on muntin configurations and paint

seriation analysis).

13. Replace non-original muntins of transom above Door 104-

Exterior, south elevation, with new muntins matching those of

adjacent doorway in the Georgian, not Federal, style.

14. Prune trumpet vines on south elevation, which hold water

against the wall, to prevent covering of cornice or windows which

would lead to deterioration of the woodwork.

15. Rebuild cellar window wells, which are severely deteriorated.

If executed prior to the restoration of the cellar vents (see

item number 5, cellar, below), the rebuilding should accommodate

the greater original width for the full return. (Presently, the

walls of the window wells narrow toward the house).

16. Remove existing wood covers on window wells, which are

unsound. New wood covers, executed with wide, random width

beaded boards and historically-appropriate detailing, could be

constructed for winter use, but should be removed during the

majority of the year for ventilation purposes.

17. All existing window caulk, which is falling from the sash and
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resulting in loose window panes, must be replaced.

Similtaneously, the windows should be inspected for cracked and

damaged glass. When the damaged glass is modern, it should be

replaced; when the glass is historic (identifyable by surface

imperfections) it should be retained as long as it is tight. 

Salvaged old glass should be installed if available. Wood and

glass should be scraped, and the wood coated with linseed oil.

prior to recaulking. Cracked or damaged glass was noted in the

following locations: top west light, top sash and top east

light, bottom sash, bay five first floor window, and bottom

center and east lights, bottom sash, bay 2 first floor window.

north elevation; bottom east light, bottom sash, bay 1 first

floor window, south elevation; bottom south light, bottom sash.

first floor north window, east elevation; and, bottom north

light, bottom sash, south window, west elevation.

18. The exterior paint is in extremely poor condition, exhibiting

crazing, blistering, peeling, and areas of exposed bare wood. As

the house is no longer watertight and both original and restored

woodwork is rotting, exterior repainting should be a top

priority. Prior to executing paint restoration to the late

Graeme period, thorough and proper surface preparation must be

undertaken. This includes: dutchman repairs and/or epoxy

consolidation of deteriorated woodwork such as at the base of

front door jambs, north facade, the center stile of the kitchen

door, south facade, and the parlour windows; removal of built-up

dirt, insect nests, and mildew (with fungicide); splitting of

blisters, thorough hand scraping of peeling and unsound areas.
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removal of rust (on hardware), filling of holes, and hand sanding

of rough spots; coating of bare wood with a preservative followed

by a primer compatible with the preservative; and, the

application of two finish coats (compatible with the primer)

matching the historic blue color.

19. Remove paint and tar splatters from stonework using the

gentlest method possible and after testing in an inconspicuous

area.

20. Reusing historic material and matching new material, rebuild

the pyramidal steps at the front door, north elevation, to

original width, based on physical evidence and historic

photographic documentation.

21. Remove concrete fill and reset stoop of doorway to Room 103,

south elevation, in original recessed location (based on physical

evidence) .

22. Cut off pegs in exterior frame of door to Room 103, south

elevation, so that they are flush. (These pegs were installed

incorrectly during the restoration of 1969).

23. Reposition brick mould on third floor window, east

elevation to close existing gaps between wood mouldings and

stonework, through which water may be entering (see item number

2, third floor, below).
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r V

INTERIOR

The restoration recommendations for the interior of the Keith

House fall into two categories: work to remedy or prevent

structural failures; and, work to present an accurate

interpretation of the house during the late Graeme period.

Although presented below in listing of items floor by floor, the

recommendations requiring immediate attention will be summarized

in Chapter VI on maintenance concerns.

Cellar
i

1. Repoint cheek walls of cellarway with high lime mortar in

accordance with proper tuck-pointing procedures.

Replace wood cellarway door sill, which is loose and cupped.2.

with quarter-sawn wood sill.

3. Reset shifted third stone tread leading to cellar.

4. Remove board covers on interior of cellar window openings to

allow cross ventilation of the cellar space. Lack of ventilation

has exacerbated the cellar's humidity problem leading to the

deterioration of wood framing members. Openings may be screened

on the interior, if desired, to prevent vermin access.

5. Reopen cellar window openings to original size by removing

brick infill and repositioning larger wooden vents flush with

outer wall surface (based on physical evidence and contemporary

examples) .

6. A great deal of water collects in the cellar after heavy
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rains, which has resulted in the severe deterioration of the wood

posts which support the first floor joists. In the northeast

corner, the first floor structure has subsided up to two inches.

necessitating immediate remedial repairs: replace deteriorated

posts with new pressure-treated wood posts raised off the floor

with aluminum or stainless steel bases; and, install concrete

slab in cellar space, sloped to new sump pump in southeast corner

with underground piping run to creek to the east of the house.

All excavation work should be coordinated with archaeological

investigations of the areas to be disturbed.

7. Remove rotten wood sill plates and fill voids with masonry to

support first floor walls above.

8. Scab beams in the cellar at posts to improve shear capacity

of parlour floor joists or add additional posts to reduce spans.

9. Provide new foundation in the crawl space for Partition

101-103.

10. Shore floor joists at west end of Room 101 in crawlspace as

required.

11. Verify stability and bearing of east foundation wall (see

item number 2, third floor below) and institute remedial repairs.

such as underpinning, as required.

First Floor

1. The floor boards at the base of the north entrance door (Room

101) are deteriorating from moisture entering through the gap

between the base of the door and the stone sill. The
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deteriorated ends should be patched and damage to remaining

historic fabric be avoided by preventing additional moisture

infiltration. This infiltration problem apparently is as

historic as the door, as there is no evidence of settling of the

sill (to create the gap) or an exterior watertable (to protect

The most effective treatment to waterproof the base of theit).

door would be to install a brass interlocking threshold; however.

this intervention would be historically and aesthetically

unacceptable. Although no evidence is extant because the bottom

door rail has been replaced, it is recommended that a specially-

designed wood watertable with routed drip edge be installed on

the exterior of the door, as this would have been the historical

treatment of the situation. (An extant example of such n

restored watertable on a colonial double-leaf door can be seen at

Hope Lodge in Whitemarsh, Pa.) Further, a strip of modern

weatherstripping could then be installed, concealed by the

watertable, to close the gap.

No action is recommended at this time to treat the gap2.

between the trim of Door 101-Exterior and Partition 101-102.

However, this gap should be periodically monitored for additional

movement or other preservation problems.

3. Imperfections in the plaster surfaces are extant throughout

the house, but are to be expected in plaster over two-hundred

years old. It is recommended that remedial repairs only be made

when the plaster is actually loose from the lath, such as on the

north side of Partition 101-103 above stair treads 6 and 7, on

sections of the ceiling in Room 103, ^nd where deteriorated above
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the baseboard in Room 104. Plaster repairs should be undertaken

with plaster constituently compatible with the plaster receiving

the patch to increase bonding.

4. Remove the pegboard in Room 101. This pegboard is believed

to date to the nineteenth century and does not match the 

detailing or profiles of the Graeme pegboards on the second

floor.

5. The sash rope of the north window in Room 102 is broken, and

should be replaced in kind. Simultaneously, accumulated rust

should be brushed from the sash weight, and the weight box

cleaned.

6. A crack has opened on the north side of the marble fire

surround in Room 102 since its repair in 1969. This crack should

be periodically monitored for additional movement and repaired if

necessary.

7. There exists white discoloration on the panelling in several

places in Room 102 from moisture penetration. In the case of the

area of discolored panelling in the room's southeast corner, this

moisture has entered through deteriorated pointing on the

exterior walls, and re-emphasizes the need for constant

monitoring of the pointing condition. The discoloration above

Door 101-102 apparently stems from spillage of a fluid on the

floor of the closet above since the time of the restoration (see

item number 5, second floor, below). The area should be tested

to verify that the spilled fluid is now neutral and causing no

further damage.

8. The flooring in the northeast corner of Room 102 has greatly
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subsided, resulting in gaps of up to two inches between the floor

Illustration 54, which dates from the 1920s,and the baseboard.

shows that this structural problem has been historically ongoing.

Structural repairs in the cellar (see item number 6, cellar.

above) should close this gap.
«
9. Prepare a full-scale model, approximately four feet wide by

five feet high, to illustrate the original paint colors in Room

102 (prior to fading) for interpretative purposes. Free-standing

and portable, this model could simultaneously illustrate the

eighteenth century joinery employed in the original panel

construction.

10. The stainless steel hangers on the tenia molding, which is

being used as a picture rail, in Room 102 do not appear to be

damaging the woodwork but are visually obtrusive. It is

recommended that the hangers be painted to match the woodwork or

that consideration be given to presenting the room without

wallhangings and limited furnishings due to the architectural

integrity and aesthetic strength of the panelling.

11. The latch on Door 101-103 is not catching; the keeper should

be reset.

12. Access the surviving fragments of original wallpaper from

Room 103 in archival storage in Harrisburg through the Cooper-

Hewitt Museum to determine the probable age, and thereby the

historic appropriateness of the present reproduction wallpaper.

which was installed in 1976. It is believed that the paper dates

to the early nineteenth century and thus post-dates the Graeme

(See also pages 38 and 99,period and should be removed.
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Appendix II, below.) When the wallpaper is off, the west wall

should be thoroughly investigated for evidence of past fireplace

panelling and closeting.

13. Refloor Room 103, removing the 1969 flooring, with new or

salvaged tongue-and-groove yellow pine floorboards matching the

random widths and full lengths of extant original floorboards.

When the flooring has been removed, the west wall and northwest

corner of the room should be studied for any remaining evidence

of fireplace alterations or closet enclosure.

14. After further study, remove fireplace surround in Room 103,

which was installed in 1976 and is historically inappropriate.

Further study is also required to determine the size of the

fireplace opening during the Graeme period, the original surround

configuration, and the possible previous panelling of the

fireplace wall. It is believed that the fireplace opening was

reduced by Graeme, but evidence of the opening size was removed

during the restoration. Short of a hypothetical reconstruction.

it is recommended that the opening remain as is until additional

evidence provides the basis for an historically appropriate

surround and/or accurate reconstruction of the Graeme's fireplace

opening.

15. After further study, restore closet with shelving to the

north alcove on the fireplace wall in Room 103, if determined to

date to the Graeme period.

16. Replace Door 103-104, a nineteenth-century two-panel door.

with a new four-panel door to match the other similar first floor

doors.
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17. The chair rail in Room 104 is loose on the north wall and

should be reaffixed to the nailer blocks extant within the

stonework.

18. Remove modern wire nails such as those in the panelling

above the fireplace and in the chair rail on the north wall in

Room 104.

19. Protect the remnants of the painted red lines in Room 104

from Finish period F-3 with applications of an acryloid resin.

such as Rohm and Haas B-72, applied in a solution of acetone (see

19, Appendix II, below). In restoring the paint finishes toP-

P-4, this decorative paint treatment will no longer be visible.

It is recommended that a section of the red linework be preserved

for public viewing by covering with a UV-filtered plexiglass

plate, a hinged painting, or a wallpapered panel, mounted on a

section of the wall surface.

Second Floor

Repair plaster which is loose from lath such as on the east1.

face of Partition 201-204 above the stair landing, the west face

of Partition 202-203, and the ceiling of Room 204 at modern

plaster patch.

2. Restrict visitors to the north side of Room 202 or to small

If full visitation and circulation is desired, the floorgroups.

would have to be stiffened by the introduction of wood sisters on

all floor joists, which would require extensive disturbance of

the existing historic fabric. (See Structural Engineer's Report,
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Appendix III.)

Relocate existing thermostats to less conspicuious places3.

such as inside closets. Since temperature fluctuations vary

between primary and closet spaces, some experimentation will be

required to properly establish temperature settings, 

closet doors open will facilitate air exchange.

Leaving the

4. Remove modern wire nails such as those in the closets of

Rooms 202 and 204.

5. Replace cracked light of glass in the fanlight above the

north closet in Room 202.

6. The floor inside and in front of the north closet in Room 202

has been discolored by a liquid which apparently was spilled (or

leaked while in storage) inside the closet. Because the floor

wax (which dates to 1969) is not applied on top of this

discoloration, the spillage appears to be of recent origin, and

reiterates the need for curatorial meticulousness. The area

should be tested to verify that the substance is neutral.

7. Rebuild outer hearth in Room 202 with six-inch square brick

tiles as shown in historic photographic documentation (relaid

incorrectly during the 1969 restoration).

8. The sash rope of the west window on the south wall of Room

202 is broken and should be replaced in kind.

9. The modern paint on the ceiling of Room 202 is peeling;

proper surface preparation will be required prior to paint

restoration.

10. The eighteenth century F-4 paint finish is exposed on much

of the panelling of Room 202 and should not be covered. The
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north wall, however, has been painted over and, thus, could be

repainted to match the original F-4 colors (prior to fading).

This treatment would be enhanced by the replication of the F-4

wa1Ipaper. After further study of the percentage of surviving F-4

paint on side walls, one side wall could possibly also be 

repainted to provide the original context of the wallpaper for

intrepretative purposes (see p. 107, Appendix II, below).

11. Nine of the twenty pegs in the south closet in Room 202, and

nine of the eighteen pegs in the closet of Room 203 are missing.

and should be replaced, replicating the extant pegs.

12. Door 201-203 is sticking at the top. lock side, suggesting

settling of Partition 201-203. Structural remedial repairs (see

item number 9, cellar, above) will stabilize the situation. At

that time, the top door rail should be lightly planed and/or

sanded with great care, or the hinges adjusted.

13. Remove plaster patch from cornice bed moulding at the north

end of the west wall in Room 203.

14. Replace Door 201-204, which was installed in 1969, with

historically accurate four-panel door (one-inch thick and

correctly pegged).

15. The fireplace tiles in Room 204, which date to 1969, are

crazing, and two have cracked through their depth. It is

recommended that these two tiles be replaced with matching Delft

tiles, and that the remaining tiles be monitored.

16. Remove the twentieth-century metal patches on the baseboard

(such as on the west wall of Room 204) and patch with wood.

17. Remove length of wood bead applied at base of north wall of
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Room 204 and plaster fill above same area of baseboard. Reattach

baseboard to wall. Patch plaster if required.

18. Remove hardware from walls in Room 204 which clearly date

from the post-Graeme period.

Third Floor

1. The floor in Room 301 has fallen away from the wall

approximately one inch at the southeast corner, an indication of

needed remedial structural repairs: reinforce third floor joist

supporting the east end of the stair header with a wood sister or

steel channel along the east side, and augment the ends of the

stair header with wood scabs and framing anchors.

2. The plaster surfaces on the third floor indicate several on

going preservation problems which should be addressed prior to

replastering. The deterioration of paint and plaster surfaces

below the dormers stems from the flashing problem addressed in

item number 4, exterior, above* and should be repaired after the

exterior work is completed. The deterioration below and to the

south of the east window in Room 302 is indicative of water

entering through deteriorated mortar joints (item number 10,

exterior, above) or at the gap between the window brick moulding

and the masonry opening (item number 23, exterior, above). The

loosening of plaster from the lath on the roof slope in the

closet in Room 302 and the deterioration of the paint layer above

the west dormer head in Room 302, may stem from water leaking

through the deteriorating roof (item number 1, exterior, above).
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The continuous cracking of the east wall's plaster at the ceiling

and roof slopes of Room 302 probably results from one of two

forms of structural movement: either northeasterly winds may be

uplifting the roof; or, more likely, the east wall of the house

is settling due to undermining of its foundation by water

entering the cellar (item number 6, cellar, above), further

evidence of which may be hidden behind the panelling of Rooms 202

and 102. Either problem requires further study and remedial

repairs. The replacement of the barge boards (item number 9,

exterior, above) will reduce the roof overhang and, thereby.

Foundation bearing should be verified when the cellarstresses.

structural repairs are being executed (item number 11, cellar.

above). The existing crack in the plaster should then be closed

and monitored for signs of future movement. The crack in the

plaster of the north face of Partition 304-305 to the west and

above the door is also indicative of movement and should be

monitored. Finally, the cracking of the modern plaster patch in

the ceiling of Room 305 is indicative of the keying problems of

mismatched plasters. It should be noted that the rough finish on

the modern plaster of the west wall in Room 304 shows the type of

poor workmanship which should be avoided.

3. Restore crown molding in Room 302 based on physical evidence

and the measured drawings of 1958.

The dormer window in Room 303 has a broken sash rope which4.

should be replaced in kind.

5. If confirmed by further destructive examinations, rebuild

partition south of fireplace block between Rooms 303 and 304
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approximately eighteen inches east of present position, in

original location (based on flooring evidence and measured

drawings of 1958.)

Replace missing knob on Door 301-304.6.

Remove paint from roof access stair door and panel above the7.

door in Room 304, which had never been painted until the

restoration.

8. Restore ring and leather thong pull to stair access door in

Room 304 based on physical evidence.

Remove plain baseboard in Room 305 which was installed during9.

the restoration and restore filletted quarter-round base, an

original section of which survives under the room's window.

10. Remove modern shelves in Room 305, leaving historical

vertical support in place.

11. The window sash in Room 305 is deteriorating at the base. If

replacement of this window sash is deferred (see item number 12,

exterior, above) then the existing bottom rail and sill should be

repaired as necessary.

Attic

Past insect infestation is evident at the newel arid lower1.

Thissection of the handrail on the access stairs to the roof.

damage is probably the work of carpenter ants, and does not

appear to be ongoing. Nonetheless, the area should be monitored.

2. Repair the eighth tread from the bottom on the roof access

stairs, which is currently creating a hazardous condition.
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3. The west face of the west chimney block exhibits considerable

efflourescence (leaching of the soluble salts in the brick to

the surface after water infiltration) and is evidence of the

deteriorated chimney flashing at tl|@ roof above (see item number

3, exterior, above).

4. Water stains are present on the undersides of the roof

sheathing, indicating past and present leaks in the roof (see

item number 1, exterior, above).

SITE

The present interpretive treatment of the immediate exterior

environs of the house is, in many cases, misleading and

inaccurate. During the restoration of 1969, several garden

walls, paths, and outbuildings were "reconstructed” without

adequate evidence of their existence or thorough consideration of

their historical form or detailing. Additional full-scale

archaeological investigations, concentrating on the area to the

south of the house, will be necessary to accurately present the

colonial context of the Keith House.

Based on the reports of archaeological work to date and existing

documentary and physical evidence, the following restoration

recommendations were developed.

1. There is no evidence for a privy in the location of its 1969
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"reconstruction". Both the privy structure and the undocumented

east-west path leading to it should be removed.

2. While the kitchen has been correctly located, the

inaccuracies of its architectural detailing are misleading to the

public. Based on the 1798 window tax survey it can be determined

that there were probably seven twelve-light windows on the

kitchen structure. At present there are three, all at the first

floor level. A fourth window opening could be accommodated on

the first story west wall. It is known from Elizabeth

Fergusson's August 1787 advertisement in the Pennsy1vania Packet

and Daily Advertiser, that servants' quarters adjoined the

kitchen. It is logical to assume that these quarters were

located above the kitchen, and that the three remaining twelve-

light windows were at the second floor level, punctuating the

north gable end (opposite the chimney), and each roof slope. To

present a more accurate picture it is suggested that these

additional windows be added, and, simultaneously, that the

existing windows be reworked with historically appropriate

detailing. The existing detailing is too attenuated for the

period of the kitchen; although the outbuilding dates from the

Graeme period, it would still have been articulated with the

eighteenth-century muntin and trim configuration extant on the

Keith House.

The kitchen's shutters, on which applied moldings create the

appearance of panelling, should be removed. The remaining

shutter pintles and dogS will convey the concept of exterior

shuttering until funds are available for historically accurate
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raised panel shutters and proper hardware. The cornice detailing

is also inappropriate, lacking both crown and bed mouldings.

Some of the vertical wood siding on the oven enclosure exhibits

modern circular saw marks. The metal crawl space vents should be

replaced with wood bars.

The stonework of the kitchen is historically acceptable, but

should be eventually repointed with a high-lime mortar with

color, texture, and tooling to match that of the house. The

brickwork of the chimney, however, should be replaced. The

chimney was laid with a machined straight-range red brick and

later extended with a second non-matching modern brick. Neither

approximates the aesthetic of the handmade full-range brickwork

of the Keith House chimneys. The modern brick stoop at the

kitchen stoop, laid in a basketweave pattern, is also incorrect.

Originally, the flagstone walk probably would have continued to a

small stone stoop at the door. The existing stoop is currently

breaking apart from the distensive pressure of vegetation growing

through the mortar joints.

3. The existing well to the east of the kitchen should be

removed. Elizabeth Fergusson makes mention of a well near the

kitchen door, but the existing well structure undermines the

integrity of the historical interpretation. Executed with

machined straight-range brick, circular-sawn lumber, and wire

nails, the "well" features a one-piece construction of hoist with

an integral cover, which would have prevented use of the hoist.

In addition, the section of historic piping to the south and the

proximity of the water course, suggest that the "well" would have
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more likely taken the form of a pump. Therefore, it is suggested

that the new functioning hose bib installed to the north of the

kitchen be relocated to the historic well location, and be

redetailed for historic consistency.

4. The c. 1800 watercolor of Graeme Park, presently located in

the Visitor's Center, suggests that the eastern rear yard

enclosure was a continuation of the picket fence, not a

fieldstone wall as reconstructed. Similarly the painting depicts

the east garden wall extending the full length of the front yard

with the mushroom cap stone at the northern pier. Accurate

reconstruction of this section of garden wall would require the

removal of a mature oak tree in the rear yard, so it is

recommended that the wall be reconstructed on either side of the

tree and then completed in the future when the tree dies.

5. The west garden wall of the rear yard enclosure has a central

crack down both east and west faces and across the top. This

crack should be repaired and monitored for additional structural

Eventually, this garden wall should be repointed withmovement.

high-lime mortar matching the color, texture, and tooling of the

house's original mortar.

6. Archaeological remains should also be interpreted for

visitors. Sites of the longhouse and the smokehouse should be

kept clear of vegetation and clearly marked. Excavated squares.

strategically placed and covered with plexiglass, could further

explain the results of the archaeological investigations.

Similarly, remains of the three brick walks excavated in front of

the house could be exposed prior to reconstruction.
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Chapter VI: Maintenance Recommendations

Introduction

In the proceeding chapter, restoration recommendations were

presented for the Keith House complex at Graeme Park. Many of

these recommendations address deterioration resulting from

deferred maintenance or poor preservation practices of the past.

In some cases, original historic fabric has been forever lost due

to unchecked preservation problems. Cyclical maintenance is the

most vital and cost-effective tool for the continued preservation

of an historic structure. Accordingly, maintenance

recommendations are presented below in two categories: 1.)

immediate maintenance concerns, which have become restoration

issues, to remedy past and on-going problems; and, 2.) a periodic

maintenance program to prevent future remedial restoration. The

fifteen items which are preceeded by an asterisk are of the

highest and should be undertaken as soon as possible.

Immediate Concerns

Reroof (see item number 1, exterior. Chapter V).*1.

Rebuild chimneys (see item number 2, exterior. Chapter V).*2.

*3. Repair flashing (see item number 3, exterior. Chapter V).

*4. Caulk dormer sills (see item number 4, exterior. Chapter V).

5. Remove existing bees and seal points of insect access (see

item number 5, exterior. Chapter V).

*6. Replace roof hatch (see item number 7, exterior. Chapter V).

Patch repoint stonework (see item number 10, exterior.*7.

Chapter V).
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8. Prune trumpet vines (see item number 14, exterior. Chapter V).

9. Rebuild cellar window wells (see item number 15, exterior.

Chapter V).

10. Replace window well covers (see item number 16, exterior.

Chapter V).

*11. Recaulk windows (see item number 17, exterior. Chapter V) .

*12. Repaint exterior (see item number 18, exterior. Chapter V).

*13. Close gap at third floor window, east elevation (see item

number 23, exterior. Chapter V).

14. Reset third tread of cellarway (see item number 3, cellar.

Chapter V).

15. Remove cellar window interior covers (see item number 4,

cellar. Chapter V).

*16. Replace deteriorated wood posts (see item number 6, cellar.

Chapter V).

*17. Re-establish bearing for first floor walls (see item number

7, cellar. Chapter V).

18. Reinforce cellar beams (see item number 8, cellar. Chapter V).

*19. Provide foundation for partition 101-103 (see item number 9,

cellar. Chapter V).

20. Shore floor joists of Room 101 as required (see item number

10, cellar. Chapter V).

*21. Reinforce east wall foundation as required (see item number

11, cellar. Chapter V).

22. Seal gap at base of Door 101-Exterior (see item number 1,

first floor. Chapter V).

23. Repair plaster where loose from lath (see item numbers 3,
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first floor, 1, second floor, and 2, third floor. Chapter V).

24. Replace broken sash ropes (see item numbers 5, first floor.

8, second floor, and 4, third floor. Chapter V).

25. Reattach loose areas of the reproduction wallpaper in Room

103 until (see of its historic appropriateness is determined item

number 12, first floor. Chapter V).

26. Reattach chair rail in Room 104 (see item number 17, first

floor. Chapter V).

27. Establish visitation policy for Room 202 (see item number 2,

second floor. Chapter V).

28. Test discolored area in Room 202 for neutrality (see item

numbers 6, second floor, and 7, first floor. Chapter V).

29. Remove peeling ceiling paint and touch-up surface until

paint restoration (see item number 9, second floor. Chapter V).

30. Free Door 201-203 (see item number 12, second floor. Chapter V).

*31. Reinforce stair header and beam on which it bears (see item

number 1, third floor. Chapter V).

32. Restore Door 301-304 to operable condition (see item number

6, third floor. Chapter V).

33. Repair bottom rail and sill of window in Room 305 (see item

number 11, third floor. Chapter V).

*34. Repair eighth tread of attic stair (see item number 2, attic.

Chapter V).

35. Secure loose pavers (see paragraph 3, item number 2, site.

Chapter V).

36. Repair crack in west garden wall (see item number 5, site.

Chapter V).
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*37. Hire an expert painting conservator to remove the polyvinly

acetate resin from the eighteenth-century finishes before

additional oxidation further complicates the restoration process

(see pp. 102-103, Appendix II).

-s
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Periodic Maintenance Program

As the following periodic tasks* are performed, all activities

should be recorded in a maintenance log. This log would include

a complete record of housekeeping and maintenance activities.

details of work performed, dates executed, costs incurred, and

names of personnel involved (whether in-staff or contractual).

The log should be periodically reviewed for unexpectedly repeated

repairs which may indicate more serious problems. Furthermore,

an annual inspection and inventory should be compiled for each

space and its furnishings, as well as the building's exterior and

outbuildings. Tasks have been outlined in accordance with their

needed frequency; weekly, monthly, semi-annually, and annually.

In addition, the following general maintenance recommendations

have been developed;

1. Provide exterior natural fiber mats with solid backings at

entrance doors to remove dirt from visitors' feet prior to

entering the structure. During rainy weather a second interior

mat should be utilized to further prevent mud and water from

being tracked into the house since the exterior stoops are

uncovered.

2. Keeping the structure in a clean condition should be a high

priority. The accumulation of dirt will lead to abrasive and

chemical deterioration of the historic fabric affecting all long

term preservation efforts.

*Much of the material on proper curatorial maintenance procedures 
was obtained from J. Henry Chambers' book, Cyc1ica1 Maintenance 
for Historic Buildings (U.S. Printing Office, 1976) .
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3. Ultra-violet film, which is transparent, should be installed

on the interior of all window and transom glass to retard

deterioration of the historic finishes of both architectural

fabric and furnishings by the sun's ultra-violet rays.

4. Allow the existing wax to gradually wear off the floors and

do not reapply. (This wax was first applied during the

restoration of 1960 and was not in use historically.)

5. If vandalism occurs, correct as soon as possible to deter

additional damage by other vandals. Prior to removing new

graffiti, a small affected area should be tested with the least

destructive cleaner, such as distilled water, or water with a

neutral detergent. If scrubbing is required, a natural fiber

bristle brush should be employed. Damaged historic finishes

should be left for treatment by a qualified conservator.

6. Do not use alkaline household cleaning products such as lye

or ammonia on wood. Do not use acidic cleaning products on

masonry.

7. Do not use water on white-washed walls and ceilings, as the

surface will be damaged. Such areas should be cleaned using only

dry methods such as vacuuming.

8. Remove heavy accumulations of snow by top-layer shoveling

and/or sweeping before foot traffic compresses and melts the

Do not use snow removal materials such as salt orsnow.

chemicals which may damage the masonry.

When historically appropriate wallpaper is restored to the9.

house (such as in Rooms 104 and 202), clean only in accordance

with manufacturer's specifications or conservator's advice. If
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made with historically accurate water-soluble pigments, 

the wallpaper cannot be cleaned with typical

and may be damaged by the suction created by vacuuming.

and

fibers.
modern

cleaners.

10. Painting should be undertaken only when actually 

and only on those areas requiring it.

necessary.

Unnecessary painting will

obscure molding profiles and build 

subject to cracking and peeling.

11. Extra amounts of paint should be maintained 

matching paint colors and for touch-up work, 

should be kept full, replenishing the medium 

stored upside down to retard oxidation.

up to an inflexible layer.

as samples for

The container

as required, and

12. After exterior or interior painting of windows, 

close windows daily for the first half-week 

the windows by the paint film.

open and

to prevent sealing of

13. When repainting doors. remove rim locks. Prior to

reinstallation, remove back plate and clean lock of accumulated 

rust and dirt. Protect other hardware from paint spills, 

based on historic photographic documentation, 

reproduction oil-cloth or lineoleum is installed in Room 101, 

this material must be carefully cleaned in accordance with 

manufacturer's specifications or conservator's advice.

14. If,

Weekly tasks

1. Vacuum floors, carpets (if installed), hearths, and fire

boxes.

2. Dust horizontal surfaces (such as window sills, chair rails, 

baseboards, 

adjacent surfaces.

tops of door and window trim) taking care not to rub

Historic finishes should receive less
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frequent dustings with only an untreated, soft cloth.

3. Remove cobwebs with a cloth-covered broom in an outward and

upward motion to avoid smearing wall or ceiling surfaces.

4. Remove and shake mats at entranceway.

5. Sweep walks and stoops, especially under mats.

6. Remove litter from grounds.

Monthly tasks

1. Wipe interior window surfaces with a clean, untreated cloth.

Brush exterior window surfaces with a wisk broom. A pointed

wooden stick may be used to remove accumulated dirt from the

corners where muntins intersect.

2. Use a vacuum cleaner with a wide dusting brush to clean walls

and ceilings. Use a light, even touch with overlapping strokes.

beginning at a corner near the floor and moving upward to the

ceiling. Clean vacuum brush frequently.

3. Vacuum marble fireplace surrounds or dust with an untreated

cloth.

4. Clean fireplace tile and brick with a soft cloth dampened in

distilled water, followed by thorough drying with a second cloth.

5. Clean easily soiled areas, such as around door hardware and

Iabove heat outlets, as appropriate.

6. Shake carpets (if installed), vacuuming floors underneath

before relaying.

7. During heating season, clean filters and grilles.

8. Inspect cellar space noting musty or damp smells, and using a

humidity-indicating device to test for moisture content. When

moisture content exceeds twenty percent, a window fan or
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dehumidifier should be used to dry the air and prevent wood 

deterioration.

9. During the growing season, keep areas adjacent to house free 

of volunteer plant or tree growth.

Semi-annual tasks

1. After winds above forty miles per hour, 

loose, or missing shingles.

check for worn.

Repair leaks, weak areas, and loose

attachments. Replace missing shingles.

2. Inspect exterior woodwork (cornices, barge boards, doors, 

windows,- trim, cellarway doors, window well covers) for moisture 

damage, warping, splitting, and unsound joints, 

decayed, determine source of moisture.

If wood is

stop leaks, and make

repairs to decayed wood. Repair unsound joints. Seal fine

cracks with wood filler. Coat all bare wood with preservative, 

compatible primer, and two finish coats of paint.

3. Prune trumpet vines to prevent covering of woodwork.

4. During a rainstorm, inspect for proper drainage patterns. 

Remove leaves and debris from cellarway and window5. areaways.

6. Inspect building for termites and other wood damaging 

Note evidence of insect activity; 

wood, small piles of sawdust, clay tubes on pieces of wood, or 

actual insects.

insects. small holes in the

Treat as necessary, 

inspections should be undertaken by a professional exterminator.

Inspect for signs of water entering through exterior walls, 

such as discolored panelling or deteriorated plaster and paint 

surfaces, and seal points of entry (by repointing stonework or

One of the semi-annual

7.

caulking gaps at woodwork).
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8. Check exterior walls and exposed surfaces of interior

foundations for cracks, leaning or bulging areas, or other signs

of uneven settlement, movement, or structural deterioration.

Check interior wall surfaces for cracks, crumbled plaster, gaps

between finishes, openings at intersections of horizontal and

vertical planes, door swings out of alignment, and other signs of

Monitor existing gap between trim of Door 101-Exteriormovement.

and Partition 101-102 (see item number 2, first floor. Chapter

V). Check exposed roof framing members for rotted, split, or

cracked rafters. Check exposed masonry where floor joists bear on

foundation walls for crumbling or gaps which might indicate wall

If rotted timbers, significant cracks or other signsmovement.

of movement are observed, review structural condition of building

with an engineer qualified to evaluate its condition and to

specify remedial action, if required, to ensure that adequate

safety precautions are met.

. 9. Inspect interior and exterior of building for moss, algae.

and/or lichen growth on wood and stone, which are signs of

moisture problems which need to be corrected. Check interior

dark spaces such as cellar and attic for fruiting bodies growing

out of wood, a sign of active biological deterioration in need of

treatment.

10. Test fire extinguishers.

Wash oil-based modern paint surfaces with non-ionic detergent11.

with soft water and two damp sponges, thoroughly rinsing and

drying each area. Do not allow solution to run or drip on to

adjacent surfaces. Change rinse water frequently.

Remove dirt in cracks between floor boards with a blunt wood12.
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or metal tool.

13. Replace broken sash cords with the same type of cord.

simultaneously cleaning the weight box and brushing the weight to

remove accumulated rust.

14. Wash windows with a weak non-ionic detergent solution.

protecting sills and sash, and taking care not to allow solution

to run onto woodwork.

15. Replace cracked lights of modern glass. Monitor cracked

lights of historic glass for soundness; if loose, replace.

Salvaged old glass should be installed when available.

16. Check window caulk for brittle, cracked, or missing pieces.

Remove any damaged areas, scraping wood and cleaning glass. Coat

wood with linseed oil prior to recaulking in accordance with

manufacturer's specifications. Do not allow caulk to project

further onto glass than interior wood stop. Paint caulk, lapping

over glass slightly to seal.

17. Clean door hardware after applying a cardboard template to

protect door surface. Polishing brass removes a portion of the

metal with each treatment and should be executed only when

actually tarnished. Adjacent dissimilar metals should be covered

with paper prior to polishing of brass.

18. Inspect door locks and latches for proper function, and door

hinges for proper swing. When loose due to enlarged nail or

screw holes, fill and reattach. Fill loose knob set screw holes

with solder and redrill. Build up worn hinge knuckles with new

matching material. If loose screws or worn knuckles are

determined not to be the cause of an ill-fitting door, structural
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movement may be indicated (see item number 8, above).

19. Inspect plaster surfaces for areas of plaster loose from the

lath. Patch as necessary using new plaster matching the

constituent composition and workmanship of the old plaster.

Annual tasks

After a rainstorm in the spring or fall, check brick chimneys1.

for moist areas, cracks, crumbling material. loose pieces.

missing mortar, and efflorescence. Repoint joints as necessary

using mortar which matches original in color, texture, and

constituent composition. Mortar should not have high portland

cement content and should be no harder than the surrounding brick

and mortar.

2. Inspect flashing for warps, weak areas, loose attachments.

and missing sections. Replace damaged flashing as necessary and

repair leaks. Exposed flashing should be painted to match

adjacent construction.

Inspect paint for wear, bare spots, blistering, peeling, and3.

mildew. Check where moisture is entering wood and stop leaks.

Split blisters, scrape peeling areas, remove rust, and sand rough

Wash mildew with fungicide. Coat bare wood withspots.

preservative. Prime and paint with two finish coats in

accordance with paint seriation results for the Graeme period

interpretation.

4. Inspect the exterior paving for loose stones or bricks, and

Reset loose stones or bricks.crumbling mortar or setting beds.

and repoint of regrout to match existing paving.

Re-establish grade as necessary to maintain positive drainage5.
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slopes away from house.

6. Inspect picket fence for deteriorated paint, rusted

attachments, moisture damage, and excessive wear. Make remedial

repairs as necessary.

7. Inspect stone garden walls for loose mortar joints and

structural cracking. Mote additional movement, if any, of the

west garden wall at location of existing crack (see item number

5, site. Chapter V).

8. During the coldest part of the year, inspect the attic for

signs of winter water condensation in the unheated space. If an

unsatisfactory condition exists, dehumidify space. Installation

of batt insulation between the rafters will help prevent

reoccurrences of the same magnitude.

9. During the winter, inspect non-porous surfaces, such as

window glass, for condensation, which can cause damage if the

paint film on the sash permits moisture infiltration. The

situation can typically be prevented by applying a mixture of

equal parts glycerin and methylated spirits to the inside of the

glass with a soft cloth after each winter washing.

10. Inspect interior horizontal surfaces, such as floor boards

and stair treads, for heavy wear patterns. Alter interpretative

route of visitor travel as necessary.

11. Monitor crack on the north side of the marble fireplace

surround in Room 102 for additional movement, if any. (See item

number 6, first floor. Chapter V.) Repair if required.

12. Monitor level of crazing on the restoration Delft tiles.

especially in Room 204. (See item number 14, second floor.
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Chapter V.) Replace individual tiles if damaged to the point of

visual incongruity.

13. Have a professional inspect the heating system.

14. Have a professional inspect the security system.

Additional tasks should be added to these lists and the frequency

of specified tasks revised as necessary, so that thorough.

conscientious maintenance can fully contribute to the continued

preservation of the Keith House at Graeme Park.

I;.
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APPENDIX I - DOCUMENTS

Contract between William Keith and John Kirk, 1721.A.

B. Road Descriptions

Governor's Road, 1722.
County Line Road, 1722.
Road from Robert Davis* house to Governor's Road, 1734.

1.
2.
3.

Inventory of William Keith's personal property, 1726.C.

Inventory of Thomas Graeme's estate at Horsham, 1772 .D.

Inventories of property of Hugh and Elizabeth Graeme 
Fergusson, 1778.

E.



Contract between William Keith and John KirkA.

Know all Men by these presents that I Sir William Keith 
Baronet Governor of the Province of Pennsylvania am held 
and firmly bound unto John Kirk of the County of 
Philadelphia Mason in the Summ of One Hundred Pounds good 
and lawful Money of America to be paid to the said John Kirk 
his certain Attorney Executors Administrators or Assigns; To 
the which Payment well and truly to be made I bind myself my 
Heirs Executors and Administrators, firmly by these presents. 
Sealed with my seal. Dated the Twelfth Day of December in 
the Eighth year of the Reign of our Sovereign Lord King 
George Anne Domini 1721.

The Condition of this Obligation is such that if the above bound 
Sir William Keith his Heirs Executors and Administrators and 
every of them shall and do for his and their parts in all things 
well and truly observe perform fulfill accomplish pay and keep 
all and singular the Covenants Articles Promises Payments 
Conditions and Agreements whatsoever which on his and their parts 
and behalf are wrought to be observed, performed, fulfilled, 
accomplished, paid and kept, comprised and mentioned in a certain 
Memorandum of an Agreement bearing even Date with these presents, 
made or expressed to be made between the said Sir William keith 
of the one part and the above named John Kirk of the other part. 
And that in all things according to the true Intent and meaning 
of the said Memorandum of Agreement without Fraud or Covin; 
this obligation to be void and of none Effect, or else to stand 
and remain in full force and Virtue.

Then

t' W. Keith

Sealed and Delivered 
In the Presence of 

John Ramsay 
William Dodd

[seal]

[original in Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Dreer 
Collection: American Governors, Sir William Keith]



Governor's Road [in Colonial Reipords, vol. Ill, p. 187.]B.l.

At)ril 23, 1722. Laid out a road according to the Direction of 
a*Juiy appointed to lay out the saaaa; Beginning at the Ciovemoura 
new Building,, in Hor^iam, in the. County of Pliiladelphi^ Thence , 
South forty-six Degrees Westerly forty three porches; Thence South 
forty four Deg. Easterly Ninety se-/en perches; Thfence South seven 
Deg. Easterly one hundred foriy eight perches; Thence South East 
forty eight perches; Thence South forty Deg. Easterly One hundred 
seventy eight perches; Thence South ten deg. West forty six pe^hes; 
Thence South Sixty Deg. East Thirty two perches; Thence oouth Six 
Deg. East twelve perches;-Thence South thirty two deg.-East Ten 
perches; Thence Sou-th thirteen Deg. East eighty four-pers^to the- 
Meetlng^iouse; Thence four Deg. East eigh-ty six perches;
South East Thirty two perches; Thence South Sixteen Deg. East 
Sixteen perches; Thence South Eight Deg. West One Hundred ^ches; 
■Thence South twenty Deg, West twenty four perches; Thence South , 
four deg. East -twenty six perches; Thence Sou-th fourteen deg. East 
One hundred perches; Thence South five Degrees East Nlne-fy two 
perches; Thence South Sixteen East Thirty six ^rches; Then<^_
South Ten Woet-Forty perches; Thence South Ei^teen
South -thirty fo«w* Deg. West fourteen perches; thence South fa^en ...
deg. West Six perches; Thence South fifteen deg. East Fifty
perches; Thence South five deg. West seventy eight perche^ Thence •
South ten Deg. East Ninety five perches; thence South twenty two
deg. East Seventy six perchea.to New Ycri Road,at Round Meadow Run.

■ ■' <'|.i, , Kicho, Scull,

County Line Road fin Colonial Records vol. Ill, p. 187.]B.2.

■ A^U 24. 1722
. Nicho. Scull was ordered by Council to "run out a road 

beginning at the Intarsaotion of New York Road with tha Division 
Line* between the Counties of Philadelphia and Bucks; Thanoa 
northwest aloa't the sd. Lino 1,274 Perches to a black oak tree 
standing by a patch loading fi*ca Rlchd. Sanders Feny on 
Besbaaary Creek to Edward Fansers* Miller (of grain).



B.3. Road from Robert Davis' house to Governor's Road

"Beginning at Robert Davis house then along by side of the 
County line Southeast 565 perches, then South 26 degrees East on 
ye lands of James Cody and ye Lady Keith's, 160 perches, then 
South 27 degrees East 160 perches on ye Lady Keith's land to an 
established Road leading down to ye York Road, in length two 
miles three quarters and 5 perches."

[accompanying plat shows "Keith's barn" near lower end of road]

[from Road Records of Philadelphia Court of Quarter Sessions, 
Packet 24, M67, 1734.]



C. Inventory of William Keith's personal property, 1726. [printed in 
Nancy J. Wosstroff, Graeme Park, M.A. Thesis, Univ, of Delaware, 1958, 
pp. 42-46.]

THIS SCHKDDLB of' the 31avo» Plate Ilou»«hold Famiture Hearses Cattle 

Goods & Chatties- upon Sir 'Williaia Keith’s Plantation at Korsb^,in ' 

the Countgr ot Philadelphia and intuited to be bargained end sold by 

hJjB tmto Thoaaa Grasso and thonss Sober in and ’]^ Indenture 

linto aniMxi^.

. I
t

'■’.tt •i; ."ti.
t Ii».■\ ;I•i . ;••;r- « ;•; ».

I; .»
KGGHCE3 it SUITES, - • One Kegroo Man naased Uilliaa land an Indian Weman . 

his Wife naiosd Jana* A B<^ their Child named Williani,> - A Negro Man 

named Keroury and a. Hegroe Wosnan his Wife named Diana — A Boy their 

Child naniod Andrew—; A Negro Man named Caaaaur and a Negro W<aian named 

Mary his WJCo and a Girl their Child named Ann - A Negro W<»san.'named

Haria - and two Childr«i a Girl nesaed Sarah and a Boy nataed Robert -
■-.'•v.::r • •

A Negro Man asmed Harrington •- A Negro Boy named Qronooka,

*.

PLATS, A Punch Bowl Ladle and Strainer - Four Salreora Six Candle- 

sticks - One pair of Snnffers and Dish - A Stand- with throe Castors - 

- A 3oop LadOLa - Fifteen Spoons — Four Salts - A HandLa for Bottles - 

A Tea Pot - A Sugar Dish - A Dosea & half of Tea Spoons Tceigs and 

Strainer— A large Branch of Coral set in Silrer, • t

:*

LINHEN, Twenty four fins Holland Sheets - Twenty pair of conaaon . 

Sheets - Fifty Table Cloaths fine and coarse - TwsIto Dosen of Hap- 

^a fine and coarse - Six Dozen of Totals fine and coarse - Thto 

*^Rn of Pillowbers fine and coarse - Two Dozen of Window Curtains,



BKD3* A Chine® Bed cojuplaat - A yollcar Damaak Bed and Furniture - 

Two plad Beds and Pumitoift* - Two Tent Bods and Pumiture - A Blue 

Stuff Bed and Pomituro - A colonrtsd Stuff Bod and Foroiture - A 

Hed and yellw flowered Stuff Bed and Fondtupe » Six Sackiag Bot- 

tOBi Bedsteads & Fttraiture except Ourtalna -« A Calico Bed and Farsd.-^ 

turw oOB^eat* ;. Feather Beds fine and ooeirse Twantyr Two idilte

»

.•; •
Holland Mattrloea <me of ehooked Idanen* ’ Blanketta fine and coarse 

Twenty pair^:' Sii^teea feather and .down Pillows. - (Mlta fine and .
V f. . • y-i:;

coarse Six - Two fine Chinee Qoilta. A Lott of Scotch^ PLad.;;. A, 

Coach and Squab ^th three plllowa Of green Canblet. A Cane Ccnwsh 

with a worked Sqoab and Pillow. A ruadiy leather Squab - An oa^' • 

Chair certwed with a csinoon AlUco (A thice 7)
• y

Another easy

Chadr covered with Croea Stitch. Six Walnut Fin© Chairs with Silk

f Eottome. Ei^toen Ditto with Lace Bottegaa. ^ Six Chairs of bine 

Camblot. Eii^rteen Ditto of Cano. Three Do«en of rusty Leather •; 

Chairs. Four Dossen of maiH^ Ditto. Four fine worked Stooia.. Four ■ 

Cane Ditto, Two rushy Leather Stools. . Six large folding Tables , 

of K^ogaay and Black Walnut - Eight smalior Ditto. One Mahogany 

Tea Table., Twelve pine Tables of dlXfarent Sizes. Three fine India 

Tea Tables and two Dutch Ditto. Two Mahogany presses -Three Scru-

;

s-
j

t

tores of Mahogany. Three V/alnut Ditto (Scrutorea). Two Chests Of. 

Ilrawers. One Japan Cabinet and Dressing Booc. A Japan Card Table. 

Slg^t India Tea Boards of diffarent Sizes. Two fine folding Scraens.

large Clocks - One Table Clock - Tlireo large Looking Glasses 

Six Dressing Glasses of differont Siaes.
# -

• i
Two pair of Glass Sconces



with Sil-wsr Sockets» Six Cases with Bottles of diffarorifc Sizes,

Ten Dozen of KnlTres and Forks of different Sort3»

PEViTSH. Fifty oig^t Dishes. Two Water Dishes, Twelve Water plates. 

Foturteen Doson of plates. Two 'Pys Plates, A. Tansy plate. Two Soop

One large CuUicder, One Bed Pan.Kettles, Twelve porringers 

Six Chambeir potts. Six basons. Seventy oi^rt Candlemolds, Two ■

• '

* «

large Peorriaota, Six Cranes of different Sizes

BRASS & Offpsas. One large Still. Two sjnaller Stills - One large . 

Copper. Two small Coppers. Six Brass Pots with Covws. , Brass 

Kottle, Ckie Copper JCettla Lamp and Stand, Four Copper Stue pans 

of different Siaee and one Cover' -• Two large Brass Skimmers, Two 

large Brass Ladles, Two large Brass Slices, Two Copper potta.

0n9 large Brnsa Pail* Two ditto plate Warmers,. Two ditto Pasty 

. Panns, One ditto preserving Pan, Five large Deeper Sauce Panns, 

Four smaller Sauce Panns, One DLarge Copper Tea Boiler One largo

‘i ■

Copper Jspva Dish and Salver, One Brass Candla Box, One 

One largo Copper Japan One Copper Still and Chafing Dish •• 

Ona Copper Tea Kitchin, Two peatils and Hortars. One Flower Box. ; 

One Pepper Box, Two Copper Baking pans with Covers, Three Copper

Coffee Pots, One Ditto Chpeolat pot. One Ck^Jper frying pan. One 

Ditto Warming pan. Two Brass ditto,. Two Copper Chafing Dishes, ..

pair of Brass Candlesticks, Six Brass Locks, Two Brass 

dearths with Shovels and Tongs and Doggs, Two pair of largo Brass 

^Eg3 with Shovels and Tongs. Sir pair of Brass Kooks.



IRC?WCaX3* One larga Crane* One large pair of pothooka* Siac 

pair of Chimney Hooke, Two pair of largo Doggs,- One Pair of 

largo Racks, Six Spits, Ono cast Iron Chafing Dish, Six potta 

of different Sizes, Two largo Crid-Irons, Two lesser ditto, 

pair of Stmiards .and Weight, One great Boll, Six Ditto of dlf-

fercot Siaoo Three Bex Irons, Poor pair of St«wl Doggs witb'ShOT^ 

els and Tongs^< Potor pair of Iron Doggs with Ditto, Two pair of 

large Tongs xith Shorels.'. Two ^acks with Heists of different' 

Sizes,. Six pair of Iron Candlootieks• Six pair of iron. Snuffers, ‘ 

Twel-m- flat Ironsi Six Grates, Six Iron Chains for Jacks Twel-vo i

Doors and Grates for Coppers and Stores. -Two Chopping Khires, One .• • 

large Kitehin Grate with Cheeks*; One omaller ditto. • 6ao largo didp-
'•"s ’- • • * . ■ V . • • •'

ping pan. ■ Three frying Pans of different Sizes.
>

HCRSE3 and other Cattle. Pour Stone Coach Horses.- Sewn Saddle 

Horses, Six working Ditto. Two Mares and one Stone Colt,

03C9n. Fifteen Cows. Four tkClls, Six Calves*. Thirty one Sheep, 

Twenty Hoggs, One large glass Coachi, Two Chases* Two Waggpnsi, 

One Wain, One pair of Tiaber Wheels, Four CartsV • Four plcwghs.
• -* r

Four

«nd four Harrows, ;

CHIHA, One large Chins Bason, Twelve Ditto of different Sizes,
t

Six compieat Setts for Tea. Two Dozen of Chocolat Cups and Saucers, 

Dozen of SmaU Bowls and Cuatard Cups,

‘^ferent Si
Twwity China Dishes of 

; Six Kuggs;. Two pair of 

One Dozen of fine Coffee Cups And also nany odd

zee. Four Dozen of Platee;
'^^^eatlcks.

-. .

L A'



piec«» ot China, Foot Scarlat and Gold Scolloped Shollc, - *• - 

Delph and Stone Ware and Olaasea* Six Large Datch Stone Jars.

Six fine Delph Ditto. Six Flovar pota. Twelve Venison Potts,

Six great Stwie Jaggs- Six Khite Stone Toe potts. Twelve Tin®

■white Stone Hugga. Twel-ve Ditto CoJffee Muggs, Tw idxito Stone 

Dishes with Covers. TwoIto fine hlno and ahito Dol|* Dishes*.,.

Six Doaen of dit-to jilatee. Twelve idiite Dishes,' ..Two Doaen of 

Plates and Several other odd Things^, A large Qaantity of earthen 

Ware of different Kinds*. Twelve fine Decanters foa? Wla» of dif--. 

fcarent Kinds of Olaas^- Fottr fine Ditto Canes-ters for Tea,; .' Three 

pair- Of Candlesticks,. Twelve Water Bottles, Two large Muggs. . Six. 

Doaan of Tnwbleirswi ;Tmo Dosen Of S7llabttb.Glaoae0i;^ Two Doaen Of 

0ell7 dit-fco. Tweltne small Salvers. One Set of large Salvers for 

a Desert, Six large drinking Qlasse.s with Covers, Six Dit-to with

out - 3.ix Dosen of fine Wine ditto;; One Dozen of Draw ditto, 

several others Things.^' A large Quanti-tgr of wooden Vessela f<w Dis

tilling Brewing VJashing and for a Didrx^i\

:

and

r

; '■ f

t.

..-.i



D. Inventory of Thomas Graeme's estate at Horsham, 1772. [printed in
Wosstroff thesis, pp. 52-58. Original in Office of Wills, Philadelphia 
County.]

•. •

A Jwi and tra« of the appraisesient of th« Peraonal Batata. 

of th« lata Thesnaaa Graawe. Eaqr. Deed* at. Qraeme Park In Horahaa To9m- 

chip Appraiaed Janes Paul and Abraham Dakerna begun the l2th Day of 

Stqptamber 1772 A contlnaed till finished* : •
. 1

. I. S. D
■ -6$ 0

• 11 .5 0

7 0 0

360 Dosn* of Wheat 

103 Do37^* of Rye 

90 D«>sn*, of Barley 

2$0 Doan*, of Oats 

80 Bushels of Oats

0

60 Loads of Hay 

a Parcel pf flax & seed • 

An old Haz^ called Spot 

An old Horse*.*,,, Buck 

An old Horse*

One Do

67 10 - .

10 -

: .-I- ■ -•

10 -

. HiUbeUy , 

I Captain 

. Toby .

. Leader

• 3 *. • •*

It - «.•.V • • •

A Horse; 12

Do, 16

Do Spot tk
loiuig Horse Trim 

loung Hare,,,,,♦ Spotty 

A Colt

lit

12

12 10 -



15.CastildDo,

7 10 -k Black Steer

hA Rod Steer
One pair Q»n and Geers 5 yro® old . . HU / ' .

U yrs« old ' ‘12 

‘■■'3 5

• ••If 5- r:'
U 10 -

• kOm Do* Do*

A Bull 

An Old Spotted Goar • 

A Red and Do,

Six Spring Cal-res

: ♦

*. *. ■•;

9

h $ -
hiJ '6-\
U 10 - .

A Black Coir

One Do* with White Fswe

One Do* wiilte spot in face

Carried forward A 3U8 10 10

Brdu^t fonrard A 3U8 10 10

1* 10 • 

. u 10 -

. k 7 6
U 12 6

U 12 6 

U 10 -

U 10 -

U 5 

U 12 6

One Don Cow
■ >. • • .

One Erladle Cow 

One Black and Whit® Do* 

One Pyed Cow 

One SpeeWLed Do*

One Spotted Do,

One Red and white Do*. 

One Spotted Cow 

One Pale Red Do,

.1.



h 10 -

h 12 6

It 10

h 7 6
It .12 6

■ : i

Ono BrlnJcle St Whlta Do*

Ono Palo and Whito Do* ,

Ono Do* Do* :.v

Ono Had and whl-ta Do*
; •

One Brown a Calf Do*

Ona Taarllng a Spotted Hoif ar 

One Do*. ;

Ona Do* (Tearllng) pala Rad Staar 

Ona do. black black Heifer

■ r .

Had Steer
t

. . :3.

2 ,$ ::T

. 37 10 .

• 8 12 6 ,

■ 10' ■ ■

6 5 -

• •

Ona loung Cow whlta face 

^7 Hoga and Sboato .

23 Sheep and lamba

One large Waggon

Ono Snail Do*

18Two broad Vihoeld Caarbo *

3On® Small Cart

- u -
3

■

11^ ^

One Sledge

Ono Drill Plon^ . 

Ono Barr Sheer Plou^ 

$ Ctwsaon Plon^

6 Harrows

5
It 12

One Duch Farai 3

6Tiro and Nails for a broad Wheeld Cart 

7 Spaida 

h Grubbing Hoes

11? * 

12 6



•r

1$$ Snckaoring Ho«a

Carried forward t 538 1 10
I

BrougJi't forward l» 538 1 10

1 2 6

■ 1’12"v6-;..;

. .. BCom Hoea 

9 Shorela ^
%

■*.

• •{ :•
10•: . •*.2 Croe» eutt> Saits •• :.

1h Hand Saws • ■I.

8 

T
2 Wheel barrows

k *, •1 I

8 STthes 

13 Sickles
t

1

17 67 Dung forks 

Pltch-fcarks & Rakes • 1 12

211 Axes it Hatchets

1 16 

7 6

17 6

f

a Parcel of Carpenters Tools

A Rollert;

:
3 Cradles and Sythes

2 pair Stmiards

3 Mauls it U Wedges

a Parcel of old Iron

:■

15 n.
a

12
!

3 10 -

2 10 -Hoplesy chain Sled, & Crow bar 

A Pidgeon Nett 

Some Carts Ropes 

35 Bags

2 (hrind stones & vice

15 V
10 -

h 5 - 

15 . .‘
i



3 53 Hatchels and Svingllng isheels 

3 Coulters aone naila & spikaa St hayknif» 3

A parcel of Swingled flax 22

2.A Parcel old Caaka

3A piece of Lineejr .

A bushel and two half bushels and Lajr bob . 1

2C0 Bushels lime in the fi^ in one heap 
and two Loads of Ash^

V--'
* -J

•5:- ■

A Surrrgyors labelling Inatroment 

SundrsT Horse Geers

: 2 7 •

16 35 -

V
/ - »i •Kitchen Pomitare

12 10 - ; ;
■ ■

Beds and Bedding of the faiw house 

Oven Shutters peals (?) ©tc^^ 

a Parcel Wool

.10 •

12 ^
if

7 6an Iron MaltHstiU

75 ■ 
60

A }!alatto Slave Alex

A Hegro Slave Masrs
^ •Soso© Glassware k China 2 17 m

V .a lea board & China i 1 10

Hand Irons tonga & shovel 

8 Tables

1

2 12 6

Carried forward h ^7h l5 10

Brou^t forward . ]» 77U 15 10 i.

13 Silver Spoons

a Case Silver handled Knives and forks

3

1 15 -



ivo Xiooking Glassea

two & 16 ki'TOo and iTorko

3 10 •

1 2 6

5A Csorpot & a Coach 

2 pair hand Ir«ja 

h Bad9 3 bmistoada 

Old Chairs

I

1 2 6 

111 15-^
/

i , \ .
I

A HarhU Mortar and arm Cast Iron «,*♦? 2 /• .. .V ?'*■. •• 
.V. I- ••

17 Acroa of Baclndioat in yo Oroond; .
. ' ' .* *'^ * ' * .

A Debt dae JCroni: James Paxil

38 Acres of Indian cojm standing on . 
the Oroond at 30 a* Acre

75 Acres of Winter Crain in ye Groimd . 
at 30 s* per acre

Cash in the House

18
i

$ $

57

112 10 

10 Hi - 

137 ; :Hortgago and Bond of Janes Caanwron 

Rents Due in Hosrthampton County; 

Fear Acres of Tomeps and Potatoes

103 3
15

V1266 3 1
• •* .

JmM Paol
and another Inventory

Abrahas lokens
& 255 k 6

1521 77
Tlio 13th Day of November 1772 came the above named James Paal

and Ahrahaa Lukens and were legally QualUfled that the above 

is a Just and Conscionable Appi^aiaement of such part of the 

Personal Estate of Thos* Graasio Esqr. as was brou^t before them 

for that Purpose, ■'■it

(signed) Samuel Ervin

L.



\r-

t-f
[■

Inscripticw on fold (outaid»)i .

Inventory of Thofiuw Craen's Estate 
filed Kove«, 16th 1772

Xnsoiribed on docttmenti

Will 193
1775

Inventory of part of 
the Estate of Thopwe 
Graone deceased

•V

*
Appraisewent of Fnmitare 
■belonging to the Estate of . 
I5r* Qrah«* deceased 

. hy
Edward Dofflll

& ^ - 
Thoa, Iswronco Jr

• ••
.*

filed December Ist, 1772 

Will 193 , ».

: •

••

'5

1'

r
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Inventories of property of Hugh and Elizabeth 
Fergusson, 1778. [The first inventory was 
published in Pennsylvania Magazine of History 
and Biography 39 (1915) 294. The secondjnd third 
appear in Pennsylvania Archives, 6th series 12:
653 ff and 649 ff.]

E.

>'■ I

1:- AN INVEN'TORY OF THE SUNDRY HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
AND CHATTELS FOUND IN THE HOUSE OF HUGH 
FERGUSON OP GUAME PARK TAKEN THIS SEVEN
TEENTH OF SEPTEMBER 1778.tf

The North west room upstairs.r-.-
To I desk. ............................
I drawer,.................... ..........
1 desk and Look case..........
.Ninety live doUars in t-ash, 
I looking glass,
I piCtlll'OS............
I nivert table, .

3
< 4
i 5

L' 35 12 6
1 10 
1 10r.

f- 15>
2 book.**.....................................
I Iwd and bedding 1 btanket, 
1 qidit 2 sheets and bedsted,
( Chairs....................................
I honk.......................................

u 2
30

5>--, 6i:' 15
in the Middle room, upstairs.

1 lipil Lod.s-oad &. hi-ddiiig & Curtains,
2 : he: t.s I blanket..........................

r lahiP. ...........
2 Chairs,.........
I |ir. hand Irons,
I c-arpei.............

I 40
% ■IH • 1

1 10 
1 10

13

I



■ ------------------------------

■

INVENTORIES AND SALES.FORFEITKD ESTATES,
1 sUnd...........................................
1 large tea table,......... .
A pai ccl ol wraping cloatbea, .
1 marble table.............................
S aeta of curtains one blue,........
tbe other green.
1 book holder..............................
1 table,.......................................
2 small tables, .............................
Salt supposed to be two bushels,
I barrel,
1 eight day clock and case,..................
2 box -Irons heaters and locks &ca., ...
1 bags of feathers,....................................
1 basket with sarvers 1 copper pan &ca,,
1 dining table-..............................................
b pictures.....................................................
t pictures 2 broke, .....................................
1 map..........................................................
1 tcdsled.....................................................
1 looking glass with a gilt frame,.......
1 large looking glass with a white frame, gauze

cover............................ ...............................................
1 large table.................................................................
1 i-ultun tick-bed and two pillows..............................
1 largo .spinet and fr.ime, ..........................................
I bed and budsted,........................................................
1 looking glass with a carved frame,......................
1 looking glass with a plain white frame..................
2 looking glasses with walnut frames,................
A large dining table..................
I Corvent lid..............................
I bed 2 bolsters and pillows, ..
I large bag of feathers.............
A large eaipci............................
1 bed quill...................................
I brass tcillel.............................
I Iron lea kettle........................
I Jack..........................................
I copper oven..............................
I Clipper dish..............................
1 earklng bottom, ....................
A emull rrippor kettle................ .
I b(Ktk stand............................... .
I >mall bag of feaihera,.........

ISIn the East room in upstairs.
2S 31 drawer..........................

1C sperinacela candles,
2 bedsteds and sackings,
1 trunk...........................
I desk..............................
1 looking glass,.............
I table, .........................

1 10
6 3
1 2 6 8
3
2 5 7 6>«s

IS IS
1 10In the East room In the third story.

3 Windsor Chairs I Kush bottomed...................
1 bed and bedding coverlid 1 quilt.....................
1 sheet bed.sted & sacking,..................................
1 bed and bedding 1 coverlid Blanket..............
2 beds and bedding 1 coverlid blanket,........... .
G leather bottom chairs, ..................................
3 rush bottom chairs................... .........................
1 easy chair. .........................................................
1 drawer.................................................................
1 pr. dog irons kettle and tongs..........
1 screen....................................................................
2 tables 1 Trunk.......... .........................................

In the middle room In third floor.
1 bedsted and sackings......................................
1 pr. dog Irons.............................................. ••••
1 bed and bedding 1 coverlid...........................
1 blanket 2 sheets curtains bedsted &ca.

In the North West room in third story.
4 Windsor Chairs..................................................
1 Trunk................................................ .................
2 small trunks, ................................................
1 Chest,................................................................
1 tea table 1 pine table.......................................
4 boxes..................................... ..............................
1 bed bolster and pillow,..................................
1 Keel,
1 blue and while and 1 blanket,........................
1 Slone jug with liquor, 2 bottles of cherrys............
3 bottles with vinegar, 1 bottle of sirup 3 bottles of

wine, ........................................... ...............................
1 card table.....................................................................
The drawers of Card Table and what is in it. 
1 table of flowered work, ........................-..................

101 2 6 •*
620

30
1 10 
I 10 
1 10

20
20
4 10 
2 5
1 S 
1 10
2 S 
7 10 
2 S

3
8
2 10

10
3

15

IS
2 10 3

10 12
20 60

10
13
126
331 10 

1 2 6 
1 10

7 10 
1 10

16r,3
.... 103

3.... 10
31!
14 10 

3 la 10
10

12 13
7 63

110
ISI 10
7 6

-i10
'f.

♦



!
INVENTORIES AND SALES.

FOUFKITED ESTATES.
1 2 S1 volumes of Sliakcspoar, ...........

A lot! of seven books, .................. .
4 volumes of Tom Jones,..............
3 books of Tristram Shandy, .....
8 books. ......................................... .
4 volumes of Young works............
4 volumes of smllh works............
4 volumes of Elmlzar,..................
4 volumes....................................... .
5 books..............................................
20 books,........................... ......... .
14 books. .......................................
3 volumes of Montagues letters, ..
4 volumes of the Tatler,..............
20 books............................................
4 volumes of Henry and Krancis,
4 volumes of the Rambler, ....
10 books, .......................................
4 volumes of the duty of Man, ...
12 books,...........
12 books, ......
12 books and some phamplels, .............
12 books,........... ..................
2 volumes of preceptors, ..
2 volumes of plyms letters,
8 books.............. ...................
2 volumes of the spirit of the law,...........
36 books of different sorts.............. ............
51 books french, .......................
9 volumes of the Spectators, ....................
12 books. ...
12 books, ...
12 books, ...
14 books. .......
1 Trunk tiek and 46me green cloth 
I China coffee pott,
I thina tea pott, ...
1 CannUcer and cream Jug of china, ...
6 cups 6 saucers 1 bowl of china,.......
6 cups 6 saucers 1 bowl of china..........
6 cups G saucers 1 bowl of china..........
1 tra pot 1 sugar bowl 3 plates..............
I table cloth................................... ...........
3 pillows 1 bed case. ................................

«2-Vol. Xll-Slh Ser.

7 « 11 copper stove...............................................................
51 candle moulds.................................................. .
1 large chest and 2 bed quilia. a sUmpt linen sheet
& 1 coverlid 3 blankets 3 pillows 1 bag old............
I weaving loom, ........................................................

6 3
2 S

17 2 * 1
S 4

12 1 1C2 small gilt glasses.............................
12 small oval pictures........................
A hand' Iron large shovel and tonga,

I A“palr of hand Irons shovel and tongs, .......
• Wtiti brtid basket,-...............................................

large copper coffee pot, ...................................
1 pr. of small scales and weights........................
A small looking glass.
A pair of hand Irons,
A soop dish...................
A lott of Queens ware,........ .
A hall gallTHTdecunter. 3 glass candlesticks 1 bowl, 3 lo

.... 3 15

.... 3 15

."... 7 2

. .  4 10
7 10 
3 IS

2
1 10

ISt 10 2
1 10 
I 2 6

2 8

1 10 
12 6
2

1 10 
2 S 
1 10

2
1 10 
1 10
3

11 wine glasses 1 tumbler............
10 delt plates &ca., ......... .
A basket of glass and china. ...
A pair of large iron toiigsin 
.\ bottle, i. •. 
a tin bu.xes, ..
1 knife box and two lanthorns,
2 books of the life of Mary, ..
4 volumes of the General Dictionary.............
-J volumes of the history of England,...........
Whitelocks Memorial, ...................................
I book of the history of the old and new Testa

ment, ......................................................
1 book of Newterals Thllosophy,...........
1 large bible................................................
2 volumes of Humes history of the Stuarts, ....
1 large bible.............................. ..............................
1 book of Fltzherberts work, .‘..j........olf
5 boqk9, .......................................................
1 small bible, ........................................................
A lott of eight books, ........................................
2 volumes of the history of Scotland.................
6 volumes of Spencers works.............................

2
. 2 B
. 2 5
. I 10

• ••«*,•• ••• •
67

. I 10 3
,. "T 4

3 3
2 1___  10

___  9
15

.......  3

........ 5 83

62 6 64..... 1 3 « 6
3 6

.. 3 • 7 10 „
12 6 
1 10 
1 2 6

3
14 
2 10 

1 10 
2 5

►

15‘I 63 62 5 
1 10 
1 10 
4 10
3 IS

6
t 4 10 

1 10
5 books....................................................
6 books...................................................
6 volumes of Uardles travels..............
A lott of ten books............................

I
I 3;
\
)
i

5r
■ mi'»

7
l;



V,.

INVENTOUICS AND SALES.FOnPEITED ESTATES.

Hay tn the shed and loft on the east of the long
bouse, ........................................................... .

Hay In the stable.............................................
8 casks la Ibe creek,..................... ..............

^ Wheat supposed to be 150 dozen of sheaves 
Rye. .......................... .......................................
Oats......................................................................
Flax..................................................................... .
1 windmill and riddles, ..................................
2 cutting boxes 2 cakes 1 pitch, fork,........... .
Oats in a barrack, ..........................................
Wheat In a barrack. ...................................... .
4 stacks of hay in the iuog meadow,......... .
About 9 bushels of rye in two casks, .........
Spanish brown in a barrel..............................
7 old casks, .....................................................

1 decanter.................................................................
2 maps on the stairway.......................................

In the cast and Westroom downstairs.
8 Mahogany chairs.................................................
1 large mahogany dining table,........................
5 Windsor chairs..................... . ......... .
1 settle......................................................................
1 Mahogany dining table,...............................
1 Mahogany dining table,......................... .........

in the kitchen.
Lumber in Ibe cellar, .................. ......................
1 pr. hand irons, ...............................................
2 chairs 1 table 1 couch,....................................
1 pr. hand Irons shovel and tongs.....................
1 pott 4 pot rucks, ...............................................
1 dough troughs 1 table 3 chairs, .....................
1 coffee mill......................
1 tub 4 chairing dishes, .
1 large mortar, ...............
2 wheels..............................
1 copper bason and saw.
4 Windsor chairs. ...........
1 dining table......................
About 5 bushels of flaxseed and chest, 
pair of plough Irons and lumber, ..
1 cross cut saw, ....................
1 crow burr 1 hook 1 mall, .
pick axe £ca.,.........................
2 grindstones...........................
1 walnut desk and books. ..
1 desk of walnut.....................
1 cradle.....................................
1 table ...................................
1 pine table..............................
About 15 bushels of buckwheat in 2 hogsheads, ...
A rope and nine harrow teeth.................
About thirteen bushels of Indian corn, .
2 hogsheads and I pipe,.............................
2, harrows, .....................................................
1 ivaggon,.......................................................
I carl,..............................................................
1 apple mill..................................................
1 broken cart, ...............................................

1 10
204 I,
16
2

7 34
3 10 «
3 IS 611
3 104
4 4
2 IS

1075
37 101 10 

1 10 30
5 102
33

12 624
2 51 lye tub 1 barrel........................................................

1 Cleavor and bake iron,............. .............................
14 hogs, ........................................................................
23 sheep..........................................................................
1 iron pott walled in, ................................................
1 frying pan 1 warming pan, 1 bucket 1 settle 1

coffee pot, ..................... ...........................................
1 targe brass kettle, ..................................................
S puls 1 pewter dish 1 Cullender 1 grid Iron, ......
A negro-Man Named .\lexander.
Cask in the hands of

2 5
5

33 1515
SO15

2 613•••••••
1 5

4 2 63 15
31
5 52

2504
90Mayei3

Appraised by us 
ARCHIBALD McCLEAN [Seal] 
ROBERT LOLLAR [Seal]

3

2 5
Testis.

JOHN MORE. 
GEORGE MOORE.

.... 15•••••••••
4 3

2 5
Agents.

Philada. County September 17th 1778. Then appeared be
fore me the subscriber one of the Justices for said county 
Robert Ixillar and Archibald McClean and on their oaths de
clare that they did appraise the goods and chatties jis pr. 
Ihe foregoing Inventory to the best of their understanding.

Sworn before me
JOHN MOORE.

According to Mrs. Fergusons infurmatiun there Is but twelve 
aheep ami eleven hogsi.

2 5
7 6

7 10 i
101

c• ^ • a a

3
3 10
7 10
4
3
1 10

Inventory of the real estate of Hugh Ferguson of Grame 
Park Uken this 17th September 1778.

Containing about six hundred acres of land, and a three 
story brick liciise, a barn stable, and other buildings bounded 
by lands of John Tomkins, Jabez White, Thomas Kenderllne, 
Joho Penn, Samuel Jones, Sprogcll, the county line.
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..iFORFEITED ESTATES.INVENTORIES AND SALES.

I
Two small Looking (Hasses with glU Fruraes.
Six Chairs with the old Arm Chair.

small pictures about 6 Inches by 3. 1 deaths bead

THE FERGUSON ESTATE.

Two
picture about IS by 6.

One Crocodile In Needle Work by Mrs. Grome.
Two blue worsted Window Curtains.
One Desk, one small Cabinet, one Wash Hand Stand, one

■■)
. V A LIST OF SUNDRY ARTICLES OF FURNITURE AC. RE

QUESTED BY MRS. ELIZABETH FERGUSON TO BE 
LEFT WITH HER FOR HER ACCOMMODATION UNTIL 
THE HONOBLE THE JUSTICES OF THE SUPREAM 

. COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA DO ASCERTAIN THE 
CLAIMS UPON HE^t HUSANITS E:STATE A TAKE FUR
THER ORDER THEREIN. '

Furniture ol a Parlour.
Six old Windsor Chairs with their Cushions.
One small dining Table.
One large dining Table.
One small old Mahogany Table with the Set of enamelled 

Tea China usually 'landing ou it.
One small Marble Slab Side board.
Ode gl.ass Bowl.
One old Card Table.
One newer Ord Table.
One' round Breakfast Table.
Three looking Gl3.<«.<ses whirh usually hung in the Parlour 

l with twelve small medal plaister of Paris, the Heads of the 
I Potes. twelve pictures of Dirds, 3 of them broken by Accident 

at the Time of inventorying.
One veiT small Book Case.
Four old green worsted W'iudow CiirUIns for the ( windows 

In ye parlour.
One pair of parlour brass andirons. Shovel A Tongs, two 

old Maps, 2 Dc-anters. 2 Tumblers A 11 Wine GIas.se.s.
An eight day Clock. A Harpsichord with its Stand A the 

Carpet usually on the Floor.
Furniture of a Bed Chamber.

One bed. one bedstead with Curtains.
One Down Covering with a Cotton Tick.
Four Blankets, two pair of Sheet.*, one Quilt A a white 

('ountei'pain.
Two pillows with Case.* A a Bolster.
One lii<l and bedstead without Curtains.
Four Blankets, two pair of Sheds.
Two pillows with Cu.ses- for the Servant Maid.
Two small pine Tables with the old dressing (ll.iss standing 

on the one of them.

;•%

r
t'j Writing Desk.

One Warming Pan.
One Japan Candlestick.
One Pair of Andirons Shovel A Tongs.
One old Trunk. _
One Fringe Loom A Stand.

Kitchen Furniture.
One Fish Kettle.
One Copper plate Warmer.
One preserving Pan.
One Stew Pan. One frying Pan.
One Grid lion.
One brass Kettle.
One Jack.
One Cullender
One pewter Dish. One Turlne for Soup with a Dish, Queens 

Ware.
One Spinning Wheel.
One Reel.
One long wheel.
Two Iron pots.
One small kettle.
T'wo Pot Racks.
One pair of Iron Andirons Shovel A Tongs.
'rwo Washing Tubs.
One Pall.
One Pewter Bason. .
One Cleaver.
Trvo Kitchen Tables.
One Dough Trough, Three Dozen^Tandle Moulds A one large 

glass Lanthorn.
The Books consist of four hundred Volumes many of whlca 

not bound A of those which are 130 are the Property of 
different Gentlemen whose names are In them.

Menlo. The three Stands were inventoried under the Appel
lation of Tables, but are only 16 Inches snunre.

The Plate Warmer also was Inventoried under the AppelUr 
Uon of an Oven.
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INVKNTOniliS AND SALES.

Fi(tc«n ItUKhels of BuckwheaL
Fifteen Uusliela of liidlnii Corn.
One and a half Uti.-ihcls of salt.
Fifty UiisheU of wheat.
Twelve DusheU of Rye.
Forty Bushels of Oats.
Five Tun of Hay.
All the Flax valued at £4 10 5.
A true Copy from the Original except one & half Bushels of 

salt less—The Quantities of Grain Fodden & Flax supplied 
by two other Friends c(f Mrs. Ferguson who were bettor Judges 
than

Philadelphia County October I'.th. Ills. 
A.V ACOMPT OF THE YENOUI? .SALE OF HFGil FKIlOi;- 

SrN CONFISC.^TEl) HOUSEHOLD GOODS & CH-ATILE.-? 
SEIZED AND SOLD BY PUBLICK VENDUE BY GEORGE 
SMITH & JOHN MOORE AGENTS.

ThU given her by Act. of Assembly M............
Mr*. Elizabeth FVrgusun the place I.«t for.
Ilamuel Hines, to 2 pott Rahs.............................
f»l>t. Farris, to 4 Chavlng dUhc.s......................
Mlrhael Slatter. to 4 Kitchen Chair and stools,
Capl. Falrls, -to 3 [.eatber Bottom (liairs.......
f»pt. Falrls, to 2 Tin pans.................................
lUmuet nines, to I pr. of baud Irons...............

•JiJO 0 0

DANIEL ROBERDEAN. 2 1(1 0
1 1 0
0 7 0
3 5 n
0 1 6
2 3 0

Pennsylvania Ss.
The Justices of the Supream i.'ourt have taken the foregoing 

Application Into Consideration and thereupon decree that the, 
several Articles contained therein remain in the Possession of 
Mrs. Elizabeth Ferguson unsold until the said Justices shall 
lake further Order therein, the said Mrs. Elizabeth Ferguson 
having given HecurUy to tlie State for tlie producing said 
Articles when &. where the Justices afs'd shall award. Ilivcii 
under our Hands at Philadelphia the Sth day of October 
1773.

THOS. McKEAN. 
Wild. ATLEE.

. JOHN EVAN.4.
.\ true t.'oiiy of the original Record remaining in my Otllce 

at Philadelphia nth Oct. 1778.
EDW. BUUD, Prot. Sup. Cur.
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FOUKEiTED ESTATES, INVENTORIES AND SALES. .
2 3 0
1 3 0

.... 1 3 0

.... 4 0 0

.... 4 0 0

.... 1 11 0

■ Capt. Kalria, lo 1 Drass Cetlle.....................................
Capt. Kalrls, to 1 Copper Coffee pott and pan, ....' 
Snnuiel Hines, to 1 pr. of hand Irons,...........

Mrs. Fergesiin, tn 1 Dedsteadt,..................
¥f«. FerKCSun. to l drawr..................'.........

^ Mrs. Kergesun. to I Bedsteadt,..................
Mn. l>rgeaun. to 1 Bedsteadt....................
Mrs. Fergesun, to 1 Bedsteadt....................
Samuel Hines, to 1 Cart................................
Herry Grear, to I waggon...........................
David Johnston, to 1 pick..........................
John Donenley, to 2 planes........................
James Evans, to 1 pr. of Shears................ .
John Wallace, to 1 pr. of'plough Irons, 
David Johnston, to 1 Oiiger 1 Shovel Irons,
Samuel Hines, to 1 hand Iron....................’
George Smith, to 2 hammers and &c., ....
Phliip Summers, to I hove...........................
Hobt Ewers, to I hay knife........................
John I'rey, lo 1 Ouger..................................
Alexander Wright, to 1 Box with old Iron,
Jesse Gilbert, to 1 drawing knife &c...........
Samuel Dunlap, to 1 shopping knife............
Philip Sumers, to I BrandiiiK Iron &c., ....
Samuel Dunlap, to a Lott of Sundrys........
Samuel Hines, to a Loti of old Iron...........
Samuel Hines, to I Chest..............................
John .MeSwainey, lo 1 padlock....................
Abrm. Hollis, to 1 drag &c.................!,.!!.
George Shade, to 1 Cutting knife &c..........
Thos. Craver, to 1 Chisell........................... .
Samuel Dulap, to a Lolt of old Iron, ..... 
Samuel Dltterline. to 1 pr. of Bedsteadt. . 
Paul dowling, to a Lott of old Iron &c.. ....
Abrm. Hollis, to 1 pr. of hame.....................
Wm. Keer, to I Saw............................ '.........
Isaac Marpole, to 1 Crow Barr,....................
John Wallace, to 2 Boxs.........................
Jesse Gilbert, to 1 dining Table; .!!!!!."!!
Zacharia Glauson, to Glass.......................
Samuel Dunlap, to a Lott of old Iron, .. 
Samuel Dunlap, to a Lott of old Iron. .
Mr. Boggart, to 1 pr. of Taldeis.............
Abrm. hollis, to 1 rope wheel...................
Wm. Thomsdn. to 1 pr. of Bedsteads..........
Mrs. Ferxerson- to 4 Flower Cask................
Samuel Hines, lo a parcel of Spikes in

6 0 U
4 10 0
4 IS 0
5 0 0
I 12 U

11 5 0
17 0 0
0 .13 0
0 8 6 
0 5 0
s r 0 
0 10 0
1 1 0
I 1 0
I 1 0
0 12 0
0 13 0
0 8 0
0 5 0
0 8 6 
I 3 0
0 1 0 
1 10 0 
0 2 6 
0 I 0 
17 0
0 IS 0 
0 4 6

1 7 0
1 0 0 
1 10 0 
0 5 6
3 10 0
2 0 0
0 1 6 
5 0 0
0 3 0
0 8 6 
0 6 9
0 4 0
0 5 0
0 3 6
1 10 0 
1 12 0

Joseph Miller, to 1 pr. hand Irons,...........
Mrs. F., to 4 Rush Bottom Chairs..............
Mrs. Fergiisun. to 1 easy Chair...................
Thoms. Crattan, to 1 small pine Table................... 0 9 C
Capt. Falrls, to 1 Feather Bed,....................
Robt, Ewers, to 2 Baskets and 1 lantorn &c.
Ann Venton, to 2 Glass Candlesticks &c., ............. 1 iO 0
John Bogart, to 1 Basket with glass and Chine

%

.... 24 5 0
... 130• • • •

5 13 0ware,
Michal Slatter. to 1 Feather Bed and Bolster, .... 28 0 0

7 0 0
2 1 0
1 It 0
5 5 0

Ann Venton, lo 1 Coverlid Bed quilt and Bolster, ..
.Michadl Slatter. to 1 Cover Lid, ...............................
Michael Slatter. to 1 Coer Lid...................................
.Mexander Major, to 1 Trunk &c..............................
James Honey, to 1 Bay of Feathers and candle

moles, ........................................................................
Mrs. Slatter, to 1 large bag of Feathers,................
.Mrs. Slatter, to 10 delf plates &c.,...........................
Hobt. Gordon, to 1 Brass Cettle, . .............................
Mr. Calla, to 1 Copper Coffee poti............................
Mrs. Fergusun. to 1 Sarver 1 Candle stick &c., ....
John J. Crostlll, to 1 l.ouking glass. Not Paid, ....
.Mr. Slatter. to 1 Looking glass, .............................
John Umphrys, to 1 old Chest 1 pan &c., .............
Coin. Kennedey, to I Box Irons and 2 heaters........
James Roney, to 1 Broken Lukin glass, .................
Ann Venton, to 1 Book stand, ...............................
Thos. Graham, to 2 Bags.............................................
John Umphrys, to I white Framed Luking glass. .. 16 15 0
Owen Fairrls, to 1 Bag of Feathers with 1 Bolster,

1 ID 0
3 5 0
2 0 0
4 8 0
1 11 0
3 0 0
3 13 0
1 16 0
2 11 0
1 7 0
1 18 0
I 10 0
1 19 0

I

I

.... 360

.... 0 11 0

.... 0 18 0

.... 3 IS 0
4 0 0

I 0 
0 6 4
1 13 0
1 7 0
2 7 0

1 pillow,
Silas Wilson, to 1 Bag with wrappings..............
James Roney, to 1 Chest.......................................
Mr. Slatter, to 3 Chairs.........................................
Mr, Slatter, to 3 Chairs, ......................................
IVm. McCalla. to 1 pr. of hand Irons .and Tongs. .. 3
Hercules Roney, to 1 small pine Table...............
Owen Falris, to 1 arm Chair..................................
Thos. Graham, lo 2 Rush Bottom Chairs............
.lohn Wallace, to 1 Dres.siug Table. ....................
Capt. Fairrls, to 1 Bed Bol.ster and 2 pillows. .... 27 0 0

#

1
•0

«
2
4

i

a Barrel^ ..

{

V



INVENTORIES AND SAI-ES.FOUFEITED ESTATES,
0 11 0 
4 3 0
10 4

.. 0 10 S
0 0 1
0 2 S
0 0 8

........ 1 19 0
1 15 S 
0 16 0 
1 13 0
0 4 0
0 10 0 
0 2 0 
110 
4 9 0
1 19 0

52 0 0
82 0 0
11 15 0
0 17 0
1 10 0 
0 8 0
4 10
6 5 0
5 0 0

12 10 0
9 0 0

10 0 0
4 0 0
2 10 0
13 0
2 10 0

Alexander Wrisbt, to 1 Table Frame and close
Stool..................................... ;............;............

John Wallace, to 1 Iron pott...........................
HaicuU Roney, to 1 Iron Lasy Back......... ;
John Walliicc. to 5 old Casks..........
Jubn Adams, to I llarrul..................
Mrs. Fer., to 1 marvel Mortar,...........
George Smith, to 1 wood saw 
John Adams, to 16 parmeuity Candles, ..
John Wallace, to 1 pr. Hand Irons...........
Mrs. Fergesun. to 1 p'r.« ol small scales and

weights,............................... ......................................
Mrs. Fergesun, to 1 Table Cloath,...........................
Herculas Roney, to I Bore, .................................... ;

Casper Spes, to 1 rope..................................
John Donnelly, Ip 2 Grindstones,...........
Mr. Bogart, to 1 Chair...........
Mr. Bogart, to 2 Sythea &c..............
Wm. Wilson, to 1 Lantorn, .
Sami. Hines, to one ox yoke..........
Ahrni. Hollis, to 1 Chest, ...........
Peacock Major, to a Chest,...........
Abrm. Hollis, to a parcel of harrow Teeth............
Peacock Major, a parcell with parrlsh Drown. ...
Mr. Erwin, to 3 Tubs 1 wheel Barrow...................
John Wallace, to 1 plough...........................................
Capt. Hines, to 1 Tub and Jug................................
Thoms. Gaun, to 2 Casks, ........................................
Samul Muray, to 1 Barrel. ........................................
James Graven, to 1 barrow,........................... ...........
John Wallace, to 1 harrow, ....................................
Itobt. Shewlll, to wheat In the Barrack................
Wm. McCalla, to a Barrack of Oats............................
Abram. Hollis, to 1 Fan or mill................................
Peacuk Major, to 1 Hhd. and Bbl, .......................
Wm. Jcmmlng, to 1 Cutting Box, .............................
Samuel Dlderllne. to 1 Cutting Box, ................ .
James Roney, to a Lott of Barley..............................
Alexander Mojor, to 2 Sheep first Choice................
Alexander .Major, to 2 Sheep first Choice...................
.Iiime.s Roney, to I Ijrge Hog.....................................
Mrs. Fergesun, to 2 Red Sows and pigs...................
Mrs. Fergesun. to 2 White Sows and pigs................

■jtTrdrew Busklrk, to 1 sow and 4 pigs,......................
Benjn. Hare, to 1 Hhd.,............................................
Benjn. Hare, to 1 wine pipe.......... ..............................
Mr. Bogart, to 1 Lye Tub, .......................................
Peack Major, to I Chest with about 5 Bushels of

Flaxseed.......................................................................
Capt. Hines, to 1 pr. of Plough Iron........................
Mr. Bogart, to a Lott of old Iron..............................
John Wallace, to 1 plough and peck yoke............
Capt. Hines, to 1 old Cart.........................................
John Adam.s, to I Cask................................................
.Io.sep)i Featherly. to 1 apple mill, ........................
Mr. Bogard. to 2 Caskes............................................
Alexr. Wright, to 1 Chain................*..........................
ThOH. Boney. to 1 half Hhd. Tub............................

.076 

.080 
0 4 0

.000 
0 12 0
0 W 0
3 2 0

. 16 0

. 1 12 0

• • • •
•••s***«»«*** ? ••••••

•••••••••••••••
*«•••••

* • • •

• • • • •

2 10 
0 9 0
2 0 0

S37 n 8Total Erows excepted.

3 10 
I 1 0
0 12 0 
0 U 4 
3 n 0 
1 11 6 
1 10 0 
1 0 6 
1 7 0
0 10 0
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